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O.PS.' —OVERNIGHT PROOF SERVICE 
In today.., out tomorrow! Any O.P.S order in 
any quantity of Vericolor III film rolls that 
arrives by 9 A.M. any working day is carefully 
processed, proofed and shipped by the next 
working day. All are borderless. The quallty of 
these proofs is so outstanding, many 
photographers use them as "miniatures" in 
wedding albums or as additional "cameos" 
with portrait orders. 

From this  You get this  Price 
film format  size proof 

2'Ax2'/.i  5x5 

21/4x2Va 4x5 
(6x7cm) 

2'/a 1 Vii 4x5 
(6x4.5cm) 

35mm  3'1.,x5 

35mm  4x0 

4510 

47¢ 
OVERNIGHT 70mm PROCESS-
AND-CONTACT PROOF 
Overnight, your film receives the "National 
Touch " It is quality processed, contact-
proofed on an uncut roll of color paper, and 
shipped .. all within 48 hours! 

Process-and-Contact Proof 
(Per film foot, processing included! 

11 

M M 
Big borderless proofs add extra sales appeal 
to your 35mm proofs. Mark your O.P.S. or 
Choice Color Proof order "4x6 Proofs." Show 
them to your clients and watch what happens 
to the size of their orders! 

4x6 Proofs from 35mm 47110 
Afppd Proof r 
NCL SELECT PROOFS 
Specify "NCL Select Proofs" when the job calls 
for top-quality in a selection of sizes. We treat 
them extra-special every step of the way, 
carefully pre-testing for color balance and 
density, and, if requested, print them with 3/16" 
white borders for that classic appearance. 

Film Negative Select Proof Sizes Available 
Size  31/2x3'/2 31/2x5 4x5 5x5  5x7 

120/220 
square negs  .55  .60 .65 .65 1.10 

120/220 --
rectangular  .60 .65  1.10 

35mm  60 1.10 

BORDERLESS CHOICE COLOR PROOFS 

Film Format  Proof Size Price 

21/4x2'/4 5x5 

2'/4x2-3/a (6x7cm)_ - 45 47 
21/40 % (6x4.5cm)  45 

110  
35mm 3 /2x5 for 46, if 
specif led) 

NUMBER-MATCHED 
PROOFS AND NEGATIVES 
Number and matched proofs on Choice 
Color and Select Proofs are a great time saver 
that keeps your negatives matched to your 
proofs. Available on 1201220 and 35mm film at 
the time of processing, negatives are sleeved 
and cut in pairs (35mm in strips of three or 
four frames). Each proof is cut individually 
and numbered on the back to match its 
corresponding negative. Delivered in 
numerical order and packaged in our unique 
double pouch envelope. Ask for number-
matching on your next order of popularly 
priced Choice Color or Se!ect Proofs. 

120 size film 

220 size film 

135-24 size film 

135-36 size film 

add $1 per film roll 

odd $2 per film roll 

add $1.50 per film roll 

add $2 per film roll 

You get more than you pay for! No charge for 
shipping and handling on orders over $20. You 
may prepay your order, have it sent C.O.D., or 
charge it to your VISA, MasterCard or NCL 
Account. 

Photo Credits: 

A-Roger Benedict, CPP; B-Jeff Moses, CPP; 
C-David Mills; D-Roger Benedict, CPP. 

National color Laboratories. Inc is an employee owned company 

306 West First Avenue • Roselle, New Jersey 07203-0900 • (201) 241-1010 
Yon Info? Circle 16 
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Leeza's Wedding 
Photographs by 
Dents Reggie 
of Atlanta. 

Art Leather and I& = Gibbons 
Can Bring More Brides To You! 

Art Leather is currently attracting the attention of over 500,000 engaged couples by 
featuring Leeza Gibbons in full page, 4-color ads in the most influential consumer bridal 
magazines. In this dynamic advertising campaign, Leeza's endorsement of professional 
photography and Art Leather products has already prompted thousands of readers to 
request more information dimctly> from us. 
In response to these inquiries, Art Leather has produced a 10-page, full-color wedding 
photography guide entitled: 4 Picture Perfect Wedding. 

You can tie-in to this prestigious campaign! 
This wide not only helps you sell more Art Leather products, it 
helps you sell your services as a a professional wedding photo-
grapher and assists you in selling more of the photographs you 
take. It shows the bride and her family so many different uses 

for all those wonderful wedding photo-
graphs! You can use this impressive guide as 
hand-out to your prospective customers, 

as part of your own 
irect mail campaign 
and as a self-
promotion piece 
at local bridal 
exhibitions. 

More info? Circle 30 

i . ct.t Gibixtnc, rtf F.nrrrtainmem 7i mfµht. phrmrbUtp 

ORDER NO W AND RECEIVE A COUNTER CARD AND AD MAIN... FREE I 

Send this coupon to ART LEATHER, Elmhurst, NY 11373-2824  Amount  
Please send (  ) hundred booklets at S37.50 per hundred. These  Shipping 
booklets will be delivered with a blank area on the back page 
where you can imprint your name and address.  Thud   

(CHECK ENCLOSED) 

Name  Account#   

Address   

City   state  Zip   

❑ Please check here if you do not have an Art Leather account number. 

❑ Yes! Please send me a FREE counter card for my reception area. 

❑ Yes! Please send FREE ad mats for local advertising. 

XL ART LEATHER  
CUSTOM MADE ALBUMS AND FOLIOS 

S  Vu 



There s a new attitude in photography. It's about breaking old 
rules. Going beyond previously achieved kinds of images. Setting 
the world's eyes alight with original vision.  It's also about 
the new EOS-1. Which serves the photographer's creativity with 
swift ease never before possible. Through unique technological 
capabilities—extraordinarily streamlined, in a clean, uncluttered 
form that fits the hand like a glove.  Case in point. The Quick 
Control Dial that allows control of both shutter and aperture 
with one hand. Instantaneously. And with 1/3 stop precision. 
More. Four types of metering. 1/8000 sec. shutter with 1/2so sync. 
Built-in Automatic Bracketing. Predictive Autofocus. Custom 
Function Control that tailors the camera to each assignment. 

Speeds up to 5.5 fps with optional Power Drive Booster E1. 
Plus a professional lens system that creates images which leap to 

the eve more vivid than dreams. Resolution, contrast and color 
fidelity that make Canon lenses a benchmark.  The EOS-1. 
Made for the new breed of pro. The kind who aims to shoot it hot. 

Buv an EOS-1 on Canons Credit Card Promotion by Dec. 31. 1989—no money 
down. and no finance charges through March 22. 1990!  For more on 
the EOS-1 camera system, write Canon EOS-1. CSB 3192. Melville. \Y 11747. 

'11le 111 uW- ul' dw \tom Pi-4)6 imml - 

Canon 

EOS1 
•. o.. ro. wa....  r... p.,-�, W d• T� -iYC ..vrts fir: . 

More into? Circle 31 
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Presiden i s  Message 
By Morton A. Sobin. M.Photog.Cr., Hon.M.Photog., A-ASP 

A partnership 

Those of us who are PP of A and affiliate members are for-
tunate to be involved with a supportive partnership. Both as-
sociations offer a variety of programs and services which com-
plement each other in their quest to strengthen the field of pro-
fessional photography. 
The affiliates provide local conventions and programs, giv-
ing members excellent educational and networking oppor-
tunities without the need to travel great distances. 
Whereas the PP of A offers services unavailable on a local 
level, such as an indemnification program, which has saved 
hundreds of businesses. 
Only through International PP of A membership do profes-

sional photographers prosper from all of the following benefits: 
•Excellent equipment and health insurance programs. 
*An international convention which includes exceptional 

programs, special events, and one of the largest trade shows 
in the world. 
*Two quality, information-packed photography magazines, 

Professional Photographer, which is available to all members, 
and Photomethods, which is available to qualified readers. 
*Certification and qualification programs, which give mem-

bers recognition for their skills and expert status. 
•A professional staff that is always available to help members. 
*Winona International School of Photography and group 

seminars. 
*Marketing Professional Photography, which has assisted 

many photographers with initiating successful marketing 
strategies. 
These PP of A services work hand-in-hand with those offered 
by PP of A affiliates. With a strong partnership like this work-
ing for us, our careers and profits have no place to go but up. 

Happy Thanksgiving to all! 

Were No. One  

Vw% 
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FIL MET 
color laboratories, tnc. 

7436 Washington Street 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15218 
Toll-Free 1-800-222-1220 

"I sell 95% of my previews. 
They've got to be good. 

That's why Filmet's overnight 
preview service works so 
well for me. I get them 

back fast and I get 
them back right." 

Allcu Cccchbic, C.P. P. 

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER for first time customers. 

Send us a roll of exposed film and receive 
Previews and a roll of VPS 120 FREE! 

To receive this special idler, call I or 1r! .and ,14 our ow "Special Prerfew Offer." 
Special offer limit one per studio & hisi•tund pysto ers „ , offer expires htiav 31 it, 1990. 

More info? Circle 32 
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When Michael Libutti took this picture of Jessica Dixon, he had 
two of the finest tools ever to fall into a portrait photographer's hands. 

Fuji's new Reala film. And Fuji's GX680 Medium Format Camera. 
Only Reala has an added fourth layer of light-

sensitive emulsion, which enables it to record 
color as the human eye sees it. 
And that includes the most elusive color in 

the spectrum, the color of skin. 
The GX680 was designed on a level so sophis-

ticated, yet so simple, that it can liberate the photographer to focus 
on creativity rather than on mechanics. 

For example, if the exposure is considerably under or over what 
it should be, there is a warning light. There is an end of film warn-
ing as well. Auto Drive. And a lens that can rise, fall, shift, tilt and 
swing—a capability normally associated with larger view cameras 

and unavailable on any other midsize SLR. 
In addition to the 190mm Soft Focus Lens, 
so desirable for portrait use, the GX680 
offers the flexibility of 10 other 
lenses ranging from 65mm to 300mm, 
Reala and the GX680. Each 

unique by itself. Together, a system 
that advances the state of the photographic art. 
Every day someone new switches to Fuji film. FUJI 

A newwayof seeing things 

COnUCt...  "r ervlc' Ccn.ter, 
in NewJersey(1 —   
or in California ('1-5f3,2i1-7691, ext. 202). 

More info? Circle 33 
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Datelines 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS 

GUIDE TO SPECIAL EVENTS 

Are you missing out? 
If your organization's convention, workshop, seminar, or exhibition 
dates aren't listed in these pages, you may be missing potential revenue 
from would-be attendees. Submit your dates early, and include a con-
tact person's name and address (phone number, including area code, 

for exhibits only). So readers may realistically plan to attend events 
listed here, Professional Photographer needs to receive listings, if at 

all possible, five-and-one-half months in advance. These listings are 
published at no cost, strictly as a service to readers. Professional 
Photographer's editors reserve the right to select events to be an-
nounced in these pages, and to determine when announcements will 

appear. Editors are not responsible for conflicting or incorrect dates. 

For readers' convenience, each event is identified with a code pre-
ceding its name: Cm convention, W- workshop, S- school, E - exhibit. 

PP of A events 

JANUARY 15-19,1990 
W: Professional Photographers of 
America. Inc . Eighth Annual Mar-
keting and Management Confer. 
ence, Wedding Workshop Confer-
ence. Mirage Hotel. Las Vegas 

JULY 20.25, 1990 
C: Professional Photographers of 
America, Inc.. 99th International 
Exposition of Professional Photog-
raphy, 38th National Industrial Pho-
tographic Conference, Las Vegas 
Convention Center. Las Vegas, 
Nevada 

JULY 12.17, 1991 
C: Professional Photographers of 
America, Inc.. 100th International 
Exposition of Professional Photog-
raphy. 39th National Industrial Pho• 
tographic Conference, Dallas Con-
vention Center. Dallas. Texas 

JULY 17.22, 1992 
C: Professional Photographers of 
America, Inc., 101st International 
Exposition of Professional Photog-
raphy, 40th National Industrial Pho-
tographic Conference, Orlando Con-
vention Center, Orlando, Florida 

Winona calendar 

Winona International School of 
Professional Photography, 350 
North Wolf Road. Mount Pros-
pect, Illinois 60056: 312.298.6770 

JANUARY 7.11 
Portrau, I 

JANUARY 8.9 
Fashion iilustra➢on and Portraiture 

with Marc Hauser. Internegatives 

JANUARY 10.11 
Duplicate Transparencies 

JANUARY 14.18 
Advertising/Commercial Corporate 
1, Photographing High School Se-
niors, Profitable Additions for the 
Portrait/Commercial Studio 

JANUARY 16.17 
Photocomposing 

JANUARY 21.25 
Portrait II, Fundamentals of Pho 
tography, Interiors and Scale Mod-
els, Advanced Marketing IV (Off-
Campus) 

JANUARY 28.30 
How to Build a Prestige. Low Vol-
ume Studio with Charles Lewis. 
Business Dynâ  cs 2000 

JANUARY 28-FEBRUARY 1 
A Week with Joe Craig. Basic Pro-
fessional Photography 

FEBRUARY 4.8 
WINTER BLITZ, Touch of the Mas-
ters." Negative Retouching. En-
hancement of Color Prints 

FEBRUARY 11.12 
Candids/Social Events 

FEBRUARY 11.15 
Advertising Commercial/Corporate 
II, Basic Darkroom Techniques 

FEBRUARY 13.15 
Marketing for the 90s. Candid/ 
Social Events 

FEBRUARY 18.22 
Video Production for the Commer-
cial/Corporate Studio. Fundamen-
tals of Color Printing. A Week with 
Frank Cricchio 

FEBRUARY 25.27 
Photographic Department Man-
agemet̂ 

FEBRUARY 25-MARCH 1 
Fasn,on G amour Photography 
Creative Composition, Catalogue 
Photography, Portrait I 
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The Ultimate Testimonial 
17 Professional, knowledgeable and very experienced photographers and 

studio managers who make up Custom Color's Advisory Board. 

These experts lend their 
time and knowledge to help 
us judge the effectiveness 
of our services, pinpoint 
emerging trends and 
provide insight into the 
portrait studio's ever-
changing needs. 

They're also a true 
testimonial to the quality 
and service that Custom 
Color provides. 

Advisory Board—Left to right 
Top Row: 
Leon Staab. Pioneer Studio 
Bill Clark. Arnold Clark Photography 
Dan Olson, Town & Country Studio 
Bob Low. Bob Low Photography 
Torn Brown. Tom Brown Photography 
Middle: 
Steve Attig. Steve Attig Photography 
Jack Bobier. Bobier Studio 
Shirley Bobier. Bobier Studio 
Walt Stutzman. Stulzman Studio 
Ann Staab. Pioneer Studio 
Jack Cole, Up Country Studio 
Angie O'Rear, Genelli Studio 
Bottom: 
Gregg Heina, Gregg Heina Photography 
Fred Taylor. Photography by Fred 
Theresa Clark. Arnold Clark Photography 
Barbara Taylor, Photography by Fred 
Frank O'Rear. Genelli Studio 

FREE SAMPLE PACKAGE 
(WITH CO(JPON) 

Judge Custom Color's quality 
and service for yourself... 

Return this coupon with a negative and we will retouch it 
and print a sample package free.  P11 

Name   

Address  

City   State   Zip  _ 

Phone   
MAIL TO: CUSTOM COLOR CORP. • ATTENTION CUSTOMER SERVICE 
300 W. 19TH TERR.  KANSAS CITY, MO 64108 

Call Sharon for information and prices: 
1-800-821-5623 (in Missouri 1-800.892-7134). 

CUSTOMEOLOR 
C  O  R  P  O  R  A  T  1 O  N 

Photographic Visual Imaging 
300 W. 19th Terrace • Kansas City, MO 64108 • 816-474-3200 



Datelines 

1990 events 

JANUARY 13.14 
W: Kansas PPA Winter Seminar, 
Airport Hilton, Wichita, Kansas, 
Dave Mencl, Vice President, 924 
North Main Street, Hutchinson, KS 
67501 

JANUARY 13.15 
C: PPA of Rhode Island, Sheraton 
Islander, Newport, Rhode Island, 
Ruth A B Clegg. 628 Ives Road. 
East Greenwich, RI 02818 

JANUARY 14.17 
C: Hawaii PP, Ala Moana Hotel, 
Floyd Honda, Box 2690. Honolulu. 
HI 96845 

JANUARY 21.22 
W: Kentucky PPA Winter Seminar, 
Monzita Poynter, Exec Secretary, 
4926 Newbolt Road, Owensboro, 
KY 42303 

JANUARY 21.22 
W: PP of Nebraska Seminar, 
Holiday Inn Midtown, Grand Island, 
Nebraska. Rick Billings, Chairman, 
309 North 132nd Street, Omaha, 
Nt 6H1S4 

JANUARY 2830 
W: PP of Iowa. Best Western West 
field Inn, Coralville. Iowa. Jan Sig-
ler, Exec Secretary, Box 3674. 
Urbandale. IA 50322 

JANUARY 28 FEBRUARY 1 
W: PPA of Inland Lrnpie, David 
Ziser's Wedding Seminar, PPAIE, 
Box 70194, Riverside, CA 92513 

FEBRUARY 1.5 
C: Rocky Mountain PP, Hyatt Re-
gency, Denver, Colorado. Duncan 
MacNab, Box 638, Bozeman. MT 
59715 

FEBRUARY 2.6 
C: Southwestern PA, Hyatt Regen. 
cy Hotel, DFW Airport, Texas, Walt 
Hawkins. Exec Director. Box 828, 
Tw,,plr, Tx 76503 

FEBRUARY 3.6 
C: PP of Indiana, Adams Mark Ho 
wl. Indianapolis. Indiana, Russ 
Beck. 703 North Main, Lipton. IN 
46072 

FEBRUARY 9.12 
C: Connecticut PPA. Westin Hotel. 
Stamford. Connecticut. Glenn Cur. 
tis. Conv Chairman, 85 Main Street. 
Durham. CT 06422 

FEBRUARY 11.13 
C: PP of Idaho. Shilo Inn. Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. Dennis Hammon, 
Conv Chairman, Box 505, Rigby. ID 
83442 

FEBRUARY 24.27 
C: Wiscons❑i PPA. American Lake 
Geneva Resort, Lake Geneva. Wis. 
consin. Dick Jacob  Conv Chair 
man, 603 Bay Street. Chippewa 
malls, WI 54729 

FEBRUARY 25-MARCH 2 
S: Nest Coast School. Santa Bar-
oara. California, Allen Roedel, 
Director. Box 395, Imperial Beach, 
CA 92032 

MARCH 2.7 
C: PP of North Carolina and South 
eastern PPA. Affiliated Judging. 
Adam's Mark, Charlotte, North Car. 
olina, Loretta Howell, Exec Secre 
tary. Box 52179, Raleigh. NC 27612 

MARCH 3.5 
C: PPA of New Mexico, Doubletree 
Hotel. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
Eddie Colclasure, Exec. Secretary, 
1008 Arizona Street Southeast, Al-
buquerque. NM 87108 

MARCH 3.6 
C: APP of Illinois, Holiday Inn, De-
catur. Illinois, Mary Pierson, Exec. 
Secretary, 818 Washington Street, 
Lockport. IL 60441 

MARCH 3.6 
C: Wyoming PPA, Casper Hilton 
Inn, Casper. Wyoming, Scott Hor-
ton, Exec Secretary. Box 1269, 
Powell, WY 82435 

MARCH 8.13 
C: PP o1 Ohio, Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
Columbus, Ohio, Gene King, Exec. 
Secretary, 1024 Dublin Road, Cc 
lumbus, OH 43215 

MARCH 9.12 
C: PP of Ohio. Hyatt Regency, Co 
lumbus. Ohio. G.P. King, Exec, Sec-
retary, 1024 Dublin Road, Colum-
bus, OH 43215 

MARCH 10.14 
C: Kansas PPA, Airport Hilton, 
Wichita. Kansas, Dave Mencl, Vice 
President, 924 North Main Street, 
Hutchinson, KS 67501 

MARCH 18.21 
C: PP of New York. Kutshers Coun 
try Club, Monticello, New York, 
Kenneth Boval, Jr , Exec Chair. 
man, Old Lane, Box 369, Claverack, 
NY 12513 

MARCH 25.28 
C: PPA of Missouri, Lodge of the 
Four Seasons, Lake Ozark. Mis 
souri. Don Hammond. Conv Chair-
man, 301 Mid River Mall Drive, St. 
Peters, MO 63376 

MARCH 31-APRIL 3 
C: Kentucky PPA. Monzita Poynter. 
Exec  Secretary, 4926 Newbolt 
Road. Owensboro, KY 42303 

MARCH 31-APRIL 4 
C: Virginia PPA, Airport Marriott, 
Roanoke, Virginia. Jim Kelley, Conv 
Chairman. 1124 Panorama Drive, 
Abingdon, VA 24210 

APRIL 5.9 
C: PP of California. Anaheim Hilton 
and Towers. Anaheim, California. 
Alessandro Baccari. 1873 Market 
Street. Suite 3. San Francisco, CA 
94103 

APRIL 6.10 
C: PP of Michigan, Amway Grand 
Plaza. Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
Reed Frederick. Exec. Director. 
100 West Silver Lake Road North. 
Traverse City. MI 49684 

APRIL 21.25 
C: PP of Nebraska. Holiday Inn, 
Omaha. Nebraska. Losen Winkel. 
bauer, Conv Chairman. 2nd and 
Bwlington. Hastings, NE 68901 

APRIL 21.25 
C: ' ermessee PPA. Peabody Hotel. 

Memphis, Tennessee, Priscilla Ral-
ston, Conv, Chairperson, 1202 South. 
east Broad Street, Murfreesboro, 
TN 37130 

APRIL 22.25 
C: PP of Pennsylvania, Sheraton 
Lancaster Golf Resort, Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania, Pauline B. Lee, Exec. 
Secretary, Box 215, Port Royal. PA 
17082 

APRIL 22.27 
S: Texas PPA School, Huntsville, 
Texas, Robert Hemmi, Director, 
3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dal-
las, TX 75219 

APRIL 27.30 
C: PP of West Virginia, Marriott 
Hotel, Charleston, West Virginia, 
Charles E Warner Jr., Box 10. 
Colfax. WV 26566 

APRIL 28-MAY 2 
C: PP of Iowa, Hotel Fort Des 
Moines. Des Moines. Iowa, Jan Sig-
ler, Exec. Secretary, Box 3674, 
Urbandale, IA 50322 

MAY 3.6 
C: Industrial Photographers of 
Southwest, Holiday Inn, Albuquer-
que, New Mexico, Gary Warren, 
Vice President, 729-B 45th Street, 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 

MAY 7.10 
C: Northern Light Photographers, 
Madden's Resort, Brainerd, Minne-
sota, Tim Evans, President. 26 Cor-
nell Drive, Winnipeg. Manitoba, 
Canada R3T 3B9 

MAY 13.15 
C: PP of Montana, Grouse Moun-
tain Lodge, Whitefish, Montana, 
Nadia Bell, Executive Sec.. 629 
Grand Avenue, Billings, MT 59101 

JUNE 10-13 
C: PP of Mississippi-Alabama, Holi-
day Inn, Jackson. Mississippi, Gib 
Ford. 1048 Greymont Avenue, 
Jackson, MS 39202 

JUNE 10.15 
S: Golden Gate School of PP, Jim 
Inks. Director of Education, Box 
187 Fairfield. CA 94533 

JULY 29-30 
W: PP of Nebraska Seminar, Ra-
mada Inn, Kearney, Nebraska. Rick 
Billings, Chairman, 309 North 132nd 
Street, Omaha. NE 68154 

AUGUST 19.24 
S: West Coast School, University of 
California. San Diego. California. 
Allen Roedel, Director. Box 395. Im-
perial Beach, CA 92032 

AUGUST 25.29 
C: Florida PP. Omni International 
Hotel, Orlando, Florida. Theresa 
Saylor. Exec Director. 2312 Far-
well Drive, Tampa, FL 33603 

AUGUST 25.29 
C: PPA of New England, Sturbridge. 
Massachusetts, Roland Laramie, 
Exec. Director, 98 Windham Street, 
Willimantic, CT 06226 

SEPTEMBER 22.26 
C: Georgia PPA. Holiday Inn. Jekyl 
Island, Georgia, Kirk Baxley, Conv, 
Chairman. 1552 Walton Way, Au-
gusta, GA 30904 

SEPTEMBER 23.25 
C: PPA of New Jersey. Resort Tat 
Mahal. Atlantic City. New Jersey, 
Edward D Cole. President, 6 Olym-
pus Way Brick, NJ 08724 

future events 

JANUARY 19-22, 1991 
C: Texas PPA, Hyatt Regency Ho-
tel, DFW Airport, Texas, Walt Hawk. 
ins. Exec. Director, Box 828, Tem-
ple, TX 76503 

JANUARY 21.22, 1991 
W: PP of Nebraska Seminar, Don 
ella Penrod. Chairman, Box 367. 
Kearney, NE 68848 

JANUARY 27.29, 1991 
W: PP of Iowa. Best Western West 
field Inn. Coralville. Iowa, Jan Sig 
let. Exec. Secretary, Box 3674, Ur 
bandale. IA 50322 

JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 4, 1991 
C: Rocky Mountain PP, Hyatt Re-
gency, Denver, Colorado, Duncan 
MacNab, Box 638, Bozeman, MT 
59715 

MARCH 17-20, 1991 
C: PP Society of New York, Kutsh-
er's Country Club, Monticello, New 
York, Andy Lateer, Conv. Chairman, 
146 Academy St reel, Johnson City. 
NY 13790 

APRIL 21.26, 1991 
S: Texas PPA School, Huntsville, 
Texas, Robert Hemmi, Director, 
3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dal-
las, TX 75219 

JULY 14.15, 1991 
W: PP of Nebraska Seminar, Denny 
Houska, Chairman, Box 1912, Kear-
ney, NE 68848 

AUGUST 24.28, 1991 
C: Florida PP, Omni International 
Hotel, Orlando, Florida. Theresa 
Saylor. Exec. Director, 2312 Far-
well Drive, Tampa, FL 33603 

JANUARY 19-20,1992 
W: PP of Nebraska Seminar. Kevin 
Binder, Chairman, 309 North 132nd 
Street. Omaha. NE 68154 

JANUARY 31-FEBRUARY 4, 1992 
C: Rocky Mountain PP, Hyatt Regen. 
cy, Denver. Colorado, Duncan Mac-
Nab. Box 638, Bozeman, MT 59715 

MARCH 22-25,1992 
C: PP of Nebraska, Rick Billings. 
Conv Chairman. 309 North 132nd 
Street. Omaha, NE 68154 

APRIL 4.8, 1992 
C: PP of Iowa. Jan Sigler, Exec. 
Secretary, Box 3674, Urbandale, IA 
50322 

JULY 19.20, 1992 
W: PP of Nebraska, Kevin Binder, 
Chairman, 309 North 132nd Street, 
Omaha. NE 68154 

AUGUST 20.25, 1992 
C: PP of Canada. Convention Cen-
ter. Winnipeg. Manitoba. Leo Reid-
ke, Chairman. 704 Watt Street. Win-
nipeg. Manitoba. R2K 2S7 

AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 2, 1992 
C: Florida PP. Omni International 
Hotel, Orlando. Florida. Theresa 
Saylor, Exec. Director, 2312 Far-
well Drive. Tampa FL 33603 

FEBRUARY 4.8, 1993 
C: Rocky Mountain PP. Hyatt Regen-
cy, Denver. Colorado, Duncan Mac-
Nab. Box 638. Bozeman. MT 59715 

FEBRUARY 3.7, 1994 
C: Rocky Mountain PP, Hyatt Re-
gency, Denver. Colorado, Duncan 
Mac Nab. Box 638. Bozeman. MT 
59715  111111 
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Send us a transparency 
or negative and we'll give you 
proof positive of our 
color paper's superiority. j& 
We could go on and on about the remarkable properties ,  
and characteristics of our color paper, including its extra-
ordinary color stability, reciprocity and processing efficiency. 
We have an impressive brochure on the subject, filled with 
documented data, and will be happy to send you a copy. As 
a professional lab owner, however, the only thing you really care 
about is results. So send us one of your negatives or transpar-
encies. In return, we'll send you a print on quality Agfa color 
paper that delivers our promise. 
As one of the world's foremost full systems manufacturers, 

we are able to provide you with not only the best color papers, 
but with a complete line of color products and equipment, plus 
outstanding technical support. You'll also benefit from our 
personalized service, a fast-response technical assistance hotline 
and the Agfa (duality Control Network. It's all part of a powerful 
commitment by the newly restructured Agfa Corporation to 
make your business better than ever. 

YES ... I want proof positive of Agfa color paper's superiority 
and how the new Agfa Corporation can make my Profes-  Name  
sional Lab more profitable than ever. When you send my 
FREE color print, together with the enclosed color  Company  
( ) negative, ( ) transparency, 
( ) Please have an Agfa Professional Representative  Title   

call me. 
( ) Please send me literature on your full product line.  Address   
Type of Lab: 
( ) Portrait  City  State  Zip   — 

Commercial 
( ) In-House  Phone (  ) — 
( ) Other (Please specify)   Fill out and send to: ALFA Photo Division, uN Professional 

Agfa Corporation, 100 Challenger Road, Ridgefield Patio, W 076 W 
Annual Paper Purchases: $   offer expires:IMcember31, 19e9  NI-11 

For the name of your nearest distributor, please call: R. Nunn 201-807-2036. 

AGFA q9fcr 
Preferred by those who know. 

Agfa is a registered trademark of Agfa-Gevaert, LeverkuserVAntwerp �c,) 1989 
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""For 10 years we've led the industry wi, 
"May I Present JVC's New KY 17U..." 

"The philosophy behind the introduction of our KY-1 7U dates back 
decade, when we decided to build high performance ENG/EFP camera: 
for budget minded users. In 1980 we stunned the entire video industry 
with our KY-2000U, the first three tube color camera priced far less tha 
the competition. Now we're doing it again with our KY-17U, a three CC. 
color camera with prices starting under $5,000.* This new addition to a 
line docks directly with your favorite S-VHS, MII or Betacam recorder 
offers over 640 lines of horizontal resolution and produces outstanding 
picture quality with a signal to noise ratio of 59 dB. A camera 



conomical, high performance cameraO" 

perfect for the 1990's, available for delivery today. If you'd like more 
information about the KY-17U or any of our products simply call 
1-800 JVC-5825 or write us at JVC PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
COMPANY, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407." 

� 7'e-,,-t am /l yl a 

General Manager 
Sales and Marketing JVC ' 

'Suggested manufacturers list price 
of the KY-R17U is $4,995 less lens. More Info? Circle 36 PROFESSIONAL 



Letters 

Fair pricing 
The "Your Bottom Line" column in Au-
gust 1989 Professional Photographer 
brings up a point that has been difficult 
for me to understand throughout my 
35-year professional photography career. 

The statements "imagine charging 
$100 for a portrait sitting and one 4x5-
inch print," and "most people consider 
professional photography too expen-
sive," are unfortunate when one receives 
bills from auto mechanics, optometrists, 

7xturefeets 
498 N. McPherson, Fort Bragg, CA 954.77 • ( 707) 964-2306 

BE MORE CREATIVE 
WIN MORE AWARDS 

MAKE MORE MONEY 

/•'(,urhvredg,,t' 

TEXTUREFECTS can help you achieve your 
goals, by turning ordinary photographs into 
works of art. 

Sandwich with the negative screens are 
available in 35mm, 6x6cm, 6x9cm, and 4x5. 
Top of the paper screens in 800", 11 04", 
16x20" and 20x24". 

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL: 1-800-477-4741 

498 N. McPherson • Fort Bragg, CA 95437 

attorneys, or computer technicians who 
charge a lot for their time, even when the 
materials they use cost only pennies. 
Plumbers have no qualms about charg-

ing exorbitant fees for installing a 15 cent 
washer in a faucet. Telephone repairmen 
in Ohio charge $30 for the first 15 min-
utes and $12 for each additional 15 
minutes—that's more than $65 an hour, 
plus parts. 
Somewhere along the line, professional 
photographers allowed the public to 
think that photography is so much fun 
that photographers shouldn't charge 
much for it. Then discount stores rein-
forced that idea by promoting cheap pic-
ture packages. 
As I see it, my only hope for the future 
is to charge a fair price for the sitting and 
first print. If it comes to a $100, then that's 
what must be charged. I've never been 
able to improve on that logic. 

Don Freeman 
Don Freeman Photography 

Akron, Ohio 

Licensing protects pros 
After reading Daniel Smyth's letter 
"Licensing Cheats Public," July 1989 Pro-
fessional Photographer, I felt compelled 
to reply. 
I was a studio photographer for several 

years. I started out the same way many 
professional photographers started, by 
working part-time during college. At that 
time, I believed that the licensing issue 
was created to keep people like me out 
of the profession. 
Today, I am a photographic equipment 
retailer and minilab operator. I hear pro-
blems customers have with "profes-
sional" photographers on a regular basis. 
For example, a new bride who recently 
dropped off film from her wedding, had 
paid $300 to a "professional" photogra-
pher who handed her three rolls of 
undeveloped 110 film. I need not des-
cribe the images. 
Last week, the owner of a sign com-

pany purchased a camera from us be-
cause five "professional" photographers 
were unable to produce simple photo-
graphs of his signs. Today, while he 
ordered several enlargements from the 
negatives he shot himself with a simple 
point-and-shoot autofocus camera, he 
asked why a "professional" was unable 
to produce these images for him. 
One of my most memorable exper-
iences, which encouraged me to favor 
licensing, occurred several years ago 
when I sold a young man his first camera. 
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The following week, he gave me his very 
first roll of film for developing, along with 
one of his business cards stating that he 
was a "professional" photographer. 
There are many fine professional pho-

tographers capable of providing quality 
work. However, problems such as the 
ones I have described damage the real 
professionals' reputation and ability to 
earn a living. 

Thomas A. Bailey 
Certified Photographic Counselor 

St. Petersburg, Florida 

The problem of recognizing true "profes-
sionalism " in photography is an issue the 
PP of A is solving through its Certification, 
Qualification, Standards, and Degree pro-
grams.—Editor 

Directory telephone numbers 
I just learned that the 1990-91 PP of A 
membership directory, Who's Who in 
Professional Photography, will include 
member telephone numbers for the 
first time. Congratulations to the associa-
tion for making this commitment to 
its membership. I'm sure all members 
will find that the improved directory 
will become even a more valuable 
resource for referral business, as well 
as offering better communication be-
tween members. 
Now, however, it's up to the members 

to make sure the association has 
their current telephone numbers—it 
will be too late to make a correction 
after the directory is published. Slow 
to act members will then have to 
"live" with the wrong telephone num-
ber in the 1990-91 directory for an en-
tire year. 

Bill Martinelli 
Martinelli Photography 
San Mateo, California 

Agfa to the rescue 
A few months ago you published my let-
ter seeking a contact print paper in 8-inch 
by 500-foot size rolls for printing Cirkuit 
camera panorama negatives employing 
an antique contact printer made for this 
unique format. The original Kodak AZO 
contact paper in this size is no longer a 
standard item, and I nearly gave up on 
the project. However, I found exactly 
what I was looking for with an Agfa multi-
contrast grade, black-and-white paper 
produced for modern high-quality printers. 
I suggest my fellow Cirkuit camera users 
consider Agfa Contactone PE (also identi-
fied as COPE), which is available in 8-inch 

by 1,000-foot rolls. It is an RC paper— 
rather than a traditional fiber-based 
one—but it fills the bill perfectly. 

Chris Wilbron 
Wilborn & Associates Photographers 

Kansas City, Missouri 111 

Opinions expressed in "Letters" do 
not necessarily reflect positions of PP 
of A, Inc. Address letters intended for 
publication to: Editor, Professional 
Photographer, 1090 Executive Way, 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 

It Peo N You To Participate! 
rVIN 7 T T T T T T T T T T  T T T T TI 

A x'1,000 Gruim Mize! 
American Professional Color's 

Wedding Contest and Program keeps 

getting better and you, the photo-

grapher, profit. Take a Closer Look! 

More than $4,000 in prizes. No 

Entry fee. No limit on the number of 

weddings you can enter. More winners. 

More prize money. And with Six Award 

Categories, you have even more 

opportunities to win. 

Contest opens January 1 and closes 

December 31. 

Profit from our free I1 x 14 and 

16 x 20 prints with wedding print 

orders over $30 and $75, Our Wedding 

Attendant's Gift Program can increase 

your profits by $150 to $200 plus per 

wedding. 

It won't even cost you a dime to 

tall. Use our toll free number: 

1-800-728-APCC. 

I 

Photograph) h) hr. wd+hulµuni. IL 

0 

Il\ W A,,&  ♦ L t iAkALALAk i A& 1 1 1 1 1 1 X-= 17 

I Want to Participate! 
Send me information on APCC's. 

❑ Complete Wedding Program  ❑ Wedding Photograph} Contest 
❑ Wedding Attendants  ❑ Other Professional Color 
Gift Package  tah Senices 

Name 

Studio 

Address 

City  State  Zip 

Phone 

American 
Professional 

Color 
Corporation 
PO 80. 675 Waterkx� ill 50'67 

"Your Lab 
1+)r All Seasons" 
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The Pacesetters! 

UB Camera Stands 
33 PCS 

T 
55 PCS 
68 inches, 69 lbs. 
Spring belt 
balance, with 
built-in twin tilt-
heads. Sturdy 
construction for 
all medium 
format cameras. 

79 inches, 42 lbs. 
T4rue counter-
weight balance, 
effortless vertical 
movement, large 
locking wheels, 
and a pulley 
containment cap, 
all combined in 
our 33 PCS, an 
economic stand at 
a truly 
unbelievable 
price. 

77 CS 
80 or 100 
inches, 120 to 
130 lbs. 
Breakthrough 
counter-weight 
balance. 
Supports large 
format, front 
projection, and 
Kodak PrismTsi 
System. 

Brass Easels 
Available in 4 sizes: 72", 60", 40", 24" 

Union & Brothers 

7117 S. 400 W. a9 
Midvale. Utah 84047 

All Inquiries : 

(801) 365- 9971 

News 

Videotaped PP of A New Orleans Convention highlights 

The 1989 PP of A New Orleans Con-
vention highlights have been captured on 
a two-hour videotape created by the PP 
of A Electronic Imaging Group. Avail-
able in VHS or Beta formats, the tape in-
cludes clips of up to 15 programs and 
special events. 
Members who were awarded degrees 

at the 1989 Awards Banquet can order a 
"personalized" version of the tape, which 
features their own award presentations. 
For members who did not receive de-

grees this year, a random selection of 
six degree recipients will be included on 
the tape. 

"It will include everything from the bus 
ride to the convention center, registra-
tion, Trade Show, and all the special 
events," said Electronic Imaging Group 
Chairman Richard Rader, Cr.Photog., 
CPP. "Scenes from Bourbon Street, the 
French Quarter, and the Riverwalk are 
also on the tape to show the atmosphere 
of New Orleans." 
Those members who have not yet re-
ceived their videotape, can order it for 
$60 by contacting Nancy Zelasko, Merit 
Coordinator, PP of A headquarters, 1090 
Executive Way, Des Plaines, IL 60018; 
708-299-8161. 

New wedding videotape is now available to MPP members 

"Steps Down the Aisle," a videotape de-
signed to assist brides with planning their 
weddings, is available to Marketing Pro-
fessional Photography members as a tool 
for attracting customers. 
The host, Debby Boone, leads the 
viewer through an entire wedding plan 
by visiting wedding consultants, florists, 
photographers, jewelers, and enter-
tainers who share valuable knowledge 
and tips on how to prepare for the perfect 
wedding. 

The tapes, which can be resold or rent-
ed to bridal clients, are available in orders 
of six for $30 each. 
Also available is a supplemental bridal 
keepsake booklet, which is brimmed 
with helpful information. The booklets 
cost $2.75 each and must be ordered in 
shipments of 50. 
For more information, contact Lysette 

Kappel, Marketing Professional Photog-
raphy, 1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines, 
IL 60018; 708-299-8261. 

Eastman Kodak promotes Biehn, 

Eastman Kodak Company announced 
three promotions in its Professional Pho-
tography Division. David P. Biehn was 
named general manager, U.S. marketing 
and vice president, Professional Photog-
raphy Division. Biehn, who has worked 
for the company since 1968, recently 
worked overseas as general manager, 
marketing and vice president of Kodak 
Japan. Terry J. Deglau is the new coor-
dinator, portrait and wedding photogra-
phy markets, as well as the Kodak liaison 
to the PP of A. Deglau, who has been 
with the company since 1985, most re-
cently held the specialist, portrait photog-
raphy position. C. Douglas Putnam was 

New area code for PP of A 

Beginning November 10, 1989, Profes-
sional Photographers of America will have 
a new area code. The phone number will 
be 708-299-8161, and the new fax ma-
chine number will be 708-299-2685. 

Deglau, and Putnam 

appointed director, worldwide communi-
cations. A company employee since 1966, 
Putnam's last position was district sales 
manager, Boston, Eastern Region and 
marketing communications director, U.S. 

in brief 

Thomas A. Waltz has been elected pres-
ident of F.J. Westcott Company. The 
former executive vice president since 
1986, Waltz invented the Apollo light 
modifier and the Airbank, an air-inflated 
light bank.  i 

More info? Circle 99 
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The eye of John Sexton.The lens of Nikon. 
To create the images made by John 

Sexton takes a rare, critical eye. That's 
why what Sexton has to say about 
Nikon's Nikkor Large Format 
lenses is so revealing. 
"They're so sharp, it's scary. I 

focus, and the entire image, in-
cluding the edges, is critically 
sharp. 
Sexton is impressed by 

each Nikkor's ability to show 
subtle details in his images. 
"When I switched to 

Nikon lenses in 1980, the 
increase in contrast was 
dramatic. I actually had to 
decrease developing time. 
Yet, at the same time, I 
was seeing much better 
tonal separation." 
"Without question," 

Sexton says, "these are the 
best lenses I've ever used. 
Perhaps that's why he 

used them so extensively 
in his magnificent new 
book, "Quiet Light" 
Nikkor Large Format 

lenses, in focal lengths 
from 65mm to 1200mm, 
are available exclusively 
through Nikon Advanced 
Systems (NAS) Dealers. 

■IW06  MS -80w  

Nikon. 
We, take the w Ws 
greatest PK3ures: 

I: ,r mom 6tflxn ition write: Dept. N16, N&w Inc., 19601 Hami tm Ave., Tcrranex, CA 905.)2-OW ic: 1988 Nikrm Inc. 
1987j( & ".-mon, WxAs, shcxvfine, dusk. Nrnw * P�.nt. Mmw- c 1985b" Sexton. Rios field and pine fine-st, japm  R 1988joM Swim 



Behind the Cover 
Cover Photographer John Slaughter, Cr.Photog. 

John Slaughter, Cr.Photog., is aself-taught 
imagemaker who later improved his pho-
tographic skills through classes at Winona 
International School of Professional Pho-
tography. Today, he marks the tenth an-
niversary of his Fredonia, New York por-
trait and wedding studio. 

Reflecting emotion 

Initially, Slaughter embraced photog-
raphy as acreative outlet while working 
at his first career as a full-time psychology 
researcher and associate professor at the 
State University of New York, Fredonia, 
New York. 
After years of exploring physiologi-

>laughter created 'Sisters in Evening Haze" with a Hds_selblad SOOEUM camera and a i/4 
1 SOnvn 4mnar lens equipped with a Dun Blau No. 1 diffusing filter on Kodak Vericolor VPS 
111 1'r<,ri•ssurnal film. A 100-Batt-second Lumadyne bare-bulb strobe illuminated the subjects. 

"Autumn Fantasy." a PP of A Loan Collection 
print, was created with a Hasselbldd SWEUM 
medium-format camera, 1]14 .SOmm Distagon 
lens, and Kodak Vericolor VPS Ill Professional 
t71rn. Slaughter exposed the image at 1/5.6 for 
I/30 sckund. A 1(X)-esattorcond Lumedyne 

bare-bulb strobe subtly illuminated the subject. A 
glass plate smear with petroleum jelly was placed 

in front of the lens to create the streaking 
effe'e t. The textured quality was created by 
sandwiching the color negative with an 

imagele>s grainy black and-white 7ri-X negative. 

 IS 

cal aspects in animal nervous systems, 
Slaughter transferred his attention to cre-
ating images which reveal human emo-
tions. Today, he continues to teach psy-
chology full-time at the State University 
of New York, as well as manage his pro-
fessional studio. 
His career shift slowly began when he 

exhibited his scenic photographs at area 
art shows, fairs, and festivals. It was at 
these events that buyers, enthusiastic 
about his photography, approached him 
about doing their portraits. 
Now, he photographs an average of 30 

weddings, 100 family portraits, plus 60 
senior portraits a year in his small 
8,000-resident town, which combined 
with the sister community, has a total 
population of 20,000. 
"I prefer weddings and portraits over 

commercial photography because I like 
the interaction part of photography," 
Slaughter explained. "Although I am 
technically oriented, I don't like tabletop 
photography. I enjoy capturing emotion 
and working with people." 
Slaughter experiments with textured 

printing and often photographs small group 
portraits outdoors for these creative projects. 
However, "Autumn Fantasy" was a se-

nior portrait assignment. The client want-
ed an outdoor portrait, so Slaughter scout-
ed alocation rich in autumn browns and 
yellows. The streaked effect was pro-
duced by placing a glass plate smear with 
petroleum jelly in front of his Hasselblad 
EIJM with f/4 SOmm Distagon lens before 
exposing the image. 
The "Sisters in Evening Haze" print 

was a moment captured by chance. "We 
started out with more traditional poses," 
Slaughter said, "and later, as we were 
standing overlooking the water. The old-
er sister casually wrapped her arms 
around the younger sister, and the young-
er sister responded by holding the older 
girl's arms." 
Slaughter describes his style as some-

thing "different" which reflects more 
than the individual's appearance. "It cap-
tures the emotion and tells a story. 



ASCEND TO THE 
HEIGHT OF PROFESSIONALISM 

MAXXUM'9000 IS FULLY EQUIPPED TO ELEVATE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
Finally, there's an autofocus system that's 

geared spec ificaI ly to help you make it to the top. 
The Professional Maxxum'9000. 

More and more professionals are packing this 
Maxxum because of features like a superior 5 fps 
motor-drive and 11250 flash synch, all in a rugged, 
metal body. 

What's more, Maxxum has the only autofocus 
system extensive enough to let you climb in any 
direction. There's continuous autofocus, center-

weighted and 2° spot metering, dedicated flash 
units, data backs for auto-bracketing or data 
imprinting, 100 exposure capability and the widest 
range of autofocus lenses by far. Including, the 
5 new ultra-compact zooms and the world's only 
compact 500mm mirror lens, which are all amaz-
ingly portable. 

If the height of professionalism is your ultimate 
goal, Minolta will be proud to go with you every step 
of the way. 

For more information. see your Minolta Dealer or call our Nation; Product Manager about our Manum Professional Assistance Program at 1201) 825, 4000. Be certain that the vakrable 
Minolta USA 7 wear ca,+,ere r, vr,+r w,_. '.rn+ted warranty cards are packaged with your products. ® 1988 Minolta Corporation. 

MA MM 
PROFESSIONAL 9000 

ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA MINOLTA 

More into' Circle 39 
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In Depth 

"Desiree, " a 1987 PP of A General Exhibit 
print, was created for the 1986 PP of A Ms. 

Photogenic Competition by Don Byrne, 
M.Photog.Cr., CPP, Kankakee, Illinois. Byrne 
employed a Mamiya RB67 medium-format 

camera and f/6.3 250mm lens equipped with a 
lens shade. The image was exposed by 

available light at f/4.5 for 1/15 second on 
Kodak Vericolor VPS III Professional film. A 

low camera angle was used to accentuate the 
model's height. "The style and monochromatic 

tone of the background aided in producing 
the air of sophistication," Byrne said. 

Inside My World," a PP of A Masters General Exhibition print, right, was created by Don Dudenbostel, M.Photog., 
FIon. M. Photog., Knoxville, for an art glass catalog. Using an 8x10 Deardorff view camera and 16.5-inch Red Dot Artar 

lens, the photographer exposed the image at f/90 on Ektachrome 100 Professional film. The subject, an art glass 
perfume bottle, was placed upon a black sheet of Plexiglass along with black glass pebbles. The mainlight, two 

1.000-watt-second Norman 1000 strobes in polished floodlight reflectors, bounced light off a sheet of white foamcore. 
Two 1,200-watt-second Norman Tri-Lite strobe spotlights, one covered by rose-colored gel, provided edge light on the 
bottle. A 1,000-watt-second Norman 2000 strobe in polished reflector, equipped with a coarse grid, and covered by a 
blue gel, was directed toward black background paper. Two black gobos were placed between the strobe spotlights 
and the camera to eliminate spill from the lights. DIAGRAM (A) camera; (B) subject; (C) black background paper; 

(DI 2.000-watt-second Norman 2000 strobe head with coarse grid and blue gel; (E) Two Norman Tri-Lite spotlights, one 
with a rose gel, on the photographer's left; (F) Two 2,000-watt-second Norman 2000 strobes with polished flood 

retlector aimed at overhead panel: (G) Two black gobos; (H) 4x8-foot foamcore panel reflector. 
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Frosted Pines, " a landscape photograph made for 
.I calendar and post card series, was created by 
Scott Breen, Sandy, Utah, with a Mamiya R867 medium-
format camera, V3.8 90mm lens, and natural 
Illumination. The Image was exposed at 03 for 1/30 
second on Kodak Vericolor VPS /it Professional film 

"Trapped," a PP of A General eoflection 
print, was created by Keith R. Mills, Spring 
Lake, New Jersey, using a Hasselblad EUM 
medium-format camera with f/8 500mm 
Tele-Apotessar lens. The image of the 
photographer's son was exposed by 
daylight at i/8 for 1/15 second on 

Fulicolor 160 S Protessional NSP film. 
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"Contemporary Man," was created by lames Frieze, M. Photog. Cr. as part of his "male studies" 
portfolio. Frieze used a Nord SLR 201 medium-format camera, with a Nord f/6.3 190mm lens 
with a black nylon mesh on the rear lens element used as a soft-focus diffuser. The image was 
exposed at f/6.3 at 1/60th second on Kodak Vericolor VPS III Professional 120 color negative film. The 
main light was supplied by a Flashmaster strobe, set at 50 watt-seconds with 16-inch reflectors and 
barn doors. The fill light was a 250-watt Photogenic Portamaster strobe, set at half power, 
bounced into a 32-inch umbrella. The background was lit by two Flashmaster strobes set at 100 
watt-seconds, with 16-inch reflectors, illuminating the white seamless paper background. DIAGRAM: 
(A) camera; (B) subject (C) main light; (D) fill light (E) two background lights, (F) background. 
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Robert Wood, Woodlyn, Pennsylvania, created 
"Bypass" for an annual report for Philadelphia's 

Metropolitan Hospital. The photographer 
employed a Nikon F3 camera, with motor 

drive, and f/2.5 105mm Nikkor lens, exposing 
the image at f/4 for 1/15 second on Kodak Tri-X 
Professional film. Because of operating room 

restn< Dons and the inahility to use a Rash, Wood 
retied on available light to illuminate the image. 

"The Look of Lace, " a PP of A general 
exhibition print, was created by Kay Cubberly, 
CPP, using a Hasselblad 5000IM medium-
format camera and f/2.8 80mm Planar lens. 
The picture was exposed at 1/250 second at f/8 
on Kodak Vericolor VPS III Professional 120 
color negative film. The main illumination for 
the bridal setting was created by a Metz 45 
CT-1 automatic strobe unit on-camera, with a 
second Metz 45 CT-1 automatic strobe above 
the subject, approximately 12 feet away, 
providing edge lighting. DIAGRAM: 
', camera; (B) subject; (C) main light, 
camera strobe; (D) edge light. 
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4 a m y a Z o o m L e nses   

For RB67.and RZ67Ca m eras 
More Lens for Less Mon'  i 

1 _ _ . \11 _ J 

flust ated Mamiya RB67 with closed Wwst-
Level Finder. 120 Magaz,ne. Zoom Lens 
which also comes with Lens Hood not 
shown) and Optional Lcns Support Bracket 

E Exclusive Revolving Back 
on Mamiya RZ and RB Cameras 
permits format change without 
turning camera 

® Mamiya RZ and RB 67 Cameras 
come factory-equipped with Waist-Level 
Finders with Self-erecting Focusing Hoods 
They are quickly interchangeable with 
Prism Finders and AE Meter Finders 

The Zoom Lens Advantage. The advantages of Zoom 
Lenses have been appreciated by 35mm photographers 
for many years. But Zoom Lenses for medium format cam-
eras had little acceptance with professional photographers, 
because of their very high prices and concerns about 
image quality. Our new Mamiya Zoom Lenses have over-
come both obstacles. A great many of them have been sold 
since we introduced them a few months ago, and many 
customers have sent us enthusiastic letters about them. 

Consider what a Mamiya Zoom Lens can do for you. 
If you are a portrait photographer you can switch from 
group to head and shoulder shots, from adult to child por-
traiture, without changing lenses or moving camera. If you 
don't have to change lenses, you don't have to disconnect 
and reconnect your flash, nor adjust your diaphragm set-
ting. This not only saves you time and trouble but also 
prevents mistakes. 
If you are an industrial, commercial, or nature photogra-

pher, whose quality standards demand medium format 
negative perfection, you don't have to move side to side, 
back and forth, to find the right angle. Nor do you need to 
change lenses. The Mamiya Zoom does it for you. With its 
ideal zoom range from 100mm "normal" focal length to 
200mm telephoto - and all the focal lengths in between 
and prime lens image quality at every setting, it will save 
you money and time and pay for itself many times over. 

M"A 

©  Exclusive Bellows Focusing only 
the Mamiya RB and RZ Cameras have if In 
the 6x7 format - permits close-up photo. 
graphy without costly accessories 

N Exclusive Zoom Lenses k,i 
Mamiya RB and RZ permit image 
sizing without moving carnnras 
or changing lenses 

Only Mamiya can offer this zoom lens. Mamiya, the 
world leader in medium format cameras, has Its own mod-
ern lens design and manufacturing facility, exclusively 
devoted to the production of the highest quality optics for 
the professional photographer. It now has perfected a 
zoom lens which covers the 6x7cm negative size and 
equals prime lenses in optical quality 

How can we make this statement? This is a summary of 
a Sherman Engineering Group's Lens Testing Lab report 
on a Mamiya 100-200mm Zoom taken from stock. 
"This lens is an outstanding example of zoom lens 

design and manufacture. With its 14 lens elements, the 
image quality obtained. both for distance imaging and 
for close-up to 114 life size, is clearly comparable to fixed 
focal length lenses in the same range of focal lengths. 
When adjustable image size without movement of the 
camera is required, selection of this lens will result in ex-
cellent photographic images with Mamiya 6x7 cameras" 
(Copy of report available on request ) 

Specifications of Mamiya Zoom Lens 100-200mm F 5.2 
Aperture F/5.2 -- F/45  Diaphragm Fully Automatic 
Optical Construction: 
14 elements in 12 groups 

Angle of View 48'-25' 
Focusing Helical Front Collar 

Minimum Aperture F/45 
Filter Size: 77mm 
Weight approx. 3 5lbs. 
Dimensions: 7" x 4.3" 

* LIMITED TIME OFFER! SAVE UP TO $800* 
The enthusiastic acceptance of these lenses by so many professional photographers has enabled us to make further production 

commitments and to pas,, substantial price savings on to you. 
'Based on the reduction of our published suggested professional net prices Actual prices are determined by dealer Prices subject 10 change without notice 

Mamiya... master of the medium MAMIYA AMERICA CORPORATION 
  8 Westchester Plaza. Elmsford. NV 10523.914.347.3300 

A 1989 Mamiya America Corp. 

More info? Circle 40 
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SCREEN 
TEST 

Old photo 
printing 

technique 
makes a 
fresh 

comeback 

s there room for a sixty-year-old 
photographic technique in today's 
portrait and commercial photogra-

phy world with electronically controll-
ed cameras, computer-designed len-
ses, microchip-operated electronic flash 
units, and front-projection backgrounds? 
I'm talking about texture screens. 

Although they may be new to some 
photographers, screens have been 
around a long time. Originally, past 
photo masters created their own tex-
ture screens—but they are available 
now to all photographers. 
I grew up with texture screens and 

worked in 1944 with William Morten-
sen—perhaps the greatest master of 
them all—learning to use some of his 
"original" screens created before 
World War II. 
In my opinion, no photographer or 
professional photo lab is complete 
without these visual magic-making 
devices. Texture screens are just as im-
portant to true photographic artists as 
filters, vignetters, diffusers, or soft-focus 
lenses. Each device is employed, or not, 

Steelpoint etching texture adds a classic motif to 
1. Stephen Gillette's glamour portrait style, right. 
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(,eneral f. xhihedun and South Dakota 
(,allery print bV Stevr M. Schatz. showcases 
the "Cracquelure" texture screen effect, a 
1940% lavonte of William Mortensen, 
'( racquelure'' reproduces the aged, 
checked surface of antique paintings. 

1.  1 

depending upon the effect the photog-
rapher is seeking. Just as a portrait pho-
tographer doesn't use a vignetter on 
every shot, texture screens aren't recom-
mended for every print. 
Photographers must carefully select ap-

propriate photographs to employ a tex-
ture screen and decide which type of tex-
ture pattern will best enhance the image. 
Just for the record, I'm an old portrait 
photographer that has recently become 
an advisor to a texture screen maker. I 
found these artistic printing devices were 
becoming difficult to locate and wanted 
to help photographers learn about their 
applications. I also still operate my own 
portrait studio and custom photo lab. 
Twelve different texture screens are 
produced by Texturefects, the company 
with which I'm associated. Among the 
screen choices are the following patterns: 
*Canvas texture 
*Irish linen texture 
*Italian parchment 
05teelpoint etching 
*Real grain 
•Mezzotint 
•Featheredge, a rice paper effect 
*Renaissance, a stippled effect 
*Old Master, a woven paper effect 
eVaritone, a brush stroke effect 

à, 

4 
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•Fresco-like crack-surface 
•Cracquelure, a checked-surface oil 

painting-like pattern 
In the 1940s, William Mortensen, at his 

Laguna Beach studio and photographic 
school, might sell one or two patterns of 
his screens to students, however these 
early screens were extremely dense and 
impossible to use with color papers. In 
1961, under the name Texturefects, the 
now-retired Jacques de Langre picked up 
Mortensen's creative torch and started 
producing improved transparent, light-
textured screens for use with modern 
photographic materials, including color 
printing papers. 
Photographers with a good knowledge 

of portrait history may remember Mor-
tensen's magnum opus, Monsters & Ma-
donnas—a book that offers a definitive 
look at Mortensen's work. The oversize 
volume illustrates the scope of Morten-
sen's genius as he reveals photographic 
portraits and painterly photo illustrations 
executed with texture screens and his 
abrasion tone process. Mortensen was 
particularly fond of the screen called 
Cracquelure, which reproduced the ef-
fect of the checked surface of a 400-year-
old painting—an effect seen in reality on 
the Mona Lisa. 
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Texture screens are simple to use. Neg-
ative-format size screens can be sand-
wiched to a negative, placed in an en-
larger negative holder, and then negative 
and screen are projected onto the pho-
tographic enlarging paper. Negative-for-
mat screens are available in 35mm, 120, 
and large-format sizes. 
Print-size texture screens are placed 

over the unexposed enlarging paper in 
the enlarging easel before exposure. 
Print-size screens are made in standard 
enlarging paper sizes up to 20x24 inches. 
The difference in the two approaches 
is that texture effect on a print-size screen 
remains constant no matter what the de-
gree of enlargement, while a texture 
screen sandwiched to the negative be-
comes finer or more prominent with the 
degree of enlargement. 
Other controls are possible. For exam-
ple, when using a sandwich screen, the 
texture is "sharp" when placed directly 
on top of the negative. A "softer" effect 
is produced when the screen is sand-
wiched to the bottom side of the negative. 
An advantage to using paper-size screens 
is that it produces a finer, more delicate 
texture effect. Also, if a photographer 
feels the overall effect is too strong, the 
over-paper printing method permits re-
moval of the screen during exposure, 
which is then continued without the tex-
ture screen in place. This will reduce the 
screen's effect to the degree of exposure. 
Screens also can be doubled or tripled 
for multiple screen effect, using both 
methods of print exposure. However, 
careful attention must be paid to expo-
sure. Expect an increase in the enlarging 
exposure of approximately one f/step 
per screen. 
Although texture screens are perfect for 
unique portrait effects, Mortensen also 
employed them in photographic illustra-
tions, where he literally created his "mon-
sters and madonnas" through elaborate 
Hollywood-style sets and costumes. In 
these still photography productions, he 
created images ranging from the Crucifix-
ion to Salome, along with fanciful por-
traits of princes, saints, and sinners. 
Therefore, it's not surprising to see 
commercial photographers employing 
texture screens for special graphic effects. 
In the July issue of M: The Civilized Man, 
a men's fashion magazine, the clothier 
DiMitri commissioned photographer Paul 
Rockley to create a photographic fashion 
illustration enhanced by a steelpoint en-
graving texture screen used in a full-page 
black-and-white advertisement. 
In addition to the artistic effect, texture 

screens often eliminate the need for re-
touching. When art image is not quite 

Featheredge screen texture adds a striking "rice paper" effect to Gillette's portrait, with a 
wide variety of applications in commercial photography and restoration work. 
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sharply focused or slightly blurred due to 
camera movement, texture screens will 
lend the illusion of image sharpness, due 
to the tendency of the viewer's eyes to 
focus on the screen texture rather than 
the slightly out-of-focus image. 
Another application is the use of texture 
screens with copy negatives and restora-
tion photographs—particularly when the 
original print has seen better days. Al-
though traditional retouching can bring 
back some of the lost details, the use of 
a texture screen can mask damage, while 
also creating a startlingly new portrait 
from the old print. However, the real ad-
vantage for photographers is developing 
a distinctive style and character to their 
portraits, rather than occasionally saving 
a flawed image. 
Though many different effects are pos-
sible with texture screens, the resulting 
portraits are always unique in appear-
ance. I know of several studios that built 
a loyal core of clients by promoting one-
of-a-kind texture-screen portraits. They 
have created a special niche in their mar-
ket by offering a different and very cre-
ative product to customers. 
The Texturefects screens are reproduced 
through a photographic processing on con-
ventional film and with good care should 
last for many years. Prices range from 
$14.50 for a 35mm negative-format size 
to $180 for a 20x24-inch texture screen. 
Since Mortensen's book, Monsters and 

Madonnas, has long been out of print, 
Texturefects commissioned a VHS video-
cassette tape version of a documentary 
describing Mortensen's lifelong work and 
his use of texture screens. Titled Monsters 
and Madonnas: The World of William 
Mortensen and narrated by actor Vincent 
Price, it is available for $50 from Texture-
fects, 498 North McPherson, Fort Bragg, 
CA 95437; 707-964-2306.  t$ 

the while aortnc>s prodwed hr the popular ' real grain" screen texture adds a graphic, yet 
dennne m(erpretaUun to -Stephen Gillette , expressive glamour portrait. 

For the past 14 years, 1. Stephen Gillette 
owned and operated Gillette House of 
Photography, Fort Bragg, California. Last 
year he also became technical director of 
Texturefects, texture screen manufacturer. 
His first published photograph appeared in 
a 1941 issue of U.S. Camera and during 
1950-52 he operated the U.S. Army, Second 
Armored Division's photo lab. A student of 
William Mortensen, Gillette has taught 
photography and texture screen printing at 
Winona and Miami Photo College. 
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Lightf 
Pan 

Syste 
The o n I 

creative lig ht control sys 
Designed and developed by Dean Collins 
for use in his own studio, there's nothing 
quite like Bogen's Lightform Systems 
for the professional photographer on 
the go. These ultra light modular panels 
set up in just about a minute, so they're 
ideal for location or studio photography. . 
anytime... anywhere. 
And once they're up, the number of 

ways you can configure them are vir-
tually unlimited. Which rneans that now 
one system lets you design just the right 
light for any event. Portraits. Table tops. 
Subdued. High key. Indoors. Or out. 
But what's really ingenius about Light-

forms is that you decide what you need. 
And if your needs change, you simply 
modify, expand or adapt the system. 
There are five Lightform sizes: P6 (30" x 
30"), P15 (42" x 42"), P22 (42" x 78"), 
P32 (42" x 110"). and P42 (78" x 78"). 

M. 
Plus eight fabrics in Translucent(dif fu. 
sion), White or Silver (reflective), Cold 
(warm tone reflective), Black (absorp-
tion), Black and White (reversible), and 
three wind resistant fabrics, Translucent, 
Black (absorption), and White (reflec-
tive). 
Then, for true flexibility, choose from 

a wide range of accessories that make 
Positioning and expanding your system 
a snap. Like expansion clamps to attach 
Lightform to light stands and other 
support devices. Double clips to clamp 
Panels together. Or legs that allow a 
single Lightform to be free-standing. 
Lightform Panel Systems from Bogen... 

lighting that puts you in control. To find 
out more, see your dealer or write: 
Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent 
Avenue, P.O. Box 506, Ramsey, N.J. 
07446-0506. 

We don't sell anything we wouldn't buy ourselves. 
More into? Circle 41 
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ace an  image are every-
thing when it comes to photo-
graphing celebrities and enter-
tainment stars. These person-

alities know their faces intimately 
and have very set ideas on how they 
should be photographed. To achieve 
that "special" photograph, it's vital 
to establish a solid bond of trust be-
tween photographer and subject. 
It's especially important in celebrity 
photography, since stars often feel 
like "everyone is out to get a piece 
of them". 
Creating a comfortable studio en-

vironment contributes greatly to get-
ting the photos I want. Celebrities face 
enough stress as it is, and a pres-
sured, harried shooting session— 
more often than not—results in fail-
ure. My self-designed, 6,000-square-
foot studio—once the public library 
building in the northern Los Angeles 
County community of Altadena— 
houses two shooting areas, dressing 
rooms, darkroom, loft, solarium, kit-
chen, and a garage. 
One of the ways I create a com-

fortable shooting environment is to 
limit studio traffic to only those that 
absolutely must be present. While 
my assistant and the stylist need to 
be in the studio, people who drift in 
"just to watch" only get in the way. 

Star photographer's 
images based on 
subject's trust 

By Mario Casilli 

Most celebrities object to a gallery 
of spectators peering intently at them. 
I also make my clients feel "at 

home" by making sure food and-drink 
are available during a shoot. While 
a fully supplied kitchen is only steps 
away from my studio's shooting 
areas, I've found celebrities are im-
pressed when refreshments are ca-
tered. Since many of the entertain-

Suave and sophisticated Burt Reynolds, 
right, was photographed on 120 Koda-
chrome 6.7 with a Hasselblad UM and f/4 
1 �Omm Sonnar lens at 06 and 1/60 
second. Three Dena-Cite 800s were used— 
two illuminating the background and one 
bounced in an umbrella as a main light. 
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the "Golden Girls," photographed by Nikon F3 and f/2.5 105mm Nikkor lens on Kodachrome 64 at f/16 and 1/60 second, were surrounded 

on front and side by white foamboard reflectors. Two Dyna-Lite 800s on each side produced edge lighting, a Norman 800 illuminated the 
painted background, and two Norman 800s in Plume softboxes on either side of the camera provided the main light. 

ment personalities and crews often have 
very specific tastes, I try to identify their 
favorites before the scheduled shoot. Pay-
ing attention to these details keeps my cli-
ents happy, and makes for a better pho-
tography session. 
Yet, despite the steps I take to make the 

studio environment pleasant and easy-go-
ing, some often-photographed celebrities— 
people you think would be most comfor-
table in front of a camera—treat it as if 
it were a loaded gun aimed right at them. 
Professional models are always naturals 

in front of a camera. But actors and ac-
tresses away from television and motion 
picture cameras—without a script to read 
or actions to perform—sometimes freeze 
on a still photography set. They're over-
ly concerned about how they'll look in 
the photographs and become preoccu-
pied as to which is their "best" side or 
the state of their hair style. When this 
happens they can become quite a diffi-
cult subject. Then it's time to be patient, 
and gently persuade them to follow my 
line of thinking. I give the subject time 
to loosen up—to let his or her spontaneity 
show through. 
I'm often asked how I got into celebri-

ty photography. The answer is—[ really 
don't know. The career just evolved, and 
as the cliche goes, "it was a case of be-
ing in the right place at the right time". 
First, I had the wonderful opportunity 

to apprentice at the Paul Hesse Studios. 
That was my photo school—I worked 
in all areas from commercial work to 
portraiture to product photography, I 
observed, first-hand, how three photog-

raphers—Paul Hesse, Glen Embree, and 
Wally Seawell worked and handled 
their clients. Those six years spent at 
Paul Hesse's studio formed the foun-
dation of how I work today—it took the 
mystery out of how to balance the aes-
thetic and business ends of a photograph-
ic operation. 
Between 1960 and 1970, my experi-

ences as a Playboy magazine staff pho-
tographer were also a cornerstone in my 
career. I contributed heavily to Playboy 
as a free-lancer through 1980 and still oc-
casionally shoot for the magazine. Each 
magazine project—with the exception of 
the centerfold—which fell into a well-
recognized format—was completely dif-
ferent. I never knew what to expect on 
an assignment. 
When creating centerfold photographs, 
Playboy photographers work with 8x10 
view cameras. Although the format is 
bulky and difficult to master, the results— 
in terms of image quality—justify the 
means. So far, I've shot 75 Playboy 
centerfolds—all on Kodak Ektachrome 64 
sheet film. I prefer this emulsion because 
it gives me everything I need—flesh tones 
that are true and beautiful, grain that 
is tight, and very high image sharpness. 
In setting up a Playmate centerfold ses-

sion, I'd first determine an attractive pose 
for the model by photographing her with 
a 35mm or medium-format SLR camera. 
Once a pose was selected, I'd build a set 
"in the camera". The view from the 
groundglass was important in order that 
the perspective functioned realistically in 
the final photograph. I'd work to produce 

D 

an image with the full 8x10 transparen-
cy, allowing me to use the shallow depth-
of-field which enabled me to introduce 
a form of reality through the use of "non-
real" objects. 
For example, once I created a swim-

ming pool in the studio, using cellophane 
sheeting instead of water. I figured that 
when viewed out-of-focus, light reflecting 
on cellophane looks exactly the same 
as light reflecting on water. And sure 
enough, it worked! 
My assignments often require me to 
make a 10-cent item look like it's worth 
$10. Many of the furniture pieces used 
as exotic props actually come from junk 
stores. I refinish the pieces to give them 
an expensive look. 
Today, I'd describe the work I do— 
such as TV Guide magazine covers—as 
"undirected". Certainly, there's a publi-
cation format that must be followed—I 

Stacy Keach, in the guise of TV hero Mike 

Hammer, right, was photographed by a Nikon 

F3 and f/3.5 200mm Vivitar telephoto on 

Kodachrome 64 at f/5.6 and 1/60 second. 

DIAGRA M: (A) camera; (B) subject; (C) 800-watt-

second Norman 800 spotlight strobe; (D) 800-watt-

second Dyna-Lite strobe covered by blue del. 
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series "Major Dad" line up for a publicity photograph. Casilli made the 
picture in his studio with a Nikon F3 and f/I.4 50mm Nikkor lens set at 
f/1I and 1/60 second on Kodachrome 64 Professional film. DIAGRAM: 
(A) camera; (8) subjects; (C) flag background; (D) two 800-watt-second 

Dyna-Lite 800 strobe lights bounced on rear wall illuminate the flag from 
behind; (E) white foamboard panel reflectors on each side of the 
subject: (F) a pair of 800-watt-second Norman 800 strobes in two 

Plume light modifers were on each side of the camera as main light. 
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have to take into account placement of 
such graphic elements as the magazine's 
logo. But, beyond that, the photograph-
ic image's content isn't blocked out in 
detail beforehand. (After all, no one real-
ly knows quite what to expect on a celeb-
rity shoot). 
When you're setting up a photograph 
and don't know until the last minute 
what the subject will be wearing, you 
must think quickly on your feet. Person-
alities often bring clothes from their own 
wardrobe on many TV Guide cover as-
signments, so the photo editor and I se-
lect their clothing on the spot. Most of 
the TV Guide covers I've photographed 
were in the studio. But, even when us-
ing an outdoor location, I'll set up a stu-
dio of "sorts"—with the camera mounted 
on a tripod and the scene lit with strobes. 
I work basically with Nikon and Has-

selblad SLR camera systems. The 35mm 
and 6x6cm formats offer a range of lenses, 
portability, and operation speed that far 
surpass the view camera. In addition, 
these formats offer a very high level of im-
age quality with the films I use today— 
most frequently Kodachrome 64 and Ek-
tachrome 100 Plus Professional film. I 
haven't touched a 4x5 or 5x7 view cam-
era in the past 10 years and use the 800 
camera once or twice a year, at most. 
My favorite lenses tend to be longer 

focal length optics. In 35mm format, I like 
the f/4 200mm Nikkor lens best for por-
traits. I also use a f/2.8 300mm Nikkor 
telephoto because at wide apertures the 
long, fast lens can soften backgrounds 
and create highly flattering portraits. With 
the Hasselblad, I like the effect of the f/4 
150mm Sonnar lens for the same reasons. 
When it comes to lighting, I have only 
one set rule: There's no set formula for 
lighting. With time at a premium, a pho-
tographer fumbling over lighting setups 
can destroy the spontaneity and flow he's 
trying to encourage during a shoot. With 
the proper foundation of pre-testing and 
experience, lighting technique should be-
come instinctive.  ' 
I deal with strobes lights as if they are 

tungsten sources by pre-balancing each 
unit's modeling lights to the correspond-
ing power produced by each electronic 
flash. I pre-light by eye and experience, 
and then fine-tune exposures using a 
flash meter. I don't bracket exposures, 
nor use Polaroid instant film proofs. All 
exposures are dictated by pre-testing and 
flash meter only. I use Dyna-Lite and Nor-
man electronic flash units with Plume 
light modifiers. The Norman strobes in 
the Plume Wafer diffusion banks provide 
well-balanced lighting when shooting 
with Kodachrome 64 film.  ' 

A veiled Morgan Fairchild was captured by a Nikon F3 and 03.5 200mm Vivitar telephoto 
set at 04 at 1/2 second on Kodachrome 64 and lit by one 750-watt tungsten spotlight. 

To avoid intimidating my celebrity sub-
jects, I employ lights in an uncomplicated 
and non-threatening setup. In reality, it 
may be anything but simple: I may work 
with an entire bank of lights, or at other 
times, eliminate most of the lights and 
work with 48-foot white foamcore panel 
reflectors. However, at all times I like to 
maintain one main light source—even if 
it means grouping several lights togeth-
er. I don't want to see cross shadows or 
other lighting "defects" that can destroy 
a portrait. 
People have told me a Casilli photo-

graph is "recognizable" because of the 
way I use light. Whenever I have free 
time, I experiment with different lighting 
setups. I believe frequent experimenta-
tion is the key to constant improvement 
in the quality of my work—I try to avoid 
repeating myself and going stale. 
I also spend a great deal of time "test-

ing" the capabilities of new films. Ob-
viously, in my business, I'm quite con-
cerned with a film's roll-to-roll consis-
tency and flesh tone rendition. I've found 
through testing, that Kodachrome 64 film 
and Ektachrome 100 Plus professional 
films are highly consistent, and produce 
warm, natural flesh tones that translate 
well to the printed page. 
Through the years, I've photograph-
ed many of the Hollywood "greats," 
including Burt Reynolds, Jimmy Stewart, 
Dudley Moore, Barbara Streisand, Jay 
Leno, Steven Spielberg and Goldie Hawn. 
But, every photographer has a "dream" 

shot that's yet to be taken. Mine is Linda 
Evans—sans makeup—with that s( rubbed 
clean" look. One of my frequent sub-
jects, Linda is a true beauty--she just 
keeps getting better looking every year. 
From testing film to posing a star-class 

subject—the key to my work is success-
fully making the total photographic ex-
perience both challenging and enjoyable. 
There's no mistake about it—photogra-
phers are in a tough, demanding busi-
ness—but few things more invigorating 
than the satisfaction of coming away with 
that "perfe (t ,hot".  i 

Los Angeles-hased Mario Casilli is a world-
famous celebrity and glamour 
photographer. His career ranged from a 
50-cent-an-hour apprenticeship at L.A.'s 
renowned Paul Hesse Studio to staff 
photographer for Playboy magazine 
through the mid-1950s to 1970s. Today he 
operates his own studio in Altadena, 
California, producing "advertising 
photography with an editorial feeling," and 
frequently shoots TV Guide and other 
national magazine covers. 
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Tabletop 
challenge 

fight is the most important tool that a 

studio photographer has at his command. 

Like most busy advertising photographers, my 

studio is equipped with a wide range of light-

modifying devices—"over-

size" heavyweight hard-  Alrbank 
case softboxes I've de-  provides 
signed myself, commer-  lightweight 
cially produced fabric light  Studio 

modifiers, umbrellas, and  lighting 

panel reflectors.  Solution 
One of the easiest to 

transport and set up on location, as well as use in 

the studio, is the Westcott Airbank. Its one-of-a-

kind construction provides a balloon-like, inflated 

softbox that can be used in many applications. 

Because it's lightweight, I often use a 6-foot-

long Airbank as a long, horizontal light source, 

suspended from the ceiling. The ultra-long 10-foot 

Paterno Imports commissioned Scott to produce a series of wine 
bottle "portraits". This photo was a full-page ad, details appear in text. 

W  Denis Scott 
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version is excellent for providing a single, 
overhead main light illumination for large 
studio subjects, such as automobiles. 
If you're not familiar with the Airbank, 

it's a non-ridge, tubular-shaped lightbox, 
which is inflated by a continually oper-
ating 6-pound air blower. The metallic 
silver interior produces excellent reflec-
tivity, while opaque-black front panels 
control the light distribution from a nar-
row strip to 140-degree illumination. 
Since it has no internal structure, the 
light modifier is "hung" in a vertical posi-
tion from a floor light stand, where up to 
three electronic flash heads can also be 
mounted. Positioned horizontally, the 
unit can be attached to a horizontal light 
stand boom or suspended from the ceil-
ing by a horizontal rod. When not in use, 
a collapsed 6-foot-long by 48-inch-diam-
eter Airbank can be stored in a 6x20x20-
inch box. 
One of its main attributes ! conven-
ience, particularly when attempting a 
speedy setup for a studio subject. For ex-
ample, I've used the Airbank on a num-
ber of tabletop subjects. In this case, 
when I require a long, horizontal soft 
light source just skimming the still-life 
subject, the Airbank fills the bill in a hori-
zontal position. Cloth "blackout" panels 
permit the light aperture to be controlled 
to produce the required light coverage 
or pattern. 
Regarding light coverage, I suggest that 

when doing people photography with the 
Airbank in a vertical position, the unit be 
raised at least 3 feet to 4 feet from the 
ground. If this is not possible in a low-ceil-
ing area, I recommend that the bottom 
section of the aperture be scrimmed or 
carded off with gobos. The reason is that 
when any light source—softbox or light 
modifier—emits light below the subject's 
face, illumination bounces off a light-col-
ored studio floor, or the inside bottom sur-
face of the light modifier. The low-posi-
tioned illumination produces a Hollywood 
"horror film" lighting effect on subject faces 
that I find unrealistic and unpleasant. 

After sending an assistant to the suburbs to find 
a suitable grasshopper, Scott discovered the 
photo's "model" sitting on his downtown 
Chicago studio's doorknob. "Gun and 
Grasshopper" was made as a portfolio sample 
using an 8x 10 Sinar p2 and Calumet f/6.3 
387mm Caltar lens set at f/32 with Ektachrome 
100 Professional film. A .357 Magnum Colt 
Python with 8-inch barrel was clamped into 
position in front of a backdrop of black Tufflock 
"velvet" paper. The only illumination was 
provided by a 6-foot Airbank with one 2,400-
watt-second Balcar strobe head facing the silver 
interior hung directly over the subject. White 
reflector cards were placed under the barrel. 

Test for Capri cigarettes produced this delicate tabletop image by 
Scott, who used an 8x 10 Sinar p2 and a Calumet f/6.3 387mm 
Caltar lens set at f/32 with Ektachrome 100 Professional. 
DIAGRAM: (A) camera, placed in a vertical position shooting 
directly down on subject; (B) subject; (C) 6-foot Airbank with 
two 1,400-watt-second Balcar heads faced into reflecting interior; 
(D) blue gel ("to provide a little color in the area") placed 
close to the subject without additional illumination. 
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5l % 
That's how many of our customers 
were referred to us by another 
satisfied customer. 

Abracadabra 
American Videogrophy 
Big Picture Co. 
Comrac Studios 
Camera America 
Cine Film Systems 
Double Vision 
Doyle McKenna 
Fox Studio 

Gorden State Video 
Home Video Services 
Lady Photographer 
Lifetouch 
Multi Media Studios 
One Hour Photo 
Sharper Image 
Stage Directions 
Staging Connections 

For 14 years and from 41 coun-
tries, these people and thousands 
more have shopped BULBMAN 

because of our selection, service, 
and integrity. They know they can 

tell their friends to order their lamps 
from BULBMAN, 
AND YOU CAN, TOO!! 

Everyday, in-stock pricing: 

LAMP  1-23  24+ 

BRL 
BVM 
DJL 
DYS 
EH1 
ELC 
ELH 
ENX 
ESP 
ETC 
EVD 
EXR 
EXW 
FCB 
FEL 

FHM 

4.25 
19.95 
12.25 
9.00 
5.00 
9.75 
9.00 
10.75 
13.00 
13.60 
10.30 
9.95 
12.25 
13.00 
21.50 
12.50 

3.70 
17.35 
11.25 
7.95 
4.25 
8.00 
7.75 
8.90 
11.80 
11.80 
8.75 
8.95 
10.95 
11.00 
19.95 

10.80 

CALL NOW to place your order 
(and don't forget to tell a friend!) 

TOLL FREE in the USA and Canada 

1-800-648-1163 
In Nevada (702) 788-5661 
Telex 755980 or use our new 
TOLL FREE FAX Number 

(800) 548-6216 
DEALER INQUIRES INVITED. 

Leading distributor for 
• GE •Sylvania •Philips 
0s • rom • Rodiac •Thorn 
• Ushio • Iwasaki • Venture 

640 Sunshine Lane, Reno, NV 89502 
P O. Box 2918, Reno, NV 89505-2918 
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Ideally, the light source should appear 
to be positioned three-quarters the dis-
tance above the subject's head and radi-
ate downward at an attractive angle. Per-
haps the lighting effect from the overhead 
angle is subconsciously accepted as "nat-
ural" light by viewers. 
I seldom use a single light source. By 

that I mean, even when employing one 
light, I use reflectors to redirect and 
bounce illumination onto the subject 
wherever I desire. Multiple lighting, plus 
reflectors, is more my style. I frequently 
use a half-dozen 2,400-watt-second 
Balcar electronic flash units or several 
Mole-Richardson spot and keg lights, 
when working with tungsten light, 
depending upon the lighting effect I 
plan to reproduce. One of the handiest 
lighting accessories in my studio is 
48-foot white foamboard, which can be 
employed in so many different ways as 
a reflector. 
Wine merchant Paterno Imports com-
missioned me to produce a series of wine 
bottle "portraits," capturing the romance 
of enological pleasures. This photo was us-
ed as a full-page advertisement. Two 
lengths of white silk gauze were used-
one as a background, the other curtain-
ing the bottle in a tabletop setup. 
A small hair dryer at the left provided an 
air flow producing constantly changing 
patterns in the gauze, as I made the ex-
posures with an 8x10 Sinar p2 with Cal-
umet f/6.3 387mm Caltar at f/32 on Ko-
dak Ektachrome 100 Professional film. A 
6-foot Airbank-powered by two 2,400-
watt-second Balcar strobe heads-was 
used in a vertical position at the camera's 
left with a white foamboard reflector 
placed in front of the subject, below the 
camera's view, to provide fill light. 
My camera gear runs the gamut-
35mm Nikon F3 SLRs, medium-format 
Mamiya RZ67s, and 45 and 8x10 Sinar 
p2s. I tend to use longer lenses in studio 
photography to produce better perspec-
tive reproduction with subjects. For ex-
ample, I often use a Mamiya f/4 180mm 
lens for medium-format work and Schneider 
f/5.6 210mm Symmar-S and Calumet f/6.3 
387mm Caltar lenses for 45 and 8x10 
large-format photography, respectively. 
Kodak Ektachrome 100 Professional is 

my film choice for nearly all my commer-
cial work, which I expose at its rated ISO 
100. 1 find that Ektachrome 100 repro-
duces colors and flesh tone with greater 
accuracy than any other emulsion. Since 
I often must match product logo and ta-
bletop subject colors, I find that Ekta-
chrome 100 does the job with a minimum 
of test shooting, filtering, and bracketing. 
The film also relates closely to Polaroid 

Polacolor Type 59 instant film, which I use 
for lighting and composition tests. 
Although each electronic flash brand 
produces slightly different light-and 
each photographer must make his own 
tests-1 usually place a CC05 Blue gel 
filter behind the lens with my warmish 
2,400-watt-second Balcar units to pro-
duce accurate color transparencies. 
I also produce a significant amount of 

black-and-white photography. in black-
and-white work my film is Kodak Tri-X, 
exposed at E.I. 200-half its rated ISO 400 
film speed. Though this produces a dens-
er negative than "normal," it creates the 
tonal range I desire-particularly in the 
shadow detail. 
The Airbank is a useful addition to a 
photographer's lighting bag of tricks-
particularly when light modifiers are 
transported to locations or when work-
ing in less than ample studio spaces. For 
me, however, it's the unit's convenient, 
nearly "instant," setup capability that 
makes the Airbank a winner. 

PP of A member Denis Scott has operated 
his own Chicago-based advertising 
photography studio since 1970. Among his 
clients are Coca Cola, Phillip Morris, Korbel 
Champagne, and McDonald's. His 
photography commissions take him to East 
and West Coasts, as well as overseas, where 
he has traveled on assignment to Europe 
and Australia. In addition to award-winning 
still photography, Scott also directs 
television commercials. 
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ALBERT WATSON PHOTOGRAPHED TWO YOUNG AMERICAN WOMEN. 

As 
HASSEI BI AD̀ 

Victor Hasselblad. Inc.. 10 Madison Road, Fairfield. N.J. 07(X)6. Fitt 1"nlfl1Cr InIm manon call 1-8110-338-6477. In N.J. (201) 227-7320 

More Info? Circle 43 
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Part 

Transparency 
retouching 
Learn to make 
dye-bleach 
corrections on E-6 
color-reversal film 

By Donald D. McLeod 

In the haste to embrace the latest com-
puter technology for transparency re-
touching, some graphic arts "experts" 
prematurely sounded the death knell of 
photo retouchers. 
Like Mark Twain's all-too-early obit-
uary, the reports of manual photo re-
touching's demise are also "greatly ex-
aggerated". If one compares the cost of 
Sictex computer time—now ranging be-
tween $500 and $700 an hour in the low-
to-medium price range—the total cost of 
many hand-retouching assignments are 
being completed at a lower rate than an 
hour on the big machine. 
In addition, there are relatively few 

In this series of dramatic color changes, 
McLeod skillfully illustrates his manual re-
touching skills. The original Ektachrome 
transparency shows the model's dress in 
brilliant blue, through dye retouching the 
color is transformed to both purple and 
green. The transparency on the far right, 
depicting mid-production appearance for 
a color change to a yellow dress, illustrates 
how the film's complementary color dye 
layers contain image detail or information. 
This is why retouchers carefully avoid 
over-bleaching the complementary color 
image when making major color changes. 
To complete the yellow dress transpar-
ency, color dye will be applied to replace 
missing shadow detail. 
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commercially available, high-quality hard-
copy outputs, that can match the quali-
tative line resolution of the original trans-
parency or photograph. However, most 
importantly, there: is no economical way 
to save or store the electronic image in-
formation for reuse, other than remaking 
an electronically generated transparency 
or photograph at additional cost. 
A color electronic image recorded on 

magnetic tape requires a drum taking up 
the space of about 12-inches square by 
I-inch deep. The same image can be 
"stored" on a single 8x 10-inch transpar-
ency and how many 8x 10s can be filed 
in a box that size? A lot more than on a 
computer tape and for less money. 
Sometime in the future this may all 

change, but transparency retouchers will 
enjoy job security well past the year 2010. 
Color transparency retouching isn't all 

that difficult-80 percent of the retouch-

. and 
nu 11 tjllun litters. 

After bleu hung, (hc Retow hin,, 1,11ticl out„ 1;,1 (rye cicn.ltt wou( Lions 

in each dye color, shown here through a cyan CC viewing filter, 

test display is created iron  )mplefely bleached "blank" color 
Itansparency, used to create a eoiur palette by mixing appropriate dyes. 

ing jobs require only the application of 
dyes. But, it's not an art that an inex-
perienced person should tackle for the 
first time with a priceless, one-of-a-kind 
transparency. 
Photographers and retouchers who 

lack transparency experience—but want 
to try their skills at this art—should refer 
to the color transparencies retouching 
supplies listed in Chart No. 1. One of the 
most important is "The Retouching Tar-
get for Transparencies on Kodak Ekta-
chrome Films, Process E-6, Kodak Publi-
cation E-68a" ($35), which includes the 
retouching instruction booklet "Retouch-
ing Transparencies on Kodak Ektachrome 
Film, Kodak Publication E-68" (also avail-
able separately for $ I ). This Kodak book-
let offers complete retouching dye and 
bleach formulas, which retouchers can 
mix themselves. Although some com-
panies offer premixed bleaches, I recom-

mend that in most cases, workers mix 
their own brews. 
The pamphlet offers more detailed in-

formation on selective bleaches and out-
lines of different procedures used in the 
retouching process than 1 can include 
here.' The retouching methods and Ko-
dak dyes can be used with any E-6 color 
reversal film, including Kodak Ektachrome 
and Fuji Fujichrome. 

Tools and procedure 

The use of Kodak Wratten filters, Col-
or Compensating (CC) filters, and the Ko-
clak Retouching Target E-68a will help re-
touchers avoid confusion and guesswork 
along the way. However, the Kodak Re-
touching Target E-68a must first be mod-
ified to a working tool. 
A test target is required for each of up 

to eight different bleaches used. There-
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fore, before you invest in from four to 
eight Kodak 8x10 Test Targets, I suggest 
that an original Test Target is duped on 
Kodak Ektachrome Duplicating Film/ 
6121, or copied photographically on 4x5 
Ektachrome transparency film to produce 
the actual number of test targets required. 
Several test targets are used—although 

there are only three dye layers—since 
retouchers test different bleach strengths 
so they can more closely control the 
bleaching speed, and produce widely dif-
ferent results. For example, a standard 
mixture might bleach a dye layer at the 
rate of CC .30 in 60 seconds, while a 
weaker solution would reduce it at CC .05 
in 30 seconds. 
In the photographic world of high-tech/ 

low-tech alchemy, all variables must be 
made into consistent units of time, tem-
perature, and chemicals to achieve re-
peatability. The same goes for retouching 
with bleaches. Each color bleach has its 
own individual time, ideal temperature, 
and chemical concentration to work on 
its dye layer. 
Readers may think that the beam bal-

ance scales, thermometers, and liquid 
graduates offer sufficient accurate con-
trol, but that's not true. Everyone has a 
different environment in the world of col-
or photography alchemy. Each worker 
tends to interpret or read calibrations in 
a slightly different way, which often 
enough can produce a marked change 
in control targets. Therefore each worker 
must set his or her own standards for con-
sistent results. 
This is why you have to make your own 

control targets for measuring the effect 
of bleaching and evaluating transparen-
cies. This is called a "Step Off Bleaching 
Test," made with copy transparencies of 
Kodak Retouching Target E-68a. 
First, the emulsion side of the transpar-

ency must be covered with Grafix Seal, 
a transparent adhesive film sold in rolls, 
which is used as waterproof frisket-mate-
rial to protect the emulsion side of the 
transparency during dyeing aild mask 
bleach and dye application areas on the 
"working" base side of the transparen-
cy. Eight parallel cuts are made in the 
Grafix Seal film with an X-acto knife after 
it is affixed to a duplicate Retouching Tar-
get color transparency. The "cuts" create 
strippable, tape-like areas on the Retouch-
ing Target frisket, which can be removed 
during each timed bleaching step. 
Kodak selective color dye bleach for 

one of the color layers is then mixed. For 
example, say we start with the yellow dye 
bleach. Remove the Grafix Seal from 
Timing Strip No. 1 areas at the top and 
bottom of the Retotching Target trans-

parency and place it base-side up in a 
presoak bath of water with a few drops of 
Kodak Photo-Flo for 20 seconds at 78°F. 
This is followed by a 45-second immer-
sion in yellow dye bleach. 
Repeat this procedure after removing 

the Grafix Seal over Timing Strip No. 2. 
Do the same thing with Timing Strip No. 
3, and Strip No. 4—each time immersing 
the transparency for 45 seconds in yellow 
bleach. The total bleach time is 2 min-
utes, 30 seconds, which is what Timing 
Strip No. 1 receives. The bleach time is 
less for each successive strip, resulting in 
a 45-second bleach for Timing Strip No. 4. 
The same procedure is completed for 

each of the selective dye bleaches—yel-
low, magenta, and cyan—on the Retouch-
ing Targets. Every CC .30 of color remov-
al (or addition, when we come to dye ap-
plication) is an equivalent to reduction 
of one f/stop of exposure. 
Remember, it takes different amounts 

of time for each different bleach to re-
move the same amount of density equiv-
alent from the different dye layers. 
To practice color mixing and dyeing 

the emulsion without streaking, make a 
blank test palette. Use any old or scrap 
sheet transparencies that have gelatin on 
both the base side and the emulsion and 
cover the gelatin-coated base side of the 
transparency with the Grafix seal. Place 
the transparency in the tray, emulsion 
side up, and pour Clorox bleach over the 
exposed emulsion. This will dissolve off 
both the emulsion gelatin and the dye im-
ages down to the acetate carrier of the 
film. Without touching the surface of the 
exposed acetate area, dip it in water and 

Bleach 

I lnl0 n  I dy &.,o 

Photo-Flo to remove any excess Clorox. 
Place the clear sheet of film on a paper 

towel with the exposed acetate surface 
facing up. Use a hairdryer on cool set-
ting to dry the surface of any excess mois-
ture. Remove the Grafix seal that protects 
the gelatin-covered base side. This pro-
duces a clear, gelatin surface that is able 
to receive the dye without too much den-
sity change added to the prepared dye 
mix. You can also use this as an overlay 
on a bleached transparency to test pre-
mixed color. This speeds up your dye 
work and reduces the chance of produc-
ing dye density rings because of dye 
spread due to an overly wet transparen-
cy surface. 
With a custom-made Retouching Tar-

get, you have a tool specifically made to 
your own working and measuring char-
acteristics to guide you in your transpar-
ency retouching. 
For "foolproof' transparency retouch-

ing, I recommend a four-step working 
procedure: 
Step No. 1: Evaluating Transparency 
Step No. 2: Bleach Application 
Step No. 3: Re-evaluating Transparency 
Step No. 4: Dye Application 

Step No. 1: Evaluating Transparencies 

This first step is the longest and most 
detailed on procedure and information. 
All the changes that are decided upon for 
the transparency, are judged by viewing 
the transparency on a 5,000°K color tem-
perature light box that has a Color-Ren-
dering Index (CRI) of 90 or higher. 
To judge the individual color layers— 
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Work Description Sheet provides a job outline for planned retouching steps and insures that ( ,]l n 
bleach and dye step is completed in the correct order. It provides room for notes at the center 
column, lists tray and brush applications separately, and offers a record of retouching. 
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cyan, magenta and yellow, use additive 
primary color filters. Better known to 
photographers as color separation filters, 
they are represented by Wratten Gelatin 
Filters No. 58 green, Wratten Gelatin Fil-
ters No. 25 red, and Wratten Gelatin Fil-
ters No. 47B blue. These filters comple-
ment the dye colors used in transparen-
cy retouching, as well as the individual 
dye layers in the transparencies. 

Complementary Colors 
Retouching  Filter  Wratten 
Dye & Layer  Color  Filter No. 
Cyan  Red  25 
Magenta  Green  58 
Yellow  Blue  47B 

When analyzing colors through the 
Wratten filters, select a middle tonal 
value for comparison. The CC viewing 
filters permit you to judge subtle differ-
ences in color comparisons, particularly 
in the yellow and cyan dye layers in den-
sities of CC .10 or below, which are dif-
ficult to recognize when viewing through 
Wratten filters, alone. 
I recommend that you record the dif-

ferent changes to be made on a transpar-
ency, listing them in advance on a Work 
Description Sheet. Write down the re-
touching work to be done—based on the 
(,%aluation of the transparency. This will 

help assure that you make corrective 
changes in the right order. 
Next month we continue with "Trans-

parency Retouching: Part Il,"which will 
concern the actual bleaching and dyeing 
of E-6 color transparencies.  1111111 

PP of A member Donald D. McLeod is 
president and owner of McLeod Studio, a 
Chicago-area transparency retouching service 
located it) Rockford, Illinois. McLeod 
teaches transparency retouching at the 
Winona International School of Professional 
Photography, Mt. Prospect, Illinois. 

'Note: In the E 68 publication, "Retouching Transparencies 
on Kodak Ektachrome Film." a portion of dated Minor 
Revision  11.86-AX  For  Use  of  Kodak  Color 
Compensating Filters, (bottom right-hand chart on page 
5) is Incorrect. Following, "Build up the dye densities slowly. 
Use this chart as a guide to what color dye you need. " the 
instructions on the left side of the box should read "If look 
rng through this filter corrects the color imbalance, (red. 
green, magenta, cyan, blue, yellow), you add the same color 
as the filter that corrects the color imbalance. - The msiruc 
tidns on the right side of the box should read. 'Or this dye(s) 

layer (cyan magenta. cyan + yellow, magenta +yellow, yel 
low magenta + cyan) is bleached our of the transparency 

Chart No. 1: Retouching Color Transparencies Supplies 

5000 Light Box —Color Rendering 
Index (CRI) of 90 or higher, average 
luminance of 1.400 (± 300) candelas 
per square meter 

Filters: 
Kodak Wratten Filters—No. 25 Red, 

No 47B Blue. and No. 58 Green. 
R-25 Kodak Color Print Viewing Filter 

Kit—color compensation filters with 
densities from CC.10 to CC.40. 
Color Compensating Filters—CC.05 

CC.30. and CC.50 Magenta. Yellow. 
Cyan—representing values not included 
in Viewing Kit. (Red. Blue, and Green 
CC filters are also helpful, but these 
colors can be created with basic filters.) 

Frisket Materials: 
Grafix Sea! film 
3M No. 843 Clear Tape 
3M No 850 Silver Tape 
3M Red Litho Tape 
Maskoid liquid frisket 
Maskoid Reducer (Used to thin 
Maskoid, also for cleaning brushes 
used with Maskoid). 

Knives: 
X.acto knives 

Single-edged commercial razor blade 
Scalpel knife 
Ulano swivel knife 

Brushes: 
For bleaching--White Nylon, Nos. 2, 4, 

and 6 (Windsor-Newton. Series 233) 
For dyeing—Sable No. 2. and up. 

(Windsor-Newton. Series 7) 

Dyes and Chemicals: 
Kodak Retouching Dyes and chemicals 

(Refer to Kodak Publication No. E-68) 
Kolor Kôirol Svstem Tota! Bleach 

General Equipment and Supplies: 
Beam-balance scale in grams. 
Accurate timer 
Trays—glass, enamel, or plastic 
Tray thermometer (glass) 
Magnifiers—table-clamp model, hand 
held, and Opti-Visor magnifier. 

Ceramic palette 
Wooden skewer sticks 
0-tips 
Long-fiber sterilized cotton (Johnson 
and Johnson) 

Kleenix 
Paper towels 
Rubber gloves 



F YOU'RE WAILING i1K LONG FOR YOUR 
SENIOR PORiRAIiS...1RY COLORMAX 

With all the excitement and promise 

of Senior Year, your graduates want to 

be sure their picture is just right. 

Colormax Senior Portrait Package 

assures you will be on time and 

looking good. We understand that 

delivery is just as important to your 

customer's satisfaction as the quality 

of your work. Each negative is 

analyzed for color balance and 

density, dust spotted and printed to 

precise tolerances. Let Colormax send 

you to the head of the class for 

graduation. 

First Unit   $2.60 

Second Unit (From Same Neg) .. 1.90 

Each Additional from Same Neg. 1.40 

1104 Units from Same Neg .... 6.50 

48 Wallet Special (Same Neg) ... 7.00 

100 Wallet Special (Same Neg) . 12.75 

Free Cropping Cards 

A-G Die Wallets — No Charge 

Call us for our new price list 

800-333-8006. 

624 CLAY STREET PITTSBURGH, PA 15215 412-784-8006 
More Info? CIrck 45 
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Product g̀IO WS' 

with masking 
Kodalith technique creates 
unusual photo special effect 

By Otto Bakemieler 

he concept for "Hot Jazz" 
began with a simple 

masking technique that 
California commercial photographer 
Bill Martinelli shared with me. 

With two black pieces of paper 

and a sheet of white Plexiglas, he 

produced what appeared to be a 
"glowing" city skyline. 

The "Hot Jazz'' image was 

composed in the darkroom using 
pin-registration techniques with 

Kodalith film masking. However, 
the first step began in the studio, 
where I first made the original 

color transparency of the piccolo 

and also the initial Kodalith negative. 
I wanted to produce the final 

image on 8x10 film—a logical 
format choice for studio work— 
and knew that trying to enlarge 

the image during the darkroom 

process was difficult—if not 

impossible. I also wanted to avoid 

the alternative approach of doing 
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Hot Jazz," by Otto Bakemeter. 

all of the studio and darkroom 
work on 45 and then duplicating 

the final image onto 8x10 film— 

which would add another generation 

to the image reproduction. 
Therefore, I set up to photograph 

a transparency of the piccolo. 

When building the set. the main 

goal was to light the background 
independently of the subject. I 

suspended the piccolo by a rod 
inserted in the open end of the 

instrument. Though the rod would 

appear on the original transparency, 
it could easily be opaqued later. 

A white background added 

edge highlights to the piccolo's 
surface and worked well for 

better definition when exposing 

the Kodalith. I chose a tungsten 

source to "paint'' the piccolo 
with light during a long exposure. 

A popular technique, "painting 

with light" involves moving a 
small light source around the 

subject during exposure to 

simulate a large light source that 

either is not available or is 
impractical. I also placed white 
reflector cards above, below, and 

on both sides of the piccolo. 
A 250-watt, 3,200°K bare bulb 

was moved continuously over as 
large an area as possible during 

a 30-second exposure at f122. 
During a separate exposure, the 
background—illuminated by two 

750-watt Fresnel spotlights—was 
exposed for 7 seconds—long 

enough to produce the edge 
highlights I wanted on the piccolo. 

The next step was to expose 
the Kodalith film, for use as the 

basis of the "glow" mask. With 

the camera and subject in the 
same position, the piccolo was 

recorded as a silhouette—a black 

piccolo against a brightly lit 

background—producing a Kodalith 

with a negative image of a clear 

piccolo on a solid black background. 

During this exposure, black cards 

replaced the white "bounce" cards 

above, below. and to both sides 

of the piccolo to eliminate any 
reflections. To keep the background 
from reflecting light onto the 

piccolo, I narrowed the spotlight 
illumination with barn doors until 

a strip of background just slightly 

wider than the piccolo was 
illuminated. The Kodalith film was 

exposed by the background lights 

for 25 seconds at f122. 

That completed the studio 
work. Equipped with a 

transparency and a Kodalith 

negative of the piccolo, I moved 

into the darkroom to make the 

additional masks and assemble 
the entire image. 

The creation of the "glow,'' 

required both positive and 
negative versions of the Kodalith 
piccolo silhouette image. These 
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masks were made by contact printing the 
original negative-image Kodalith, creating 
a positive-image, and then contacting the 
positive-image Kodalith to produce a sec-
ond negative-image Kodalith for my re-
touching work. 
Since the piccolo was highly polished 

and very reflective, it was necessary to re-
touch the Kodaliths. Nearly all of the re-
touching was done on the positive-image 
film. The only work done on the original 
negative was to eliminate the clear area 
created by the piccolo's supporting rod, 
which I did simply by taping over the area 
with red lithographer's tape. 
When working with Kodalith film, a 

word of advice—if used according to in-
structions, it will not record continuous-
tone images. Correctly exposed, Kodalith 
film produces images that completely 
opaque with unexposed areas that re-
main clear. However, if the film is under-
exposed, pinholes appear in exposed 
areas. When overexposed, the exposed 
areas tend to bleed into adjacent areas. 
Correct exposure will produce solid black 
areas with sharply defined separation 
from clear areas. 
Red lithographer's tape, black opaque, 

and an etching knife are used in retouch-
ing and masking Kodalith film. Since 
Kodalith film is orthochromatic and not 
sensitive to red light, red transparent tape 
is used to "create" areas that repro-
duce as unexposed—as if the film were 
solid black. 
Black opaque, a thick, black liquid, is 

made specifically for use with Kodalith 
film. Simply paint it on clear areas with 
a brush to make them opaque. Stir it well, 

Sophisticated 
pin- registration 

techniques combined 
with Kodalith 
film masking, 

produce darkroom 
magic for an unusual 

special effect 
in product 
photography. 

however, or it won't dry completely. 
used an X-acto blade to etch the film 
emulsion's black areas that I wanted 
clear. The second negative-image Koda-
lith was made as insurance. If a retouch-

ing mistake was made, another working 
negative could be created from the orig-
inal exposure. 
After retouching, the next step was to 
pin-register the original transparency with 
the two masks, using registration pins and 
acetate supports. 
I use 1/4-inch-diameter by 1/4-inch-

high metal registration pins attached to 
a 2x6-inch metal plate. The acetate reg-
istration supports are approximately 2x6 
inches, with holes to fit over the pins. 
To register the films, the pin plate is 
taped to a lightbox, a registration acetate 
is placed on the pins, and then the nega-
tive image Kodalith is taped to the ace-
tate. Another acetate support was placed 
on the pins over the negative-image Ko-
dalith. I carefully registered the color 
transparency and the Kodalith images 
and taped the transparency to the sec-
ond acetate. Next, I removed the trans-
parency with its acetate from the pins and 
replaced it with the positive-image Koda-
lith, lining it up with the negative image 
and taping it to a third acetate. 
To confirm that all three were in perfect 
registration, I placed only the color trans-
parency and the positive-image Kodalith 
together on the pins and checked for 
their alignment accuracy. The pin plate 
was moved to a black, non-reflective en-
larging easel and taped in place for the 
darkroom enlarger exposures. 
The final image was created with two 
exposures—one for the transparency and 
one for the "glow" effect. 
determined each exposure separate-

ly before attempting to make them on 
one sheet of film. 
To assemble the final image, I first 
taped a sheet of unexposed duplicating 
film to the easel in total darkness, ensur-
ing that it would not move between ex-
posures. Then, using the registration pins 
for positioning, I placed the original 
transparency and the negative mask on 
top of the duplicating film, and made the 
first exposure. This step produced the 
piccolo on a black background. 
To create the "glow" around the pic-
colo, I first removed the transparency and 
the negative mask, without disturbing the 
duplicating film. I then placed the posi-
tive-image Kodalith, four sheets of thin, 
frosted acetate diffusion material, and 
finally the negative-image Kodalith on 
top of the duping film and made the sec-
ond exposure. 
The size and intensity of the glow was 

controlled by the exposure and the thick-
ness of the diffusion material. Four frosted 
white acetate sheets produce the "glow" 
level I preferred. Color was injected into 
the glow when I added a sheet of the col-

ored lighting gel material onto the top 
layer of the stack. To keep everything flat 
during the exposure, I placed a thin, 
clean piece of glass on top of the film 
assembly. Then a second exposure was 

A pin-registered 
"sandwich'' of four 
frosted white acetate 

sheets and 
negative/positive 
Kodalith masks 
produce a highly 
dramatic ''glow'' 
effect around 
the piccolo. 

made, which produced.the "glowing" 
outline of the piccolo on a black 
background. 
A hint about darkroom organization: 
Before duplicating the film, I hung both 
the transparency and the two masks on 
nails on the right-hand wall of the dark-
room. This kept everything accessible— 
but out of the way. I placed the rest of 
the materials on the enlarger table. I also 
designed a block of wood to prop up the 
glass from the side, which allowed me to 
tape the glass to the easel and free my 
hands to move everything under it. 
The photo-compositional process used 

for "Hot Jazz," has many steps—but it 
certainly has its rewards. The creative 
possibilities are endless and I would en-
courage photographers, everywhere, to 
experiment with this technique and con-
tinue to expand its artistic applications. 

Otto Bakemeier is studio manager for True 
Redd & Company, a Dallas-based 
commercial photographic studio. He 
formerly was studio manager at the Winona 
International School of Professional 
Photography in Mt. Prospect, Illinois. 
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Direct 
0 mail 

success 
Simplicity boosts 
portrait oromotion 
camoaicns 

By Lorilee Villwock 

Direct mail campaigns target mes-
sages at select groups of clientele who 
share a common denominator. This mar-
keting medium affords studio owners 
selectivity and full control of the timing 
and frequency of their promotions, and 
is particularly suited to visual products. 
My photography studio has found con-
siderable success with direct mail promo-
tions. Last year, I mailed to 3,200 seniors 
and booked 1,000 portrait sittings from 
that promotion. Our campaign was care-
fully designed and executed, and distrib-
uted at timely intervals. 
What types of direct mail campaigns 

work best? Several characteristics are in-
tegral to a successful campaign: 
•Layout—Artistic arrangement of por-

trait samples and art graphics with plenty 

of white space, a recognizable logo, and 
conspicuous phone number. 
*Readability—Conversational copy, clear 

in meaning and focused on one idea. 
•Logo repetition—A consistent logo, re-

flecting the studio's artistry and profession-
alism on each piece expedites company 
identification and reader recognition. 
•Personal message—a simple but ex-

citing idea that appeals to readers' per-
sonal needs or desires. Direct mail is de-
livered to customers' homes, so messages 
of a more personal nature are effective. 
Developing an exciting, successful di-

rect mail campaign is a challenge. You 
must fully understand the needs and 
mentality of the target audience. Market-
ing to seniors, for example, is a highly 
competitive business. Hundreds of adver-
tisers, including your competitors, solicit 
their attention with sophisticated, high-
energy efforts. 
To catch and keep customers' recogni-
tion, your promotion pieces must main-
tain that same excitement level, and ap-
peal to readers' ego—not boost your own. 
When writing your message, keep in 
mind that advertising copy must be sim-
ple and focused on one idea. People who 
talk too much are the biggest bores in the 
world. If we can't turn them off, we tune 
them out. The same holds true for ver-
bose literature—excess copy makes read-
ers' eyes wander, until they lose focus 
and miss the intended theme. 
One message is sufficient—don't bom-
bard readers with too much information, 
or nothing will sink in, as Bob Stone 
wrote 20 years ago in an Advertising Age 
article: "Emphasize many ideas and you 
emphasize none." In addition, telling all 
leaves readers without a reason to call the 
studio to learn more about your services. 
A spartan approach to copy will gather 
the inquisitive attention you desire. 
Professional photography is a visual, ar-

tistic product and service. Direct mail, at 
its best, should be a private, in-home dis-
play of your best images—a great oppor-
tunity to create an impression of your 
skills and professionalism. Therefore, lay-
outs should reflect the artistry and excel-
lence of your work. 
Strive for clean and simple layouts us-
ing creative, professional graphics and 
typesetting. Carefully planned white space 
lends visual appeal and an authoritative 
look. Again, simplicity of content is cru-
cial—three great images pack double the 
impact of ten mediocre prints. Color also 
captures readers' attention. Select a col-
or scheme appropriate to the subject and 
carry it throughout the piece. For exam-
ple, two or three vibrant hues work well 
for an upbeat senior portrait brochure. 
Finally, profitable advertising requires 

deliberate planning and heeding criti-
cism. Invite suggestions from the custom-
ers you are appealing to. Allow plenty of 
creation time. Start advertising planning 
early so deadlines don't force you to set-
tle for an inferior piece. Take the time to 
fix something that's not quite right—mis-
takes are often a blessing in disguise, al-
lowing you to reevaluate your work and 
improve its impact. 

Lorilee Villwock has served as sales and 
marketing manager for Larsen Photography, 
Madison, Wisconsin, since 1985, and has 
14 years sales experience. A member of 
Wisconsin PPA and South Central 
Photographers Assqciation, she speaks at 
state and regional seminars on photo 
marketing and sales techniques. 

These successful direct mail pieces use bold 
colors, ample white space, and contemporary 
design to appeal to a senior audience. 
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00 WEST DIVERSEY PARKWAY/ CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60614!312.525-5460 - 

THE CAMEO EXTRA TOUCH 
Your business. like ours. revolves around people You have customers to please and deadlines to 

meet. Cameo recognizes your problems and wants to help. That's why we Offer you complete color services 
under one roof You get best possible prints from your color negatives at the best price Each proof print is indi-

vidually color corrected. printed for deep color and spotted You and your customers deserve the CAMEO EXTRA TOUCH! 

COLOR PHOTO 
BUSINESS 

CARDS 

1  , t 700 West Drve  Parxway .'  rsey 
Ch,cago. Illinois 60614  
312/525.5460 

These Unique Business Cards are like 
mini sign boards. They make a drama-
tic introduction of companies and re-
presentatives and leave an impression 
unparalleled by any other form of ad-
vertising. Business Card text is reverse 
printed white against a darker back-
ground. In composing your card, make 
sure that all of the text falls on a dark 
background. A preliminary one time 
charge of S15.00 will cover the design 
and production of the copy and one 
logo that will appear on your cards. 
Additional logos at S5.00 per logo. 
Your personalized cards may be made 

'Copy negative/ intern egative, extra. from your negative, picture' or slide.' 

C a m e o C o m m erci al Pri nts (ou. from same neg or slide) 

Quality Color Corrected Machine 
Prints at Money Saving Prices 

TYPE  TYPE 
C-3R  R-3R 4x5  5x7  8x10  11x14  16x20 

10+ 
25+ 
50+ 
100+ 
250+ 
500+ 

.36  .45 

.30  .42 

.26  .38 

.22  .32 

.20  .27 
19  .24 

60  1.25 
.50 
.43 

1.15 
.96 

.36  78 
30  .66 
29  57 

2.30  5.65  10.20 
1.98  480  9.75 
1.80  4 10  8.40 
1.55  3.50  7.20 
1.32  3.00  660 
1 17  255  600 

Automated Type R Prints 
From 35mm, 2 1/4, and 4x5 Color Transparencies 

Wallets & 3 1/2 x 5 from 35mm only  60 
Wallets & 3 1/2 x 5 from 120 & Cropped Slides ....  70 

4x5 from 35mm only  95 
5x7   1.50 

800  2.70 
1 1 x 14   6.60 
16x20   13.50 

8x10 

There Are Big Profits to be made on Quality 
School Packages 

5x7 

$1.70 PER UNIT 
IN ANY QUANTITIES  3 

Wallets 

lot ' . 
Our skilled technician use Kodak Video Analyzers and the latest Lucht 
printers to produce, excellent quality, color and density matched prints. 

Orders must contain 10 or more exposures made on the same emulsion and type of f,i ;,r tographed 
under identical condition with same combination of units ordered from each negative. Ddterent emulsion 
tv pesof films will be charged a $1.00 sebupfee per change Varations in exposures will be automeGca!Iy 
billed at Automated Reprint prices Prices do not include film processing. 

1 T 

5" PACKAGE PRINTING... 
Ideal for Proms, Dances, Schools, etc. 

1 Unit per negative   $1.35 
2 Units per negative   .75 
3 Units per negative   .57 
4 Units per negative   .50 
20 Exposures minimum - write for details 

UNITS ARE: (with border) 
1 - 5 x 7  =1 Unit 
2-31/2x5  =1 Unit 
4 - Wallets  =1 Unit 
9 - Subwallets   =1 Unit 

16 - Friendship  =1 Unit 

0  

0  

■ 
0190 

some 

mitt 

GENERAL POLICY 
All of Cameo s services are geared to the professional photographers needs 
We maintain strict quality control over all our work  regardless of size or type 
of order This high standard of quality control allows us to take care of your Inds 
vlduol needs  printing what you want, the way you want it done 

CREDIT 
In order to avoid C 0 D charges. please send Sufficient money with your order Overpayment will be return 
ed in the form of a credit check to be applied towards your next order All orders over $5 00 will be return" 
via U P S prepaid Where another means of shopping is required, please include additional funds to cover 
all shipping charges Please include S 1 00 handling for all orders under $5 00 

More Info? Circle 47 
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Ilford Multig---  e 111 RC 
Deluxe Paper 

Fourth-generation improvement for variable contrast paper 

By Don Emmerich 
M.Photog.Cr. 

fiord recently introduced a fourth-
generation variable contrast RC paper— 
Ilford Multigrade III RC Deluxe with non-
migrating optical brighteners to increase 
contrast range and tonal quality. Design-
ed for high-volume machine and con-
trolled tray processing, Multigrade De-
luxe is a non-developer-incorporated res-
in-coated paper, with excellent detail and 
shadow separation. 
The company reports the emulsion has 
better contrast characteristics with six full 
contrast grades, improved safelight toler-
ances, superior latent image retention, 
and responsiveness to a variety of pro-
cess controls. This should make it a useful 
contender for fine-art and black-and-
white custom lab applications. 
A look at the various features now of-

fered by RC papers with variable contrast 
emulsion may be helpful to readers: 
•RC papers have resin coatings on both 

sides of the sheet. This coating significant-
ly shortens print processing time since the 
base material does not absorb water and 
generally takes 7-8 minutes to develop, 

stop, fix, and wash compared to 60 min-
utes processing time for fiber-base papers. 
•Selectively, variable, multi-contrast 

enlarging papers produce different con-
trasts with changes in the color of the en-
larging light. By filtering the color of the 
light and adjusting the color mixture, vio-
let light raises the contrast, while yellow 
light lowers it. 
*Developer-incorporated paper has de-

veloper in the emulsion and development 
occurs in an activator process. Black-and-
white processing machines, such as the 
Kodak Royalprint unit, process an 8x10-
inch print in less than 60 seconds. 
*Non-developer-incorporated paper 

requires manual processing with conven-
tional tray development. 
•Exposu re- latitude papers, such as Ko-

dak Ektalure, develop to nearly full con-
trast in a short time. As processing con-
tinues, an exposure-latitude paper gains 
in image density but not much in addi-
tional contrast. The exposure character-
istics of these papers is such that a print 
can be developed within a short time 

without seriously affecting print quality. 
If the print is slightly underexposed, it will 
reach an adequate density level when left 
in the paper developer for a longer time 
than normal. However, it does not great-
ly gain additional contrast. 
*Latent image keeping ability refers to 

how well the paper retains a latent im-
age over the time it is exposed until it is 
processed. 
*Reflection density refers to the amount 

of light that reflects from the surface of 
a processed and dried photograph print. 
Unexposed and processed white photo-
graphic paper has a density reading of 
about 0.10, while the maximum black 
D-Max may vary from 1.5 to 2.2 depend-
ing on the paper, surface, and processing. 
*Optical brighteners produce addition-

al brightness in a print. The effect is par-
ticularly noticeable in the white areas 
when ultraviolet radiation causes the 
brightener to fluoresce. Under tungsten 
illumination, which is lower in UV radia-
tion, whites appear normal. 
*The base is the material on which the 
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sensitized photographic emulsion is coat-
ed. The base tint is the color of the paper 
stock, or in the core of RC paper, the 
pigmented resin layer. 
•Image tone refers to the hue of the im-

age which is determined by the size of 
the silver grains and influenced by the 
paper base tint, developer, developing 
times and temperatures, fixing, and dry-
ing times. 
I reviewed recently-introduced Kodak 
Polycontrast III RC developer-incorpo-
rated, along with other resin-coated de-
veloper-incorporated papers in the Feb-
ruary, 1989, Professional Photographer. 
In this article, Multigrade Deluxe is eval-
uated the same way as the earlier de-
veloper-incorporated papers. Not only 
did I apply the same test parameters to 
Ilford Multigrade Deluxe, but I also used 
the same negatives. With those negatives, 
I made a series of prints with contrast 
variations, using the manufacturer's vari-
able contrast filters, Grade Nob. 0-5. By 
experimenting with the same negatives, 
it was easier to compare papers and 
reach appropriate conclusions. 
Ilford attempted to incorporate the best 

features of its two premium papers, Mul-
tigrade III RC paper and Multigrade FB 
fiber-base paper. The company added 
proprietary non-migrating optical bright-
eners to Multigrade Deluxe in a similar 
manner as Multigrade FB. These bright-
eners are incorporated in the sensitized 
emulsion layers of Multigrade Deluxe. 
The purpose of a "non-migrating" bright-
ening system is to enhance the contrast 
range and tonal quality by keeping the 
print from veiling over after prolonged 
washing. Multigrade Deluxe uses the 
same resin-coated base used in Multi-

Visual contrast chart 
RC paper contrast comparison 

Conventional 
Paper Grade  0  1 2  3  4 

Ilford Multigrade 
III RC Deluxe  0 

Ilford Multigrade 
III RC 

Kodak Polyprint RC  0 

s',Emmerich Visual Contrast Chart 

0  1  2 

1  2  3 

grade III RC. This base color is cyan-
white, which increases apparent visual 
contrast more than a yellow- or magenta-
colored base. 
I believe Ilford achieved a high degree 

of success in its attempt to marry some 
of the best features of its better products. 
The original print of the man by the fence 
displays full tonal range, good separation, 
and shadow detail. These results can be 
attributed to the use of optical brighteners 
and a whiter base. With brighter whites, 
the D-Max appears darker and maintains 
good detail separation throughout the 
shadow portions of the print. This is what 
is commonly referred to as "snap" in a 
print. Snap enhances prints destined for 
newspaper and publicity-type releases, as 
well as studio work. 
The second illustration displays six im-
ages, each representing a contrast Grade 
Nos. 0 through 5 on Multigrade Deluxe, 
produced by appropriate Ilford RC con-

trol filters. I kept the skin tone at the same 
level of gray so readers can judge the dif-
ferent degrees of contrast accurately, but 
keep in mind that some of the subtle 
tones and graduations are lost through 
the magazine printing process. 
Multigrade Deluxe can only be process-
ed in trays. This provides more exposure 
latitude of the final image than can be 
achieved with machine processing. Its 
complete development time is 2 minutes, 
but by adjusting development times by 
up to 1 minute, manipulation of print 
contrast and D-Max is p000ble 1 his is 
similar to the way in which a fiber-base 
paper is controlled during processing. 
Reflection density readings indicate 

that the D-Max of Multigrade Deluxe is 

Each of these six images, below, printed on 
new Ilford Multigrade Ill RC Deluxe Paper, 
represent Contrast Grade Nos. 0, far left 
previous page, through 5, below far right. 
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This photograph, printed on new Ilford Multigrade Ill RC Deluxe, represents contrast Grade 
No. 2 displaying full tonal range, good separation, and shadow detail. 

greater than that of Multigrade III RC. 
However, Ilford Multigrade FB paper has 
the darkest D-Max of the group. Multi-
grade Deluxe produces nearly the same 
tonal range as a fiber-base paper, but in 
resin-coated form. Deluxe's D-Max pro-
vides excellent mid-tones with well de-
tailed separation, providing an exception-
al rendition of skin tone. 
The Multigrade Deluxe's contrast, pre-

sented in the accompanying control 
chart, was about a one-third to one-half 
step lower than that of Multigrade III RC. 
This aspect of Multigrade Deluxe's tonal 
properties results in RC prints with a fine-
art appearance. One of Multigrade De-
luxe's best features is its ability to make 
cost-effective portraits and product shots 
that appear to have a three-dimensional 
quality. 
By referring to the contrast chart, one 

can see how contrast varies for different 
papers. This chart reflects differences in 
the H&D characteristic curves of each 
paper. Ideally, one would like to see the 
steps between each paper's grade of con-
trast equally spaced apart. Multigrade III 
RC has a jump, or discontinuity, between 
Grade Nos. 2 and 3. When the charac-
teristic curve of Multigrade Deluxe was 
plotted, it was smoother. Notice how this 
is demonstrated in the second illustration 

as well as the chart, which indicates that 
the intervals between grades are relative-
ly equal with only a small space between 
Grade Nos. 4 and 5. As I expressed in the 
February article, none of these variable 
contrast RC papers display a true Grade 
No. 0 to Grade No. 5 contrast range, com-
pared to conventionally graded papers. 
Multigrade Deluxe has a much wider 

contrast range than Multigrade III RC. 
This means that Multigrade Deluxe can 
handle a wider exposure variance of neg-
atives and still produce acceptable prints. 
Multigrade Deluxe appears to be a bet-
ter paper than Multigrade III RC, how-
ever, fans of Multigrade III RC, shouldn't 
worry, Ilford doesn't plan to discontinue 
Multigrade III RC at this time because 
many photofinishers rely on activation to 
facilitate the volume black-and-white 
processing. 
In the course of my analysis of Multi-

grade Deluxe, I was able to verify its 
claim of latent image stability. I process-
ed prints up to five days after exposure 
with no visual loss. I did, however, detect 
some loss with a densitometer, which has 
little consequence for most applications. 
RC haze is a problem that photofinish-

ers may experience when they air dry RC 
F-surface prints. I detected no difference 
between the two Ilford papers when air 

dried, however, I did notice that Multi-
grade Deluxe produced a snappy high-
gloss "ferrotyped" appearance when 
heat dried by infrared light sources. 
As one might suspect, Multigrade De-
luxe isn't the answer to everyone's needs. 
For example, a photographer faced with 
high-volume, mass production black-
and-white work, will generally need an 
activation machine which uses develop-
er-incorporated papers and requires far 
less effort than tray processing. Also, tray 
processing involves a larger investment 
in time and materials. But, most impor-
tantly, consistency is impossible to main-
tain with tray processing, so I question 
the high-volume claims made by Ilford. 
The fine-art photographer is likely to 
prefer fiber-based materials over RC pa-
pers due to their archival qualities, plus 
the wider selection of paper types, devel-
opers, and image toner choices. It is pos-
sible that some fine-art photographers 
may choose an RC paper, such as Multi-
grade Deluxe, because of its tonal range 
for tests and artist proofs. However, most 
of the fine-art photographers I surveyed 
prefer using the same paper for tests and 
the final image. 
As for Ilford's claim that its new black-

and-white paper has an increased toler-
ance to safelight exposure, I don't intend 
to substantiate it. I believe that if you pur-
chase a paper based on its safelight toler-
ance, you're working the wrong prob-
lem. Safelight bulb wattage and the safe-
light's distance from the paper should be 
rechecked. Shorten the paper's exposure 
time to the safelight, if fogging is a problem. 
Ilford's Multigrade Deluxe will help 

photographers retain the subtleties that-are 
generally recorded on the film, but lost on 
some papers. I commend Ilford for the ef-
forts they are making to improve the prod-
ucts available to our industry, and look 
forward to future advancements. 

Don Emmerich, M.Photog.Cr., is technical 
editor of Professional Photographer and 
co-operator of Emmerich Photography, 
Denver. His clients include Avis, Mobil Oil 
Company, Buick Motors, and IBM. The 
award-winning photographer has several 
portraits showcased in the PP of A Loan 
Collection and presents seminars on 
commercial photography and technical 
photography subjects. 
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Why Settle for Sizzle 
When You Can Have Steakf 
Other Photography Schools 
Just Can't Cut It... 

You need courses with some meat to them. Useful 
information you can apply in real-world situations. 

Preferred for its quality, hands-on education, excellent 
facilities and topnotch instructors, Winona International 
School of Professional Photography can help you 
become a more talented and creative photographer. 

But Winona doesn't stop there. Our staff is dedicated 
to maintaining a high level of professionalism in 
our industry. That's why we offer courses that help 
you gain insight and perception in business situations. 
Courses that beef up your management skills. 

Photographic professionals find Winona's education so 
rewarding that over 75 percdnt of our former students 
return for a second helping. Fifty percent come back 
three or more times. 

Why do these practicing professionals choose Winona 
over the rest? Because we give them what they're 
hungry for: 

• Four million dollars in facilities and photographic 
equipment 

• An experienced full-time staff devoted to enhancing 
your knowledge and skills with over 160 valuable 
courses offered throughout the year 

• Fully equipped lab facilities capable of handling; 
all forms of processing 

its Discounts available for multi-course, early paN meat 
and PP of A members. 

• Guidance counseling and toll-free telephone 
registration 

You Can Really Sink Your Teeth 
Into Our Courses! 

WINONA SCHOOL 
OF PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY, INC. 

350 N. Wolf Road. Mt. Pro%pect. It. NX)56 
Out of State I-W)-741.7468 

Illinois Residents 1.312-298.6770 

Photography -John Polrch. Kraft Ge  ve Sorvl a 
Food Styl at Cheryl Chrysler, Kr t KitChe M 

Ad Design Warren Hines. Hoffman Produ � ions. Ltd 



Book Briefs 

Illustration Photography, $18.95, by lack 
Reznicki, Amphoto Books, 144 pages. Or-
der from Watson-Guptill Publications, 
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036. 
Featured cover photographer in the 

December 1989 issue of Professional 

Photographer, Jack Reznicki i. a leading 
New York-based photo illustrator that 
specializes in storytelling people photog-
raphy. Subtitled "Bring concepts to life 
in the studio or on location," this profusely 
illustrated, beautifully printed softcover 

WITH LUCHT, ITS EASY TO 
STEP INTO THE LIGHT. 

It you're still in the dark about multi-Image 
printing, shed some new light on the 
subject. The Step One, a semi-automatic 
daylight printer. has plenty of bright ideas 
for versatility. It fits your needs — whether 
ft's multiple image portraits, grc, , ,  f, ls. 
memory mates, photo but-
tons, or candids. 
You'll always be con-

fident of a quality image. 
That's because Step One 
has the same precision op-
tics and Lucht larnphouse 
found on all other Lucht printers. 
So lighten up. Lucht has 

printers, cutters, easels, and rnanv other 

quarry accessories to help you see the light 
with faster production and higher profits. 
Which 9rves light to a sunnier disposition 
For more Information on the Step One 
and other Lucht accessories, call (612) 
829-5444 or FAX (612J 829-7544. 

Lucht Engineerfrog, Inc. 
11201 Hampshire Avenue So. 
Bloomington. MN 55438 

LET YOUR IMAGINATION MULTIPLY. 
Mon Info' Circle 73 
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book clearly explains how Reznicki works 
his photographic magic. Often studio and 
location sets are pictured, illustrating the 
creation of an illustration from art direc-
tor's "roughs" to final advertisement. 
Of particular interest to commercial 
photographers, the text brings the world 
of big city advertising work to life with 
clear explanations of studio operation, 
equipment, studio staff (assistants, model 
makers, and stylists), and model casting. 
Details are revealed on set building, prop-
ping a scene, and completing a produc-
tion—right down to estimating a shooting 
budget. The book offers an insider's look 
at photo illustrations, but also offers many 
down-to-earth hints for any professional 
photographer who wants to create uni-
que images in the studio and on location. 

Underwater Paradise: The World's Best 
Diving Sites, $39.95, by Robert Boye, 
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 192 pages. Order 
from Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 100 Fifth 
Avenue, New York, NY 10114-0087. 
Offering a collection of 163 underwater 
illustrations by eight top underwater pho-
tographers, this volume serves two pur-
poses. First, it showcases scores of beau-
tiful and unique underwater photo-
graphs. Second, it describes and depicts 
seven of the world's greatest scuba div-
ing areas, where thrilling underwater 
photography subjects abound. Though 
the book is light on technical photo-
graphic data, it more than makes up for 
this deficiency with the well-written prose 
of the author's adventures in the Red Sea, 
Great Barrier Reef, Sea of Cortex, Carib-
bean, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, and 
Micronesia. 

Extraordinary Light: A Vision of Canada, 
$50, by Sherman Hines, Summerhill 
Press, 144 pages. Order from Symmerhill 
Press, 52 Shaftesbury Avenue, Toronto, 
ON M4T 1 A2. 
PP of A member Sherman Hines has 

been photographing Canada for more 
than 20 years, and he describes his book 
as containing "all of my most personal 
photographs—images that mean a great 
deal to my own life". 
The oversize 02.504-inchb slip-cased, 

four-color volume, contains more than 130 
color images, ranging from Toronto's ur-
ban skyline at sunset to the chilling fjords 
and icebergs of the Northwest Territories. 
However, it is not a travelogue-style pic-
ture book. Rather, as Hines' states, the 
volume is a collection of beautiful, in-
dividual visions of his native land.  a 
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.' nters Practical Poi   
By Ross Sanddal, M.Photog.Cr., Hon.M.Photog. 

Storage boxes 
So you've finished using that 100-foot roll 
of Kodak 35mm litho film. What do you 
do with the empty container? In the past, 
this film was packaged in a metal can 
which had limited storage capabilities. 
Now, the film comes in a convenient-
ly hinged 3.75-inch-square plastic box 
which can be used for a variety of photo-
graphic purposes. 
I use these boxes for storing small, mis-

cellaneous items in my camera case. One 
box holds two Hasselblad batteries, a 
spare sync cord, several small European 
tripod adapters, a small spirit level, ca-
ble release, screwdriver, and pliers. 
I store spare 35mm camera batteries, 

a supply of AA and AAA batteries for my 
flashguns, a hot-shoe to pc connector 
flash adapter, a small circular spirit level, 
several special purpose filters, and a ca-
ble release in another box. I also store lit-
tle roles of gaffers and masking tape in 
each box. 
When I organize a box, I stick a blank 
label on one side of it and mount a 112-
inch strip of foam plastic to the other side 
before placing it in the camera case or 
gadget bag. Then I place a short lens or 
accessory on top of the box to fill the 
compartment. 
Because batteries may be in danger of 

shorting-out when contained in a box, I 
use a system which serves a dual pur-
pose. I place a strip of black, plastic elec-
trical tape over the positive terminal of 
a freshly charged battery. When I am 
ready to use a charged battery, I remove 
the tape from the positive terminal and 
place it on one side of the battery. When 
the battery needs recharging, I place the 
tape on the negative terminal. With this 
procedure, 1 not only protect batteries 
from accidentally shorting, but 1 can vis-
ually check their condition quickly. 
Additional storage products, include 
the Photographer's Tool Pak Model No. 
125, which is made of clear plastic and 
features a Velcro closure. Although de-
signed to fit the Tamrac Pro Series bags, 
the Tool Pak conveniently organizes 
small items such as filters, batteries, pens, 
pencils, screwdrivers, and notebooks, in 
any bag. The Fanny Pack Model No. 
1527 is a comfortable padded hip pack, 
constructed from waterproof nylon pack 
cloth, which features two pockets. Both 

products are available from Tamrac, 6709 
Independence Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 
91303; 818-715-0090. 
The Film-Stor, from Peca Products, 
Inc., 1441 Plainfield Avenue, Janesville, 
WI, 53545; 608-756-1615, is a plastic 
container which holds four rolls of 120 
film or six rolls of 35mm film. This water 
proofed sealed container also floats. Al-
though designed to store film, this item 
is ideal for storing small items in a cam-
era case. 

Super proofer 
Unique new products, such as the Saun-
ders Super-Proofer, often appear on the 
photo market without much fanfare, but 
this product deserves attention. This con-
tact printer features plastic film channels 
which hold negative strips flat so that 
even curly film slides in easily and secure-
ly. A built-in paper holder accepts and 
aligns 8x10-inch enlarging paper. The 
proofer prints a 1/2-inch white border on 
the left side of proofs for convenient la-
belling. This product prints four strips of 
120 negatives on 800-inch paper, holds 
seven strips of five 35mm negatives and 
can be used with black-and-white or col-
or film. For information, contact The 
Saunders Group, 21 Jet View Drive, 
Rochester, NY 14624; 800-828-6214; 
716-328-7800. 

Nishika 3D Camera 
One of the most crowded booths at the 
1989 PP of A Trade Show in New Or-
leans, was where the Model No. N8000 
Nishika 35mm 3D camera was displayed. 
This camera, which has been redesign-
ed from an earlier model for easier use, 
is now available through independent 
distributors. While talking to representa-
tives of Nationwide Marketing, Box 1223, 
Ada, OK 74820; 800-669-2324, 1 learn-
ed that the reasonably priced printing 
procedure takes three business days to 
produce 3.5x4.5-inch and 8x10-inch col-
or 3D prints. 
The Nishika booth exhibited excellent 
3D professional photography and dem-
onstrated a unique service for photog-
raphers to offer customers for special 
occasions. 

Color Splash 
I look forward to my semi-annual copy of 

Pointers for Pros, an eight-page newslet-
ter produced by Pechman Professional 
Color Lab, Box 500, Kaukauna, WI 54130; 
800-777-0221. 
In the July, 1989 issue, Pechman fea-

tured its Color Splash system. This kit 
contains 30 colored markers, a 4x5 print 
showing correct density and contrast for 
best reproduction, and an 8x10-inch ace-
tate overlay for correct cropping propor-
tions. The Color Splash System is design-
ed to attract attention to specific areas on 
a black-and-white, F surface print devel-
oped on 8x10-inch RC paper. Once the 
coloring procedure is accomplished, the 
print is copied and reproduced at the 
Pechman Lab. 
The Color Splash kit also includes de-
tailed instructions, tips, and suggestions 
for coloring your print. Color Splash is an 
innovative idea which should be popular 
with high school seniors. 

Wallet size photographs 
Although wallet-size photographs are 
popular, many photographers downplay 
selling them because they prefer to sell 
larger ticket items. After all, wallet prints 
are not large profit producers. But what 
if you could suddenly find a way to in-
crease your sale of wallet-size prints by 
making them a part of an attractive, yet 
inexpensive' frame package? Great Amer-
ican Products, Inc. now offers a series of 
45 different frames that are designed for 
2x4-inch photographs. The frame borders 
are decorated in a wide variety of themes, 
such as sports, occupations, and holi-
days. For more information or a bro-
chure, contact Great American Products, 
Inc., 1801 West 16th Street, Broadview, 
IL; 312-450-9200 (Area code 708 after 
November 11, 1989). 

Ross Sanddal, M. Photog. Cr., Hon. M. Photog., 
has received many awards for his 
excellence in photography and 
contributions to the profession, including 
the coveted Nikon Industrial Photographer 
of the Year award. Manager of Hughes 
Tool Company, Houston, for 33 years, he 
served as PP of A president in 1985. 
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Tande m opportunities for improved 
profits, sales, and wedding photography technique. 

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL 

Marketing and Manage ment 
Conference 

January 15-17, 1990 

THE SECOND ANNUAL 

Wedding Workshop 
Conference 

January 17-19, 1990 

at 

The Mirage Hotel 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

A five-day conference 
and three-day trade sho w 
designed for studio 
owners, m anagers, and 
m arketing personnel who 
want to increase sales 
skills, boost studio 
profits, improve wedding 
photography technique, 

and fine-tune business 
strategies. . . 

■ 19 intense progra ms 

■ 18 dyna mic speakers 

■ Three-day trade show 

■ Brides' Choice Co mpetition 

■ Dozens of marketing ideas 

■ W edding photography insights 

■ Increased sales, profits, and 
improved technique for you 
and your business2 

Co-sponsored by... Professional Photographers of America, Inc., 
and Winona International School of Professional Photography. 



Program ming Highlights' 

1990 M arketing 
and M anage ment 
Conference 
"Giving the Kids the Business: 

Planning O wnership Succession in 

the Fa mily Business" 

An innovative approach to the hu man 
dyna mics of planning and managing 
succession of the fa mily business 

■ Understand the role of fa mily 
relationships in business. 

■ Plan for effective delegation of 
manage ment and ownership 

■ Avoid fa mily disagree ments regar-
ding succession issues 

■ Maintain so me legal and financial 
control after retire ment. 

Speaker: Ja mes Lea. Ph, D D. 
University of North Carolina School 
of Medicine 

"Target M arketing for the 
Co m mercial Photographer" 

Techniques for designing income 
producing self-pro motional 
ca mpaigns 

■ Develop your product and define 
your market. 

■ Market by mail, telephone, and 
source books 

■ Discover new ways to present 
your product and close a sale 

Speaker: To m Ca mpbell. Cr Photog., 
Moorpark. California. 

"Creating A Selling Cli mate" 

A step by-step approach to suc-
cessful photography sales. 

■ Plan in advance for a successful 
sale 

■ Follow up for sales with impact 

■ Make effective use of the 
telephone 

Speaker: Evelyn Lage man. Cr Photog.. 
t:r I r.ws Missouri 

"Creative M arketing 
Techniques" 

A dating 12- month marketing plan 
that made one small studio thrive in 
an area where four others had failed 

■ Market monthly portrait 
specials  and make the m work 

■ Score appoint ments and reorder 
sales. 

■ Creator successful advertise ments 

Speaker: Shirlee Stevens. 
Orowile California 

"Pricing for Profit" 

Deter mine a unique pricing for mula 
that will turn a profit from your 
business 

■ Guarantee your salary, plus a 
Profit sufficient for growth 

■ Account for all incurred expenses 

■ Learn the differences between 
busy-ness and profitability. 

Speaker Curtis Ca mpbell, 
Cr Photog . Oconto Wisconsin 

"La w for the Professional 
Photographer" 

Explore legal matters affecting the 
professional photographer, fro m 
business operations and copyright to 
model releases and professional 
liability. 

■ Protect yourself from legal pro-
ble ms and know your limits. 

0 Beware of unnecessary legal 
involve ments. 

■ Learn how to select and work with 
a lawyer. 

Speaker: Jonathan T Howe. Howe 
and Hutton. Ltd.. Chicago. 

"Ho w to Build a Successful 
Fa mily Portrait Studio" 

Learn creative techniques that help 
market and sell high-quality. higher-
priced fa mily portraiture. 

■ Develop techniques for building a 
successful fa mily portrait practice. 

■ Discover ways to apply fa mily 
photography techniques to other 
groups. 

■ Gain inspiration to put these new 
ideas into practice. 

Speaker: Charles J. Lewis. Cr.Photog 
Grand Rapids. Michigan. 

'*Isn't It Ti me W e Got W hat 
W e're W orth?" 

Learn how to make a good living 
while practicing proven business 
tactics 

■ Learn to market your services to 
prospective clients. 

■ Discover sales manship techniques 
that earn extra profits. 

■ Explore photographic practices 
that make your photography unique. 

Speaker. Monte Zucker. M.Photog.Cr. . 
CPP. Silver Spring. Maryland. 

Transition Day 
A tte n dees of bot h 

M arketi n g &  M a na ge me nt 

C onference a n d W e ddin g 

W orks hop C onfere nce 

are in vited to atte n d all 

p rogra ms on W e d nes da y, 

J a n uary 1 7. 

"Po wer Progra m ming: 
Self- Mastery for M axi mu m 
Persuasion Precision" 

Structure your business for 
opti mu m sales and business 
operations through powerful 
subconscious persuasion 
technologies 

■ Operate at peak perfor mance 
in your business 

■ Reduce stress. 

■ Get the most from your time 
and effort 

■ Analyze your current 
self-progra mming 

Keynote Speaker: Back by popular 
de mand, Marshall Sylver, a national 
entertainer and consultant in 
winning sales strategies and positive 
personal control, is a stage 
perfor mer/hypnotist and lectures 
on mind mastery on top radio 
stations. His clients include 
Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporation, 
The International Trading Group, The 
California Peace Officers Associa-
tion, and the City of San Juan 
Capistrano. 

Brides' Choice Judging 

Receive valuable marketing infor-
mation fro m this exciting annual 
co mpetition where a panel of recent 
brides and brides-to-be select win-
ning prints. wedding albu ms. videos. 
and multi- media shows, and share 
their impressions with the audience. 

A11-Conference 
Entertain ment 
"The Sylver Hypnotic Revue" 

Starring Marshall Sylver. ''The 
World's Fastest Hypnotist." this 
evening entertain ment progra m. 
sponsored by North American Photo. 
makes volunteers from the audience 
the stars of the show as, one by one. 
subjects go instantly into a hypnotic 
trance every time Sylver re moves his 
trade mark dark sunglasses and looks 
the m directly in the eyes 

W edding W orkshop 
Conference 
"Breaking A way Fro m For mal 
W edding Photography" 

Create a totally unique product with 
each assign ment by tailoring your 
photography ''style'' to the client. 

■ Make the most of existing 
environ ments. 

■ Learn to use unique alternate 
light sources. 

■ Achieve elegant studio looks 
on location. 

Speaker: Ed Pierce. M.Photog Cr.. 
CPP. Potomac. Maryland 

" Money. M arketing, and 
Profitability" 

Si mplify lighting and posing techni-
ques to realize a greater net gain 
from your photography 

■ Gain excite ment for yourself, your 
photography, and your subject 

■ Think smarter, rather than work 
harder 

■ Develop a 'Go for it" attitude 

Speaker: Scott LeBaron. 
Arvada. Colorado. 



"Rolls Royce Photography 
for the Carriage Trade" 

How to rise above your comp-
etition in scoring high-caliber, 
high-profit wedding photography 
assign ments. 

■ Develop a creative lighting 
system. 
■ Define the opti mu m amount of 
candid coverage. 
■ Refine marketing techniques 
for high-priced photography. 

Speaker: Andrew Marcus, 1989 
Brides' Choice Competition first-
place winner. New York. 

"Building an Image with 
W edding 'Reflections' 
Progra ms" 

Set yourself apart from other 
wedding photographers with 
4-projector 'Reflection' progra ms 
that really appeal to today's more 
sophisticated newlyweds. 

■ Gather production tips for 
4-projector shows with ease. 
■ Learn to transfer slide shows 
to video for extra profit 

■ Discover a journalistic 
approach that increases sales. 
M Explore selling techniques that 
let you charge a substantial 
fee .and get it' 

Speaker: Dick Stein. CPP, 
Norwalk. Ohio 

"Quality. Sensitivity, and 
Anticipation in Bridal 
Portraits" 

Take better bridal portraits on 
location in all lighting situations: 
window light. strobe, and 
tungsten. 

■ Develop better quality in your 
portraiture. 

■ Establish sensitivity in your 
self.. and in your subject 
■ Practice beautiful posing tech 
niques that really sell. 

Speaker: A/ Gilbert, M Photog.Cr 
F-ASP. Toronto. Ontario, Canada 

"Ideas to Boost Your W ed-
ding Sales and Reputation" 

Rise above your wedding photog-
raphy competition with a first-rate 
reputation and successful sales 
strategies 

■ Collect sa mple for ms that can 
help you organize information and 
improve sales. 
■ Overcome the bride's reluc-
tance to photograph 'for mals' 
before the cere mony 
■ Realize the importance of little 
extras' to keep your clients happy 

Speakers: Terry Reinbold. 
M.Pholog Cr., and Donna 
Reinbold. Anaheim. California. 

"Pro Video Tips" 

Develop advanced video tips that 
help small studios increase wed-
ding photography profits. 

■ Learn sophisticated ca mera 
movements. 
■ Study simple post-production 
enhancement techniques. 
■ Gather marketing tips for in-
creased video sales. 

Speaker: John C. Walters. 
Cr Photog., Amelia, Ohio. 

"Multiple Light for 
M ultiple Profit" 

Use multiple lighting to enhance 
your photography and increase 
your bottom line. 

■ Discover how and why multiple 
lighting helps sell your photography. 
M See how you can create a more 
desirable product with slight altera-
tions in lighting. 
■ Develop techniques to effec-
tively use key lighting off camera. 

Speakers: Philip Brent. M.Photog Cr. 
and Merle Brent. Topeka. Kansas 

W hether you attend 

one or both events, the 

Marketing and Manage-

ment Conference and 

W edding W orkshop 

Conference offer 

serious photographers 

Innovative tools to 

Increase the success of 

their photography 

business. 

In just five days at 

these conferences —or 

three days at just 

one— you'll gain the 

infor mation and 

expertise necessary 

to improve your 

business perfor mance 

and increase your 

botto m line. 

Registration Infor mation 
To register for the Marketing & Management 
Conference,  the  Wedding  Workshop Con-
ference, or both. complete the registration form 
in this advertisement. Photo copies of the for m 
may be used for more than one primary 
registrant. It your spouse or a member of your 
studio is attending the conference. please com 
ptete  the  section  for  ''Additional  Studio 
Members". Return the completed registration 
form(s) with appropriate payment to PP of A 
Early Bird Registration postmarked on or before 
November 27. 1988 receiver a free gdtf 

A dvance Registration 
Save $25 when you register in advancer Ad-
vance registrations will be accepted only it 
post marked on or before December 18, 1989 
Advance registrations received after this date 
will be retained and registration must be com-
pleted at the conference. at the on-site regis-
tration rate 

Registration Fees 
Registration fees include admittance to all pro-
gra ms and the trade show, daily lunch. and 
complimentary admission to a cocktail recep-
tion on Wednesday- January 17 

Price if  Price 
received  On-site 
by 12/18/89 

PP of A Me mber-
M&M or W W  $275  $300 
Both  $375  $400 

Non me mber. 
M&M or W W  $325  $350 
Both  $415  $450 

Each Additional Studio Me mber 
M&M or W W  $225  $250 
Both  $325  $350 

Non members. please note: 
The difference between the me mber and 
non member registration fee can be applied 
toward PP of A membership Check the ap 
plicable box on the registration for m for more 
Infor mation 

Special H otel Rates 
Hotel  reservation  cards  will be  sent  to 
enrollees in their registration confir mation 
packets upon receipt of their advance registra 
tion and payment Enrollees should make their 
hotel reservation immediately upon receipt of 
the  card  Holel  reservation  deadline  is 
December 15, 1989 All reservations made 
after this date will be confir med by the hotel, 
subject to availability If time does not per mit. 
call PP of A directly to receive a housing card 

Rates: The Mirage $85 single/double. 

Special Airfare R ates 
PP of A has made arrangements with United 
Airlines to provide attendees traveling to the 
1990 Marketing & Management Conference 
and  Wedding  Workshop  Conference  a 
5-percent bonus discount off United̀s lowest 
published fares. This offer applies to fares 
ranging  frorn  first  class  to  70 percent-
discounted Ultra Saver To qualify, you must 
fly United round trip to Las Vegas between 
January 10 and January 20. 1990, and meet 
all applicable fare restrictions. Reservations 
must be made through United's toll-free 
number, 1-800.521.4041. Lines are open dar 
ly. 8 AM through 1 1 PM (EST) Mention the Pro-
fessional Photographers of America account 
number 0034-J Please note Once reserva-
tions have been made through the toll-free 
nu mber. you may purchase your ticket fro m 
any United ticket counter or travel agency 
Added Bonus If you cannot meet the restric-
tions of the available discounted fares, a 
special 40-percent discount off the nor mal 
coach (Y) fare will be offered No minimu m 
stay or advance purchase is required to ob-
tain this discount 

For M ore Infor mation 
For more infor mation or answers to your ques 
lions. contact PP of A Convention Depart ment. 
312-299-8161 (708-299.8161. after 11/11/89) 



rail vaaauv uoe  v uay 

M arketing & Manage ment Conference 
W edding W orkshop Conference 

Registration For m 

Date 
Acct #  Amt. 
Acct #    Amt 
Acct #  Amt.___ 

Please pant or type all information. 

1.  Pri mary Registrant. Leave space between words. Abbreviate when necessary. 

Primary 

Studio or Firrn 

Studio or 

Firm Address 

City 

Province 

Telephone Member No # 

CO t"' 

2.  A dditional Studio M e mbers (If applicable). For spouse or other studio member(s) 
attending the conference. Attach second sheet if more than two names. 

Name 

Member No 

Name 

Member No 

1I 1 I l L 

II 1 III 
3.  Conference Selection & Fee Schedule 

Conference Selection 
& Fee Schedule' 

1 Marketing & Management 

41-RICNA 

Conference 
Primary  Additional  Selection 
PP of A  Primary  Studio  (Enter code  Registration 
Member  Nonmember  Member  and fee)  Fee 

Conference ONLY*  $275  $325  $225  $   

2 Wedding Conference ONLY  $275  $325  $225  $   

3. Both Conferences  $375  $425  $325  $   

Total Registration Fee  $   

*Fees stated are valid if registration is postmarked on or before December 18, 1989. Add an additional $25 to the 
appropriate fee if registering after this date. 

4 . Classification. Please mark the one classification in each category that best describes your type 
of business and primary job function 

Photographic Specialty  Primary Job Function 
M [ i Wedding Studio  R  Studio Owner/Manager 
N ❑ Portrait Studio  S  Studio Lab Technician 
O 0 Commercial Studio  T  Studio Photographer 
P Cl Industrial  V.  In-Plant Photo Department Lab Technician 
O O Specialist  X.  Manufacturer of Photo Equipment and Supplies 
L1 Electronic Imaging  Y  Distributor of Photo Equipment/Supplies/Services 

Z  Other   

5. Pay ment 

Check enclosed (Make checks payable to PPA Publications & Events, Inc.) 

Charge my  VISA  MasterCard  American Express 

Acct. No. _ _  __-----    Exp. Date 

Signature 

F Y es, please tell me how I can 
save money on my registration fee 
by joining PP of A. 

Return this form with the appropriate amount to: 
PPA Publications & Events, Inc., Convention Department 
1090 Executive Way 9 Des Plaines. IL 60018. 



In the Studio 
By Marty Rickard, M.Photog.Cr., CPP, A-ASP 

Client participation sells group portraits 

When I photographed families years ago, 
I was my own worst enemy. I would pose 
the group facing me, make a dozen ex-
posures with them smiling at the camera, 
and then let them go. I usually succeed-
ed in creating one group portrait that was 
pleasing to everyone—but when I look 
back at those sittings, (and the resulting 
sales), I want to gag. 
Later, in the sales room, the family se-
lected the best portrait, ordered prints, 
and left. Of course, they were happy— 
after all, they got the family portrait they 
wanted—but I soon realized I was cheat-
ing myself. 
Now, instead of the "Mug" shot ap-
proach of the past, I encourage my clients 
to participate in "creating a photographic 
experience they will treasure". 
Client "participation" begins during 
the studio consultation. We encourage 
the group to do the sitting at their home 
or favorite location—doing something 
they enjoy, and wearing clothing and us-
ing props that contribute to the story. We 
call this our "Old Masters Style," re-
served for those clients who desire some-
thing special. 
I use the acronym "CLASS" to guide 

my clients through the planning process. 
"CLASS" stands for: 1. Clothing 2. Location 
3. Action 4. Story 5. Secondary Subject. 
Clothing: Clothing is selected prior to 

the sitting, either in the client's home or 
at the studio. The photo follows either a 
"period" or a "story" theme—so I make 
certain that the clothing styles do not 
detract from that image. 
Location: We encourage clients to 

choose a place significant to them—such 
as a favorite park or a picnic area, their 
backyard or a favorite room in their 
home. Where possible, I have even man-
aged to balance my equipment on a lad-
der in a swimming pool, and in airplanes 
on the top of a crane 60 feet in the air. 
Action: I always visit the location pri-

or to the sitting in order to plan the light-
ing, composition, and camera angle. in-
stead of having the subjects merely smile 
and look into the camera, we choose a 

favorite group activity. I want the subjects 
to appear as if they didn't realize a cam-
era was around—they might be picnick-
ing, playing with their children, barbecu-
ing, playing croquet, fishing, or bicycling. 
Story: Phony stories never sell—cloth-

ing, location and action all contribute to 
the portrait theme. Sometimes the story 
evolves first and then the other elements 
fall into place. In other sittings the story 
is sparked by the clothing and the action. 
Most importantly, the story must be in 
character with my subjects, and agreed 
upon by all. 
Secondary Subject: I like to use one 

major prop that projects the personalities 

of the subjects. t lore again, it must be an 
item or a person they love or a prop that 
tells about a hobby or activity they en-
joy. These props can be bicycles, cars, 
boats, homes, cattle,—you name it—but 
it must be significant and not just inserted 
to fill space in the composition. 
Subjects are posed either sitting or ly-
ing down, with the secondary subject 
visible in the background, but not in a 
predominant position. Sometimes their 
backs even face the camera-1 want peo-
ple interacting with one another—not 
looking at me. I use a variety of lenses 
from a 50mm wide angle to a 180mm 
portrait lens on my Mamiya RZ, shooting 

A well-planned storytelling approach almost pre-sells this outdoor location fishing portrait, 
which captures the genuine warmth and enthusiasm between grandfather and grandson. 
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Dreaming of a white* 
Christmas? 

Then you won't want to miss our 
Christmas '89 package shown: 

(Ashley Buff not included) 

WL10,000 Studio Flash  $250.00 
GP9S 9' Lightstand  32.00 
42D 42" Nylon Umbrella   25,00 
Regular package price  $307.00 
Special thru 12/31/89  $259.00 

This is a legitimate $48 savings on 
the most successful studio flash 
made. Our totally self-contained 
White Lightning 10,000 gives you 
the power of most 400ws box and 
cable systems weighing and cost-
ing lots more. It's easy to use yet 
provides accuracy and quality be-
yond the most expensive systems. 
Over 30,000 sold. Free shipping, 2 

year warranty, super service and 
it's made in the USA. Mastercard/ 
Visa OK, TN residents add 7.75% 
tax. Available factory-direct only. 
Xmas special expires 12/31/89. 

white lightning, that is! 
P' ul C. B UFF 1-800-443-5542 (615) 383-3982 in TN 

— ine 2725 Bransford Ave- Nashville, TN 37204 
More into? Circle 49 

Have You Placed Your Classified Ad Yet? 

All classlheu aos cost a 1 UU per word (includes two words In ooid face 
caps), minimum $22.00. Additional bold face caps. $1.60 per word. Box 
number and handling charge. $7.05 per ad. 

Closing date for new advertising, corrections or cancellations of orders 
Iqt be received by the ?Cth of the second month preceding issue date. 

Classified orders MUST have payment accompanying order. 
Classified ads will not be billed. 

Mail ads with remittance to: Prolessional Photographer. Classified Dept., 
1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines. IL 60018. 

No BULL.'  
SYSTEM 2000 - the most innovative motorized system 
on the market for raising and lowering backdrops. A state-
of-the-art technical achievement using European engineering 
that far surpasses competitive designs. Mention this ad and 
receive a 25°b discount on one backdrop when purchasing 
a three-motor SYSTEM 2000 Call for free catalog. 

• Powerful motor hidden inside roller  • Powerful disc brake prevents slippage 
• European engineering  • Mounts to wall or ceiling 
• Backdrop's length of travel can be pre-se!  • Pre-assembled, easy installation 
• "Quiet Power" noiseless operation 

STUDIO DYNAMICS 
1667 East 28th Street • Long Beach, CA 90806 • (213) 595-4273 

More info? Circle 50 

/n the Studio 

some scenes with diffusion and some 
without. 
After getting some "dynamite" images 

of the group, I always do sub-groups— 
like mom with the children and dad with 
the children, all the guys and all the gals, 
and the children alone. Then, I do in-
dividual shots of everyone. I move to dif-
ferent locations or change the camera 
angle for each of these "mini-sittings," 
so each portrait is different. I also do ex-
treme close-ups of hands and other story-
telling items. All-in-all, I make at least 80 
to 100 exposures. 
For the "grand finale," we use slide 

proofs made from VPS negatives, and 
show the best of each pose in a "mus-
ical dissolve" program in our theater 
room on a large, framed screen. With 
this wide choice of images, I usually 
sell a family wall portrait grouping, as 
well as an album of the many story 
telling poses. 
When it comes to studio sales, effec-

tive presentation is always important— 
but when families participate in the pic-
ture-planning process, the photos prac-
tically sell themselves.  11111 

Marty Rickard, M.Photog.Cr., CPP, A-ASP, 
has owned Studio in the Woods, New 
Sharon, Iowa, since 1968. With extensive 
experience in professional writing and 
photojournalism, he was twice named 
Master Columnist by the Iowa Press 
Association. In addition, Iowa Professional 
Photographers named him top Iowa 
photographer in 1982, and 1984 Master 
Photographer of the Year. 
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Terms. 
Payment M Advance 
Or COD Cashiers Or 
Certified Check Only 
FOB Mt. Prospect, L 

DLSC v UNT 

w MKIM "r 

Quantities Limited 
All Prices Sublect 

To Change 

Al Sales Final 

An Incredible S O NY Camera at 
An Incredible DVW Price! 

System Includes: 
Camera Head, 
Camera Adaptor 
1.5' Viewfinder. 
Stereo Mic and 
Fujinon 13x Servo 
zoom Lens 

ALI horized 
Sale! 

Incredible DVW 
Special Pricing!... 

P.O. Box 36 
Mount Prospect, IL 60056 

EDP-10F 2CCD 
Color Camera 
wlFujinon 13x Lens 
550 Lines Resolution 
52dB SIN 
•'768" IT CCD's 
Variable Speed Shutter 
to 12000th second 
• 25 Lux Minimum 
Illumination 
• Y/C Out 
• Connects to Most Portable 
Recorders 

PHONE TOLL FREE 

1-800-323-8148 
NOW IN ALASKA 6 HAWAII 1 800 448 0354 

More Info? Circle 51 

SA MSON  MR-1 
On Camera Wireless Mic System 

a'IaChes to Camera wu- . 
gh Band Frequency for 
interference-Free Operation 
• Operates on 9-Volt Barren 

J  
System includes: MR-t Receiver with "Rubber Ducklè 
Antenna, ST-2 Transmitter weh SONY Lavalier Mic 

Complete Syste 349. 
Special  x . . 

In Illinois Phone 
(312) 2W5258 

auromareo 16 x 20 Color Prints 

$850  3/$2500 
FINISHING TOUCHES AVAILABLE 

Pebble Texture  $1.45 

Canvas Texture  3.25 

Matte Protective Spray  1 75 
rymounUArl Board  470 

rymounUli4 Foam Core  6.75 
rymounU3116 Gator-Foam  13.50 

FROM YOUR COLOR NEGATIVES-35MM OR 120 
Semi-Matte Finish • Allow for Proportional Cropping 

 P HOTO SERVICE 
9016 PRINCE WILLIAM ST., MANASSAS, VA 22110.703369-2566 

❑  Please send me a copy of your new ABC Catalog. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE  ZIP CODE 

COMPANY (if applicable) 

❑ 
Check Enclosed 

Money Order Enclosed 

❑ VISA 

Signature 

Size  Quantity 

Credit Card No. 

14X20 
from 

35mm Only 

We 
use 

MasterCard 
MasterCard Interbank No 

Finishing Touches 

Expiration 
Date 

 (as It appears on carp 

Unit Price  Toth Price 

Liability for damage or lost film Is  Subtotal 
limited to replacement with 
unexposed film 

N.Y, and VA. Residents 
must add sales  tax  

TITLE  ACT NOW! 
THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER  Offer expires Dec. 31, 1989 

Shipping & Handling 

TOTAL 

3.50 

More rifo9 Circle 52 
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State of the Art 

Electronic imaging in the news 

Animated compact disk encyclopedia 
Animated "moving picture" illustrations 
and full-color photographs are the latest 
technological advance in the Compton's 
Multimedia Encyclopedia from Britannica 
Software. 
The 15,000-illustration electronic ency-
clopedia compresses 26 volumes of text 
containing 9 million words onto a single 
5-inch compact disk that can be read on 
a personal computer screen. The disk 
also carries 60 minutes of speeches, mu-
sic, and other sounds, plus 65,000 en-
tries of the Wehster's Intermediate Dic-
tionary, and 45 fully animated sequences 
at the disk's list price of $895. Among 
the animated displays are x-ray pho-
tographs showing the workings of the 
human skeleton and a rotating globe of 
the world which offers a "zoom in" 
feature for close examination of geo-
graphic areas. 
"Texts of encyclopedias have been 

available on computer disks before," 
said Stanley Frank, executive vice pres-
ident of Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., 
"but this is the first time that text, audio, 
and photographs are all provided on a 
single disk." 
A computer compact disk player is re-

quired, along with an IBM-compatible 
color monitor computer, and a "mouse" 
controller. Also needed is a speech 
adapter card to reproduce sounds. The 
cost of the hardware package is about 
$2,500, Frank estimated. For more infor-
mation contact Britannica Software, Inc., 
345 Fourth Street, San Francisco, CA 
94107; 415-546-1866. 

Video inserts boost profits 
Commercial videographers can now in-
sert animation directly into their video 
productions and produce higher video 
tape profits. The Videoware Professional 
Set-Up Package enables video makers to 
add professional general-purpose and 
custom-animated titles to video produc-
tions without costly, complicated com-
puter image-generating equipment in 
their studios. 

The pre-recorded video tapes, on VHS 
and S-VHS, are versatile, video-editing 
accessories that contain more than 1,600 
computer-generated graphics—including 
titles, animation, custom images, dates, 
frequently used text, three-dimensional 
displays, music, and sound effects. 
Volume One of the Videoware Profes-
sional Set-Up Package includes more 
than 400 multi-purpose animated video 
segments. Volume Two offers topical 
wedding subjects with more than 200 
animated ceremonial titles. Volumes 
Three and Four are a library of approx-
imately 1,000 male and female names. 
Prices range from $29.95 for a single 

videocassette tape to the complete Pro-
Set-Up Package for $199.95. For infor-
mation contact Easy Animations, Inc., 
2121 Normal Park, Huntsville, TX 77340; 
800-552-6402. 

Combined video still camera 
"Combined video still camera" (CVSC) 
technology that blends the best of still 
silver-halide photography with electronic 
video imaging recently debuted at the an-
nual meeting of the American Society of 
Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons. 
Marketed by Business Information Tech-
nologies, Inc., Indianapolis, two models 
of high-resolution color video camera 
heads replace the SLR prism on a con-
ventional Nikon F3 35mm camera. Med-
ical operations, or any detailed proce-
dure can simultaneously be recorded 
in high-fidelity color by both 35mm 
still photography and high-resolution 
videocassette recorder, while at the 
same time being viewed live on a color 
TV monitor. 
The three CVSC components include 
video head, camera control unit, and 
power supply. For information contact 
Business Information Technologies, Inc., 
8910 Purdue Road, Suite 690, Indianap-
olis, IN 46268; 317-879-8700. 

Zenith laptop usurps 2-inch disks 
The Zenith MiniSport laptop computer 
incorporates a floppy disk drive for 2-

inch disks, which are the standard me-
dium for electronic still imaging cameras. 
This is the first time that the mini-disks 
are employed outside the still video ar-
eas. Still video (SV) cameras employ the 
now-familiar 2-inch floppy disks to record 
25 electronic images in the high-resolu-
tion "frame" mode, or 50 images in the 
"field" mode. Zenith Corporation sees 
the 2-inch disks as a removable storage 
device rather than a software distribution 
medium, and is positioning the MiniSport 
as portable computer for word process-
ing and communications. For information 
contact Zenith Data Systems, 1000 North 
Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, IL 60025; 
708-391-7000. 

Better video editors coming 
Video industry experts predict that 
more advanced video editing equipment 
will be available in 1990 with features 
now found in industrial editing deck 
"migrating" , to high-end consumer 
editing decks selling for lower prices. 
Technical innovations such as jog shut-
tle and flying erase heads will be more 
common on these units. 
For example, a new generation of vid-

eo editing controllers are expected to be 
formatted for high-band 8mm video. The 
high-band 8mm video format may soon 
be a contender for low-cost, sophisti-
cated video productions, which will then 
be used to produce high-quality dupes 
on the more ubiquitous VHS-format used 
by consumers as a playback medium. 
Video editing controllers costing ap-
proximately $1,000 will also be available 
with an option for using computerized 
editing software through popular person-
al computers and provide editing time 
coding—editing luxuries that now are 
available on expensive professional stu-
dio equipment. 
The greatest growth is expected in 
8mm- and high-band 8mm-format video, 
which in the consumer equipment 
market is expected to jump from 10-15 
percent of the camcorder market to 25-
30 percent in 1990.  >B 
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Calendars 
New from Burrell Colour 

Senior.. . 

1I  \\ 

i mer e 
\1 ,  

3 Styles 
Senior year calendar. The perfect ad-
dition to your senior line. Features a 
senior year—July, 1989 through June 
1990. Your 11x14 will be printed and 
mounted on to the attractive, pre-  Automated.  . 
printed board. 

Automated calender: We will print and mount your 
automated 11x14 on one of these handsome pre-
made 16x20 boards. Choose vertical or horizontal, 
1989 or 1990. Please specify the year when ordering. 

Custom calendar. Three sizes to choose from: 8x10, 
11x14, or 16x20. You receive one piece of 
photographic paper, part image and part calendar. 
Choose vertical or horizontal, 1989 or 1990. Please 
indicate the year when ordering. Mounting is extra. Custom. 

Burrell Colour, Inc., 1311 Merrillville Rd., Crown Point, Indiana 46307 
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Quite often your slide pro-
duction needs or schedule 
can't tolerate hand 
cut slides. 
For speed, 

accuracy and cost -
efficiency check  into 
Wess's line of film cutting and 
mounting units for strip or roll 
film. Precision engineered and 
priced for the practical slide 
maker, units are available for 
general purpose or registration 
mounting. 

To cut errors and time 
while trimming costs 
îr- contact. 

Products fZ : S tker 

50 Schmitt Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735, (516) 293-8994 
More info? Circle 55 .lq.. .r. corr.ct W  compat. 
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You can add $5,000-
$50,000 a year to your 
PERSONAL INCOME 
simply by offering 
full color post cards 

to your 
clients and prospects. 

Many of America's most prosperous 

photographers sell Dynacolor ad-

vertising printing as a natural 

extension of their photographic 

services The extra income can be 

substantial. If you're an ambi-

tious, creative, professional 

photographer the Dynacolor 

sales program can add materially to 

Your success Not only do you 

make good money on each new 

order, you make it on reorders as 

well  Discover for yourself the 

advantages of offering the best full 

color printing to a waiting and 

expanding market. Get your free, 

complete sales package by re-

questing it on your letterhead. (We 

market exclusively through profes-

sional photographers ) 

E� dynacolor  
graphics, inc:ii� 

Department PP 
1182 N.W. 159th Drive 
Miami, Florida 33169 

More into? Circle 56 
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Viewpoint 
By Rick English 

How safe is "safe"? 

Time: 2:32 AM. The early morning si-
lence is broken by the jangling sound of 
a telephone ringing. "Mr. English, we're 
sorry to have to wake you," said the 
strange voice, "but this is the Salem Po-
lice." "You should go to your photogra-
phy studio immediately—it's been bro-
ken into—an officer is waiting for you." 
A nightmare? No, reality! For almost six 

years, my staff and I discussed the need 
for an alarm system which could cost the 
studio as little as $1,000. Our procrastina-
tion finally backfired on August 19, 1989, 
when four shops, (including my own), 
were burglarized by what the police be-
lieved to be two, or possibly three, crim-
inals. The owner of the crystal shop es-
caped with only a broken lock on his 
door—it was his alarm, (with a direct line 
to the police station) that saved my busi-
ness frombeing cleaned out completely. 
My studio is located in an office build-

ing which houses a crystal shop, a bridal 
boutique, a jeweler, a wedding accesso-
ries shop, and several others. A common 
doorway on the street level is locked ev-
ery night by the last person to leave the 
complex. Each shop had some type of 
built-in lock. 
I'll never forget my landlord's voice 

that fateful morning, as he said, "Gee, 
Rick, I'm sorry ... but I think you got it the 
worst." With a police officer leading the 
way, I climbed the stairs to my studio. It's 
amazing what a sledge hammer can do 
to an "unbreakable" lock ... and that was 
just the beginning! I turned the corner and 
barely heard the police say, "Please don't 
touch anything until we finish taking pic-
tures of this place." Imagine—they were 
taking pictures in my photography studio! 
It wasn't until I walked into the camera 

room that the full impact of the break-in 
really hit home: My desk was wiped clean 
by throwing everything on the floor. Cus-
tomers' finished orders were ripped open 
in hopes of finding money. Most of these 
orders could be saved, but the sorting 
process took a great deal of valuable 
time. Some of our equipment was dam-
aged, some stolen, and some recovered 

In this Salem Police burglary photo, "one 
picture truly was worth ten thousand words". 

from a trail that led from my studio to the 
downstairs area—where entry was made 
through a "taken for granted" back door. 
Most of the recovered equipment need-
ed repair—some of the pieces were sim-
ply not salvageable. 
My emotions ran the gamut from "dis-

belief," to "anger," to "depression," to 
"rage". The worst feeling is that someone 
has invaded your privacy—someone was 
able, without your permission, to look 
through any and all of your personal be-
longings. And all this happened while 
you were peacefully sleeping—because 
this could only happen to the other guy! 
I can never hope to explain my feel-

ings of "violation"... but I wouldn't wish 
this trauma on anyone: It takes a long 
time to recover from the paranoia that 
"someone is near you when you are 
alone—the feeling that someone is lurk-
ing around every dark corner". 
The moral of this story is simple: Don't 

procrastinate! Insurance, alone, cannot 
possibly replace or repair everything that 



could be stolen and/or damaged within 
your business. Insurance cannot replace 
memories. Don't learn the hard way— 
by first-hand experience. 
Every business in my complex now has 

an alarm system tied directly into a cen-
tral communications system that notifies 
the police as soon as entry is made with-
out authorization. A series of telephone 
numbers are provided to the alarm com-
pany that insures a multitude of safe-
guards. My system also includes a fire 
alarm tied into a central communication 
location at the Salem Fire Department. 
Most reliable alarm companies will pro-

vide you with a written estimate of in-
stallation and maintenance costs. Only 
you know your needs. But don't overload 
your system with a lot of "whistles and 
bells," and don't cut too many corners, 
either: There's a story of a person that 
wanted the protection of an alarm sys-
tem, but didn't want to pay for it. He ask-
ed a friend who installed alarms if he 
would provide him with some stickers 
that read: ATTENTION: PREMISES PROTECT-
ED BY ALARM. 
He placed the stickers on the windows 

and doors around his home. Unfortu-
nately, a burglar realized that the house 
was not really alarmed—and the per-
son arrived home one night to find his 
house had been literally cleaned out. 
(The burglars were even nice enough to 
leave all of the stickers on the man's re-
frigerator door). Don't be penny-wise and 
dollar-foolish. 
just an afterthought—I recently bought 
a new home and before I moved any-
thing into it, I installed an alarm system 
identical to the one in my studio. We all 
work too hard to have our belongings 
stolen from us—not to mention those 
one-of-a-kind momentos that cannot be 
replaced. 
Before you become a victim, look in-

to an alarm system. Make it a priority. 
Peace of mind is worth more than you 
could ever realize.  111111 

Rick English is a certified teacher of 
photography, with award-winning prints in 
the PP of A International Loan collection. A 
member of PP of A, New England (PPANE), 
New Hampshire (NHPAA), and Maine 
(MPPA) photographer associations, as well 
as past president of Industrial 
Photographers of New England (PNE), his 
full-service studio in Salem, Massachusetts, 
specializes in portrait, wedding and 
commercial photography, 

Bogen Cine/Video 
Tripod Systems. 
Best perfor mance in 
a supporting role. 
Designed with the needs of video and 
film makers in mind, Bogen Clne/Video 
Tripod Systems incorporate many ex-
ceptional features usually found only 
in equipment costing much more. 
There are plenty of tripods to choose 
ranging from our lightweight models 
for cameras weighing up to 6lbs. to our 
Professional Cine/Video line for cameras 
up to 22 lbs. Plus a wide variety of 
fluid heads and accessories.  AL 
Just ask your dealer or write 
Bogen Photo Corp., 565 E. Crescent 
Ave„ P0. Box 506, Ramsey, NJ 
07446-0506.201 -818-9500. 

We don't e'll" sell anything 
we wouldn't buy ourselves. 

More Into? Circle 57 

Put Power Ekhrid 
Your Subjects. 

Denny Manufacturing Company s motorized 
background system won't let you down. Now 

you can push a button, change a background, save 
time and make money! 

• Heavy Duty AC/DC 
gear motors 
• Remote operation from 
camera or anywhere in studio 
• 80 pounds per roller capacity 
0 Universal brackets for ceiling 
or wall mount 
• Two-year warranty on parts 
• Easy to install 

Offer good till January 15, 1990 
For our new catalogue. call 
1 800 888-5616 or 1 800 235-7012, 
Or write us at P.O. Box 7200. 
Mobile, AL 36607 

NEW! Anti-sag heavy duty 
extruded roller available 

BUY NOW AND SAVE! 
No of 
Rollers  Size 

4 ABL/ 10 Ft 
4 ABL 1 12 Ft 
4 ABL-DX/ 10 Ft ' 
4 ABL-DX/ 12 Ft ' 
*Motor inside rollers and adjustable limit switches. 

Reg.  Sale 
Price  Save  fte 

$ 9% $100 S 890 
$1041 S100 $ 94) 
S1321 S125 SII% 
S1377 5125 S1252 

The Denny Mfg. Co., Inc. 

VISA. MasterCard or American Express • P 0 Box 7200 • Mobile, AL 36607 
More info? Circle 58 
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NATIONAL WHOLESALE 
DISTRIBUTORS OF NAME BRANDS 
• HOLSON  • PRO-CRAFT 
• TOPFLIGHT  • YANKEE PLAK 
• CAMILLE  • LACQUER MAT 
• SUREGUARD  • MARSHALL'S 
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VISA. MASTER-CARD  441,11  
C O D Orders 

More info? Circle 59 

1 

To receive a FREE 
200-page Photographers 

Catalog, call 1.800-CALUMET. 

0  

C alu met 
pi iotoglraphic; 

More info? Circle 60 
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Your Bottom Line 
By Dr. Henry J. Oles, Cr.Photog. 

Going the extra mile 

Professional portrait photographers fre-
quently complain that much of their busi-
ness is "stolen" by the big chain opera-
tions and amateur shutterbugs. A number 
of professional studios are going out of 
business because they are having difficul-
ty earning a moderate income. While the 
financial health of the profession is a 
complicated issue, many studios today 
are successful. This demonstrates a need 
for us to understand factors accounting 
for success and failure. 
Professional photography has become 

more competitive than ever with more 
professional photographers competing 
for customers' dollars. In some cities with 
as few as 25,000 people, as many as eight 
or more studios exist. In the big cities, 
like New Yor(, there are literally thou-
sands of photographers vying for the 
same business. 
Mass production portrait companies 

such as Olan Mills, CPI (Sears), K-Mart, 
and Penney's are a source of high-volume 
competition in the portrait sector. These 
companies control a huge percentage of 
the children's market and are acquiring 
an even greater market share by expand-
ing into other areas traditionally reserved 
for the independent professional. 
To further complicate the situation, 
millions of amateurs are gaining technical 
competence and buying more sophisti-
cated equipment. The latest high-tech 
cameras are almost completely automat-
ic, enabling amateurs to perform many 
photographic assignments almost as well 
as professionals. In addition, most pro-
fessional color labs accept exposed film 
from anyone willing to pay for it, allow-
ing amateurs to pay the same prices and 
receive the same quality as professionals. 
What can the independent professional 

photographers do to fight back? Can pros 
retain their business, and acquire new 
clients? Yes, but there are many com-
ponents to consider. 
Photographers must put themselves in 

the customers' position to more fully un-
derstand what must be done to become 
more successful. For example, imagine 

that you have an opportunity to purchase 
a new sweater from either a local mer-
chant or from one of several large dis-
count chain stores. Imagine, still, that the 
local merchant does not have your size 
in stock and that he will have to order 
it for you, which may take weeks. On the 
other hand, the discount store has your 
correct size in stock as well as a variety 
of colors and a much lower price. 
Although you find little difference be-
tween the independent store and the 
national discount chain store regarding 
employee attitude, personal service, and 
reliability, you would most likely buy 
your sweater from the national discount 
chain even though you may prefer to pa-
tronize the local merchant. A similar sit-
uation occurs in the professional photog-
raphy industry, only now you are the 
local merchant. 
Price is not the only factor. Although 

many people believe that the American 
public shops for the lowest price with lit-
tle regard for quality or extra -service, I 
feel the majority are willing to spend 
more if they perceive a legitimate reason 
for doing so. The reasons that make a 
difference include significant product 
quality, environmental factors, and a 
preference for dealing with friendly, help-
ful people. 
Many readers of this column have mis-

takenly accused me of promoting only 
low-priced, low-quality, high-volume 
photography. While price certainly plays 
a role, it is not nearly as important a con-
sideration when selecting a photogra-
pher's services as it is in deciding where 
to buy a new sweater. The public recog-
nizes that a number of stores may carry 
exactly the same sweater, and in this 
case, only the price, clerk attitude, and 
store image may vary. 
However, the public also understands 

that photography is an art form and qual-
ity varies from one photographer to an-
other. But, if the quality and service dif-
ference does not justify the price differ-
ences, the public will usually respond to 
price alone. You react in a similar man-



ner when you shop, why should you ex-
pect your customers to react differently? 
If you want to maintain your business 

while attracting new clients, especially if 
you do not have the lowest prices in town, 
you are going to have to offer the public 
services that are distinctively different from 
your lower-priced competition. In essence, 
you are going to have to go that "extra 
mile" for your clients. The higher your 
prices, the more you must offer. This is 
a fundamental law of marketing. 
No matter what type of photography 

you specialize in—you must try to view 
your services through the eyes of your 
clients and ask yourself the following 
questions: 
*What kind of image do you portray 
in your community? 
-What does your studio look like, both 
inside and out? 
•Are your samples old, fading, and 
poorly displayed? 
*How do you answer the phone and 

talk with your clients? 
*How are your clients treated when 

they arrive at your studio? 
•Are you really creating the very best 

work possible or are you doing as little 
as you can get away with? 
*Are you using the most up-to-date 

equipment and techniques? 
*How long does it take you to deliver 
proofs and finished work? 
*Realistically, how good is your normal 
level of quality? 
*Do you follow up vour sales with a 
sincere, "thank you"? 
•How much room do you have for 
improvement? 
As long as your prices are not excep-
tionally out of line, or beyond what your 
clients can afford to pay, it will not be the 
only decision-making factor. However, 
the higher your prices, the more you 
must justify them. Although the public 
knows that Sears' photography is not the 
best quality, customers accept it because 
it is a good value for what they are asked 
to pay. You must go the extra mile to offer 
valuable services and higher quality. 

Dr. Henry J. Oles, Cr.Photog., opened his 
first studio in Youngstown, Ohio, in 1962. 
He has operated studios in Pittsburgh as 
well as his present location in San Marcos, 
Texas. He is president of Environmental 
Projection Systems, Inc., in San Marcos, 
holds a Ph.D. in psychology, and.has a 
special interest in management and marketing. 

Lights, Camera, Action'. 
Stroboframe brackets create the perfect marriage of light-
weight portability and smooth, fast movement to capture 
those special wedding candids. 
Your flash stays centered high over the lens for natural 
looking lighting. Your camera is easier to handle, mounted 
on a strong, lightweight aluminum frame and balanced 
with comfortable walnut grips. You wont miss a moment, 
thanks to Stroboframe s patented Rotary Link System. 
With the twist of a wrist, flip from horizontal to vertical 
faster than you can say, "Smile:' 
There's a Stroboframe bracket and flash mount for whatever 
equipment you use, all guaranteed for five years. Send for more 
information today. 

Horizontal to Vertical with the Flick of a Wrist. 

STROBOFRAME11 
Division of The Saunders Group 
21 Jet View- Drive, Rochester, Xl' 14624(716.328.7800) 

More in W Circle 61 

Modular 

Dip & Dunk 

Film 

Processors 

2 to 100 

Rolls 

Per Day 

711 Cooper Dr., Wylie, TX 75098, (214) 442-5456 

More into? Circle 62 

RKhcolor 

Perfecting the Process 
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New /products 

albums and mounting 

WEDDING GIFT PROGRAM 
American Professional Color Corpo-

ration, Box 625, Waterloo, IA 50704; 

800-553-2786: The tortoise-brown wed-
ding folio displays six vertical and two 
horizontal prints, and is available in both 
3 1/2x5-inch and 4x5-inch formats. De-
signed as gift for attendants, the Wedding 
Folio, Thank You Card, and Gold Gift 

pPhotogenic'sti�ht 
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Photogenic offers a powerful 
alternative to bulky, clumsy, overly 
complicated lighting appartus— 
the PowerLight 600. With both light 
unit and power supply self-
contained, this six-pound mite 
provides compact, single-case 
portability designed for most expe-
ditious set-up and operation. 
The PowerLight 600 (600W/S) 

has a plug-in professional flash tube, 
100-watt adjustable quartz modeling 
light, and bare bulb capacity both 
vertically and horizontally. In 
addition, the PowerLight is fitted 

/ / 
1 

with Photogenic's Quick-Change 
Clamp and, thus, instantly accepts 
every Quick-Change reflector and 
accessory Photogenic makes. 

Exposure Information—GN 365 at full 
power using ASA100.The reflector is 
7%" and coverage is 350. 
Important Note—Photogenic uses the 
following industry standard in rating 
its equipment for W/S: W/S=1/2 CVz 
Actual light output is determined by 
type of reflector and flashtube. 

Photo&nk M ACHINE 
CO MPANY 

PO Box 3,365 - Youngstown, OH 44512 
Phone (216) 758-6658 - Toll Free 800-682-7668 

More into? Circle 63 

Box and Stretch Band are sold as a com-
plete unit for $7.15, with prints sold at 
regular price. 

More info? Circle 200 

WALL CLOCK MOUNTING 

Martek Limited, Box 15160, Charlotte, 
NC 28211; 704-364-7213: Martek Limit-
ed's "Images In Time," service will take 
a photo, artwork, business card, diploma, 
or company logo, and fashion it into a 
decorative wall clock. These 800-inch 
quartz time pieces are framed in walnut-
stained wood and come complete with 
brass hands and Roman numerals. 

More info? Circle 201 

HARDWOOD FRAMES 
Original Woodcraft, Box 780, Sebas-

topol, CA 95473-0780; 800-759-6825: 
Hardwood oval and round handcrafted 
picture frames are 1 1/2-inches deep, 
with a 7/8-inch portrait depth and 1/2-
inch recess. Every frame from the smallest 
11x14-inch oval style to the 40-inch 
round style is made up of four arc seg-
ments, with an inset spline at each miter, 
strengthened with boat-building epoxy 
for maximum strength. Frames are finish-
ed with a hand-rubbed oil process prior 
to lacquering. 

More Info? Circle 202 

audiovisual 

SLIDE PROJECTORS 
Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East Crescent 

Avenue, Box 506, Ramsey, NJ 07446-
0506; 201-818-9500: Reflecta Diamator A 
slide projector offers a 150-watt quartz 
lamp and a multi-coated f/2.8 90mm lens 
for brilliant images up to 70x70 inches. 
The wire-operated remote control unit 
has forward, reverse, and focusing. A 
built-in editor makes it possible to re-
move or reposition slides at any time. The 
Diamator A uses standard 50-slide trays, 
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or spill-proof Reflecta 50-, 100- or exclu-
sive 175-slide trays. The Reflecta Diama-
tor AF combines all Diamator A features 
and capabilities plus switchable auto-
focus, light pointer, accessory compart-
ment, and lamp-saver dimming switch. 
The Reflecta Diamator AF IR Zoom adds 
the versatility of an f/3.5 70-120mm zoom 
lens, with wire-operated and wireless-
operated infrared remote control. 

More info? Circle 203 

PRESENTATION PROGRAMMER 

Arion Corporation, 701 South 7th 
Street, Delano, MN 55328; 612-972-
3351: The new Pro Sixteen presentation 
programmer features synchronization 
and editing based on SMPTE or EBU time 
codes, making it possible to integrate 
audio, slides, video, room lighting, and 
MIDI devices. The Pro Sixteen uses easy-
to-learn programming techniques, includ-
ing "Help" prompts for beginners. The 
company offers an instant upgrade service 
with a 2-year warranty for Design Sixteen 
owners who want to transform their pro-
grammers into Pro Sixteen experts. 

More info? Circle 204 

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 
Polaroid Corporation, 575 Technology 

Square, Cambridge, MN 02139; 617-577-
2000: Two, single-pass overhead projec-
tors, the Bravo Zoom and the Bravo Port-
able, feature bright, evenly illuminated 
image projection, with quiet operation. 
The units have low profiles and contem-
porary designs. The zoom lens accom-
modates a variety of image sizes. 

More Info? Circle 206 

cameras 

MONOLITH VIEW CAMERA 
Tekno Chicago, 100 West Erie Street, 

Chicago, IL 60610; 312-787-8922: The 
new Arca-Swiss M-Line Monolith is a view 
camera designed for 6x9cm, and 4x5- and 
8x10-inch formats. All Arca-Swiss format 
frames, including the F-line, fit the func-
tion carrier and switching from 6x9cm to 
4x5 or 8x10 is done by exchanging for-
mat frames. The Monolith monorail has 

two inner rail sections that slide inside the 
outer rail section to extend the overall rail 
length or to coarse-focus the camera. The 
new shape of the rail and its mechanics 
give optimal stability and utility, especial-
ly when working with unlimited exten-
sions. The M-Line Monolith offers five 

main functions: focusing, rise and fall, 
horizontal shift, swings and tilts. Each 
function is operated through its own knob 
and all movement controls are built into 
the function carrier. All adjustments are 
made with friction-lock micrometer drives. 
The actual profile of the Monolith rail unit 

"We never ima •ned 
the rewards of 
school photography." 

Arthur amd Boxxie Segel, 
ABS Visuals, Philadelphia 

"Then we attended the Alston School Photography Seminar. 
Now our business is 80% school photography, and growing 
every year." 

With nearly 48 million children enrolled in schools today, the opportunities 
in school photography are tremendous. Start your education on how to 
enter or expand this profitable field by attending the one-day Alston School 
Photography Seminar. Experts will teach you how to: 

• Improve profits in school 
photography 
Which programs and packages 
offer you the greatest reward... 

• Fine tune your selling skills 
Enhance your personality and 
presentation materials... 

• Sign up more schools 
Who to contact, what to say, 
how to close the deal... 

• Promote to parents 
Learn how to get parent to ask 
for school pictures... 

• Your best value is Alston 
School Photography 
Processing discounts, buying 
equipment wholesale... 

• Increase customer satisfaction 
Getting faster processing, giving 
guarantees... 

The Seminar fee is $75, which includes transportation to and from 
the airport, one night in a hotel (if necessary), lunch and your own 
Alston School Photography Sales Kit. 

Seating is limited, so please respond by January 20, 1990. Upon 
receiving payment, we will contact you to make the necessary 
travel and hotel arrangements. 

Some restrictions apply.  An Employee Owned Company. 

Name  

Address 

city   State  Zip--

Day Phone ( 

Night Phone 

❑ Yes, I would like to attend your Seminar 
Preferred date: ❑ February 5. 1990  El March 12. 1990  ; April 23, 1990  Code No P89 

ALL ABOARD FOR BIGGER SALES! 
I have enclosed check or money order 
for $75, payable to Alston School 
Photography 
Sorry, I cannot attend. 
Please send me information on your 
School Lab Services. 

Mail this coupon to: 
Alston School Photography. 
54 Brunswick Avenue, Edison, NJ 08817 
1.800-766-FOTO 

Please respond by January 20, 1990. 

More info? Circle 64 
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Ne w Products 

remains unchanged, making it compat-
ible with older Arca-Swiss cameras. 

More Into? Circle 206 

MEDIUM-FORMAT CAMERA 
H.P. Marketing Corporation, 16 Chap-

in Road, Pine Brook, NJ 07058; 201-
808-9010: The remarkable new Rolleiflex 
6008, 6x6cm SLR includes nine SPD me 
tering cells for manual spot, multiple 
spot, bottom-center weighted, and OTT 
flash exposure measurement. Both aper-
ture and shutter priority, as well as pro-
grammed, exposure modes are available. 
The leaf shutter is adjustable from 30 sec-
onds to 1/5,000-second in one-third f/stop 
increments and auto-bracketing is avail-
able with a two-frame-per-second motor 
drive. The automatic camera setting of 
ISO speeds as film backs are changed. 
Open aperture metering and exposure 
compensation from four and two-third 
f/stops underexposed to two-f/stops over-
exposed can be selected. New Model 

  r-Iz0o oY"r  

6008 lenses bring the camera's lens line 
up to 19, ranging from 40mm to 500mm, 
including a 55mm PC and two macro 
zoom lenses. 

More Info? Circle 207 

STILL VIDEO CAMERA 
Nikon Inc., 623 Stewart Avenue, Gar-

den City, NY 115304763; 516-222-0200: 
A Nikon electronic still video camera sys-
tem offers photographers a high-resolu-
lion black-and-white video image on a 
2-inch Floppy disk. Model NT-SV, features 
instant playback and still video image 
transmission over standard phone lines 
or radio channels to wire services and 
other receivers. Also introduced were 
two Nikkor SV zoom lenses, an F-mount 
adapter that allows Nikon F-mount lenses 
to be used on the Nikon still video cam-
era, and other accessories, such as bat-
tery packs, battery chargers, connectors, 
and cables. 

OM-4T BLACK SLR 
Olympus Corporation, Crossways 

Park, Woodbury, NY 11797; 516-364-
3000: The OM-4T Black SLR, featuring a 
titanium body and black finish, has been 
added to the Olympus OM-4 camera se-
ries. The camera's multi-spot metering 
system determines the optimum exposure 
automatically by measuring light values at 
a number of points, or spots in the com-

INTRODUCING the ULTIMATE 
BLEND of FASHION and FUNCTION, 

1(x)% Cotton 

"Zippered hood 

Press pass 
window 

Filter pocket% 

lip-oll sleeves 
( tacket) 

Velcro 
closure pockets 

Carry a camera bag's 
worth of equipment 

rti��V�FL EN r  

EVENT/BUSH 
JACKET 

MESH VEST 

Mesh shoulders 
and back 

Llanadian 01501bUlUl L6le qi u (416) 612-6661 

254 E. HaDwda Avenue. Can *11, CA 95008 (800) 826-5903, (408) 374-1600 in CA 

position of the photograph. The OM-4T 
Black has special circuitry to connect 
with the Olympus F 280 full-Synchro 
Flash System, which can prolong the con-
ventional flash output duration of about 
1 millisecond to about 40 milliseconds. 
The result provides an accurate automat-
ic exposure of background and subject 
during Synchro-flash photography. By se. 
lecting from among three flash modes— 
OTF (off-the-film), Auto, OTF Full-Synchro 
and Manual, the Olympus OM-4T Black 
can be used in a variety of situations 
from professional multi-flash shooting to 
"focus-and-shoot" full-synchro flash 
photography. 

More info? Circle 208 

lab equipment 

WATER FLOWMETERS 
Leedal, Inc., 1918 South Prairie Ave-

nue, Chicago, IL 60616; 312-842-6588: 
A new line of water flgwmeters are de-
signed for "anyway" installation positions 
with no need to rework existing plumb-
ing. The new models, WFM-305, 310, 
405, and 410, have a unique spring 
weight unit that allows horizontal, verti-
cal, or even diagonal installation without 
any special plumbing requirements. The 
interior spring is Type 316 stainless steel 

.�irlif! 
New Airlift 
Hi Tech Tripods from 
D AVIS &  S A NF OR D 
For cameras from 1 to 50 lbs. 

Manufacturing Tripods For Three Generations. 

HE:; D AMS & SANFORD 
24 PLEASANT ST.. NEW ROCHELLE. NY 10802 
1.800-832-0832 • 1-914-632-1636 

More info? Circle 6s 
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and maintains accurate water flow mea-
surements, regardless of positioning. All 
units are equipped with brass fittings, 
available in 1/2-inch female or 3/4-inch 
male, and are especially suitable for use 
with quick print-film processing. 

More info? Circle 209 

PRINT PROCESSOR 

Ilford Photo Corporation, West 70 
Century Road, Paramus, NJ 07653; 201-
265-6000: The Cibachrome ICP/I WD-42 
Processor is an automatic, dry-to-dry mod-
ular table-top machine, capable of han-
dling a variety of Cibachrome color print 
materials up to 16 inches wide. Designed 
for small-to-medium volume labs, in-plant 
photo departments, professional photog-
raphers, and home darkroom enthusiasts, 
the new processor produces completely-
processed and dried Cibachrome prints 
in about 12 minutes. Variable speed and 
temperature controls ensure, process-
ing flexibility. The ICP/I WD-42 processes 
Cibachrome-A II and Cibachrome 11 ma-
terials, and EP-2 "Type-C" color papers. 
The ICP-42 module has a special en-
try control which simplifies the feed-in 
procedure and controls the operation of 
the IWD-42 wash/dry unit. With Ciba-
chrome-A II materials, the processing ca-
pacity per machine filling is 30, 8x10-inch 
prints in P-30 liquid chemicals plus DEZ-
30 developer additive, or P30P powder 
chemicals with DEZ-30 additive built-in. 

More Info? Circle 210 

MINILAB 
Noritsu, 6900 Noritsu Avenue, Buena 

Park, CA 90622-5039; 714-521-9040: 
The QSS-1401 is the company's "smallest 
and fastest" minilab. At less than 13 
square feet, the QSS-1401 is compact, yet 
contains the features of previous models. 
The QSS-1401 processes and prints all 
popular film sizes and offers 120-size neg-
ative printing capability. Paper widths can 
be changed among 3 1/2-, 4-, 5- and 6-
inch rolls with print sizes ranging from 
3 1/20 1/2 inches, up to 6x9inches. In-
formation generated on the QS-1401 can 
be transmitted to a personal computer for 
further analysis and record keeping for 
business applications. 

More Info? Circle 211 

lenses 

ENLARGING LENSES 
Schneider Corporation of America, 

400 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury, 
NY 11797; 516-496-8500: The APO-

Componon HM, a special series of high-
quality enlarging lenses, offers color cor-
rection, high resolution and sharpness for 
extremely critical printing requirements. 
Lenses available include the f/4 45mm 
APO-Componon HM for 35mm-format 
negatives; the f/4.5 90mm lens for me-
dium-format negatives, and the f/4 150mm 
lens for formats up to 4x5 inches. The 
Aprochromatic lenses have a six-element, 
four-group design, are multi-coated, and 
are fully color-corrected for the three 
primary colors (Aprochromatic) in com-
parison to the standard two-color correc-
tion for most lenses. Both the 45mm and 
90mm APO-Componon HM lenses have 

an easy-to-use, preset diaphragm lever 
that allows focusing to be done at full 
aperture, with the lens stopped down to 
working aperture quickly and precisely, 
using a handy lever. 

More info? Circle 212 

VIE WING LENS 
Oriental Photo Distributing Com-

pany, 3701 W. Moore Avenue, Santa 
Ana, CA 92704; 714-432-7070: The 
"Viewing Lens" for slides, negatives, and 
prints has a 15mm depth-of-field that al-
lows it to be tilted off axis and remain in 
focus. This feature also eliminates con-
stant adjustment of the focus for different 

Works Great 
Less Mixing 

Photo 
Technology 
Chemistry 

Photo Technology offers 
easy-to-mix, all-liquid 
chemistry for professio-
nal quality E-6, C-41, 
color print, and 
black-and-white 
processing. 

0 

� 1 • �Y 

ipw. 
W 

• 

Photocolor II is the 
original 2 solution C-41 
process. Process both 
negatives and prints 
with one kit. 1.5 and 6 
liter sizes available. 

New Photocolor Print-
Master is EP-2 compati-
ble. Temperature range 
from 640 to 104° F. At 
1000 developer time is 
just 1 minute! 1 and 5 
liter sizes available. 

Universal Bleach Fix is 
the common bleach fix 
used with all of the 
developers. It also con-
tains a non-formal-
dehyde stabilizing 
agent. 

Il 

Chrome-Six 3 Bath for 
E-6: Fewest chemicals 
to mix, 3 chemical 
steps, under 35 minutes 
at 100° F. Sizes from 
600ml kits to 15 liter 
cubitainers. Mix only the 
amount you need. 

Unitol is a liquid con-
centrate fine-grain B 8 
W film developer that is 
/deal for T Max film., 

For a free cat,, 
offer write to 

J080 
Dept 33 
PO Box 3721 
Ann Arbor. MI 48106 
(313) 9954192 

' T-Max is a Trademark of 
Eastman Kodak Co. 

More into? Circle 66 
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the 

Cold=MountoD 
System 

by Coda 

e Pressure sensitive 
adhesives in rolls 
or sheets. 

e Overlaminate 
films — six 
different surfaces and 
texture patterns. 
e Adhesive-coated 
mount boards. 
Custom as 
well as standard 
sizes. 

e "Frameless 
Frames" — 
finished display 
mounts. 

e Laminating presses 
from 26" to 80". 

e Texturing equipment. 

Call or write today for 
information and samples. 

1) CODA 
Coda, Inc. 
194 Greenwood Avenue 
Midland Park, NJ 07432 USA 
Telephone. (201) 4447755 

Codd-Mount is a registered trademark of Coda, Inc. 
All products designed and manufactured in the USA. 

For information on 
how you can become a 

Certified 
Professional 

Photographer 

Contact: 

Carolyn Wojak 
Professional Photographers 

of America, Inc. 
1090 Executive Way 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 

312-299-8161 

New Products 

viewers. The Viewing Lens, specially-
coated to provide distortion-free mag-
nification without color fringing has a 
contrast index of 960 to insure accurate 
color rendition. The lens has two inter-
changeable skirts: clear for print viewing 
and opaque for slide_ negative viewing. 
Also included are lens caps, 35mm for-
mat mask, and rubber foot. The eyeglass 
wearer can also obtain a dioptic correc-
tion lens at a minimal charge. 

More Info? Circle 213 

MACRO LENS 

Vivitar Corporation, 9350 DeSoto 
Avenue, Box 2193, Chatsworth, CA 
91313-2193; 818-700-2890: The Vivitar 
f/2.5 105mm Series 1 Macro Lens offers 
life-size, 1:1 reproduction ratio images, 
without adapters or special accessories. 
The f/2.5 maximum aperture is ideal for 
fast, precise focusing in low-light situa-
tions while the f/32 minimum aperture 
guarantees optimum depth-of-field for 
critical macro applications. 

More info? Circle 214 

photo accessories 

FOCUSING HOOD 
SiBa International, Inc., 13342 Glen-

oaks Boulevard, Suite 102, Box 4531, 
Sylmar, CA 91342; 818-367-6876: Con-
structed from lightweight cotton, the pro-
fessional Focusing Hood features a light 
colored outer layer to reflect heat, and 
Velcro closures for easy fastening. The 
black inner layer provides maximum 
darkness, and built-in stiffeners prevent 
sagging and view obstruction. 

More Info? Circle 215 

DUAL-BLADE FILM CUTTER 
Gaebel Enterprises, Inc., 100 Ball 

Street, Box 6849, Syracuse, NY 13217; 
315-463-9261: Model No. KNS-0161 
dual-blade parallel film cutter easily cuts 
parallel lines, curves, scrolls, and circles 
in film and thin sheet materials. such as 
stencil film, silk screens, RC paper and 
overlays. Two adjustable tempered steel 

blades are mounted in a spring platform 
and swivel head. When cutting curves 
and scrolls, the spring platform compen-
sates for the curve radius and insures that 
both blades cut cleanly. The cutter in-
cludes a knurled screw which adjusts the 
distance between blades. 

More Info? Circle 218 

STUDIO PROPS 
Pro-Props, 11125 Briar Hill Drive, De 

Motte, IN 46310; 219-987-5228: A new 
line of hand crafted, American-made stu-
dio props include the Tri-Step Poser, Ex-
ecutive Chair Back, Baby Poser, and Vel-
veteen Mediterranean Foot Stool. 

More info? Circle 217 

CAMERA STRAPS 
Ace Products Enterprises, Inc., 16 

Passaic Avenue, Building 9, Fairfield, 
NY 07006; 201-808-0063: Two new 1.5-
inch wide Camera Caddy straps, Model 
Nos. 913 and 921, feature 1/4-inch thick 
neoprene to absorb shock in the neck 
and shoulders, and nylon terminal con-
nectors. Model No. 921 also includes 
quick-release fasteners. 

More info? Circle 218 

TRANSPARENCY ILLUMINATOR 

Illumination Systems, 2501 Blackthorn 
Street, Newport Beach, CA 92660; 714-
644-4520: New 1.8-inch-thick Thin-Vu 
Transparency Illuminator units, available 
in 11x14-inch, 16x20-inch, 20x24-inch, 
and 2400-inch sizes, backlight transpar-
encies without hot spots. The unit fea-
tures an illuminator lamp life expectan-
cy that is 20 times longer than standard 
fluorescent tubes. 

More info? Circle 219 

photographic materials 

SUPER FA PAPER 
Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., 555 Tax-

ter Road, Elmsford, NY 10523; 800-526-
9030: Fujicolor Super FA paper incorpo-
rates a new magenta coupler which im-
proves reds, blues, and purples. A poly-
mer-protecting coupler has been added 
to minimize stains caused by uncolored 
couplers which react chemically at the 
end of the developing process. The cou-
pler also improves image stability and 
minimizes fading. The paper also reduces 
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Professional Photographer 

Holiday 

Gift 
Subscriptions 

A subscription to the 
Professional 

Photographer IS the 
ideal holiday gift for 
employees, business 

associates, friends and 
relatives interested in 

photography. 

As each fresh, new, 
idea-packed issue is 

delivered, your 
thoughtfulness will be 
remembered twelve 

times a year. 

N Z 

It's so easy-no 
shopping in crowded 
stores, and no waiting 

in long lines. We'll 
deliver for you. 

. 4z 

Plus holiday gift rates 
save you money: 

$22.10 in U.S.-that's 
43% off the single 

copy rate of $39.00. 

So fill out the 
attached order card 
now and send it with 
your payment today. 

If you need more 
room attach your gift 

list on a separate 
sheet of paper. 

§� 
Subscriptions begin 
6-8 weeks after 

payment received. An 
attractive card will be 
sent to your friends 

announcing your gift. 

Money Saving holiday Gift Rates 

Yes! Enter a gift subscription to the Professional Photographer. 

I understand a gift card will be sent in my name and subscription will 
begin 6-8 weeks after payment received. 

1 year $22.10 in U.S. .- 1 year $35.00 Outside U.S. (U.S. funds only) 

Payment enclosed  Charge  J Visa  i__1 Mastercard 

Send gift to:  From: 

I.1vame (print) Signature   

Studio/Company   Charge card # 

Address   Exp. date 

City    State   Zip  __.  Name_(printl__  

Studio/Company 

Address 

2. lVame (print) City  Stato  7 ip 

Studio/Company  

Address   

City  State  —Zip 
Account 

Amount 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS  DES PLAINES, IL  PERMIT NO 105 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Professional Photographer 

Dept. CN 
1090 Executive Way 
Des Plaines, IL 60019-9887 

Itli,tlltttll�tttt�llltlttltlttlttitlttltltttlttl�ll 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 



ORDER NOW 

A great gift idea! 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS  DES PLAINES, IL  PERMIT NO. 105 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

!'Professional Photographer 

Dept, CN 
1090 Executive Way 
Des Plaines, IL 60019-9887 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

Money Saving holiday Gift Rates 

Yes! Enter a gift subscription to the Professional Photographer. 

I understand a gift card will be sent in my name and subscription will 
begin 6-8 weeks after payment received. 

1 year $22. 10 in U.S.  1 year $35.00 Outside U.S. (U.S. funds only) 

Payment enclosed  Charge  I  IVisa  Mastercard 

Send gift to:  Fro m: 

I. ,Name (Wind..  Signature - 

Studio/Company  Charge card a 

Address    Exp date   

City  State  Zip  Name print)  

Studio/Company 

Address   

2. Name &19-t  City  State  __ Zip _ 

Studio/Company 

Address-----_-_. _   _- _  _.  AC CT pf  4 IQ  Dale 

City  --  - State  --  - Zip --- - —  Amount 



characteristics for reciprocity failure, 
which minimizes changes in sensitivity 
and gradation from different exposure 
times when used with photoelectron-
controlling crystals. 

More info? Circle 220 

ANTI-DERMATITIS SOAP 
Paragon Phototechnical, Inc., 10974 

Bigge Street, San Leandro, CA 94577; 
415-635-4311: Paragon pH Balanced 
Hand Soap, formulated to help prevent 
contact dermatitis by neutralizing photo 
chemicals, is concentrated, non-irritating 
and also helps remove chemical stains 
from clothing. 

More Info? Circle 221 

video 

AUDIO MIXER 
Ambico, Inc., 50 Maple Street, Box 

427, Norwood, NJ 07648; 201-767-4100: 
The AN Maestro Video Enhancer/Stereo 
Audio Mixer Model No. V-0629 features 
three stereo audio inputs, each with its 
own volume control, which enables the 
operator to mix and fade betwgen cam-
corder audio, music, and narration. The 
unit can boost each audio input up to 
14dB, and a master volume control ad-
justs overall volume of the audio mi\ 

More info? Circle 222 

COMPACT CAMCORDER 

Ricoh Consumer Products Group, 155 
Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, NJ 07006; 
212-840-6570: The Model No. R-630 Su-
per is a fully automated 8mm camcorder. 
The 2-pound unit incorporates 2/3-inch 
CCD with a 420,000-pixel requiring min-
imum 5 lux illumination, allowing the 
camcorder to produce clear, sharp im-
ages under extremely low lighting situa-
tions. It also features built-in advanced 
digital effects, including the ability to cre-
ate, scroll, and reverse titles. The com-
bined 6X power f/1.6 12-72mm zoom 
lens can focus as close as 0.7-inch from 
a subject when set in macro mode. The 
camera also features a built-in edit switch 
which improves tape quality when cop-
ied from the camcorder to any VCR. 

More info? Circle 223 
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The Metz 60CT-4 
combines high 

I  power with 
dependability 
and versatility. 

is GN of 197 ISO 100 is Complete 
bounce control e A second head 
for fill and catchlights is Recy-
cling of 21/2 flashes per sec. in 
winder mode, 51/2 with motor 
drive e 9 manual power ratio 
settings • 8 auto apertures 
is Choice of rechargeable Dryfit 
or NiCad batteries e Wide range 
of accessories 
For more information, see 

your dealer or write: 
Bogen Photo Corp., 565 East 
Crescent Avenue, P.O. Box 506, 

s  t  '16-0506. 

T 

1 

mo 

I 

The Metz 6OCT-4. 
Because a flash should help 
solve your lighting problems. 

We don't sell anything we wouldn't buy ourselves. 

More info? Circle 68 

Learn "Painting With Light" - Plus 8 Great Styles 
* * * 1990 Seminars * * * 
Enjoy A Creative Day With 

1 ill 

Marty Rickard shows you creative ideas to 
bigger profits. Learn 8 totally different styles, 
plus "PWL." Offer variety, sell more! 
Marty shows his "Painting With Light" 
secrets on video TV monitors at the seminar, 
so each attendee sees posing and lighting 
from camera angle. 
If you are a "one-style" photographer, these 
new ideas are a must-see to earn awards and 
money' 

You Will Learn to Create & Market These 8 Styles 
* Traditional - With a New twist  * Old Masters - New designer concept 
* Paint With Light - On TV Monitors  * Documentary - Add a total New market 
* Breath of Fresh Air - Hi-Key Secrets  * Impressionistic - Sell your own art 
* Boudoir - New way to take & sell it  * Scenic Decor - Big money if done right 

Only $100 or $85 if you call 30 days before date (9 a.m. to 6 p.m. - Lunch included) 
Great ideas for "rookie" or "veteran," wedding or portrait specialist Space limited, save yours NOW 
Call FREE (for registration only) 600 654-7753  MC VISA 
For information call 515-637-4015 or 4555. 

Sign Up For Seminar Nearest You 
In or near these cries—Exact location mailed to students 

Jan. 4 - Houston 
7 - Dallas 
10 - Albuquerque 
14 - Los Angeles 
21 - San Francisco 
30 - Scottsdale. AZ 

Feb. 4 - New Orleans 
11 - Montgomery, AL 
18 - Atlanta 
25 - Orlando 

Mar. 4 - Ft. Lauderdale 
12 - Puerto Rico 
18 Memphis 
21 - St Loins 

Apr 8 Chicago 
22 - Kansas Cdy 
29- Denver 

May 2 - Oklahoma City 
13-18 New Sharon. IA' 
20-26 New Sharon, IA' 
' (Special 5-DAY Schools) 

For FREE brochure or inlomalion write or call 
MARTY RICKARD BOX C NEW SHARON, IOWA 50207 515-637-4015o(4555 

More info? Circle 69 
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Something Here You Need 

Attention advertisers: A monthly listing 
here will give your products and services 
national exposure at a cost tailored to the 
smallest budget. For rates and more in-
formation, write to Professional Photog-
rapher, Advertising Department, 1090 
Executive Way, Des Plaines, IL 60018. 

CUTS BORDERLESS WALLETS 
t Ou! al d IIr11e IrOrn 4 up or bup unilS- (hre,. 
11t1 a time from 9-ups in sheets or rolls up 1(. 

wide Custom made for your wallet units 
Studio and large lab testeu 
for over 14 years Tougl 
durable accurate ano 

fast Easy to use 
Write or phony 

for fre( 
brochure 

RUECKL PHOTO PRODUCTS 1414)7393748 
2233 Sunrise Or. Appleton, W154915 

SPECIAL 
'Three Turkey Boas-5150 
I ght Pink  Ha Pink  Royal Blue 

Turquoise  Hunter Green 
Red  While  Black 

KADLEC FEATHERS 
•rdh Dr. Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 

(415)68P4237 
wo It "r Fri, OVA" 

•, .. , .1 P w vtovq W.Vw   

More Into? Circle 75 

ABERFILE 
STUDIO MANAGEMENT 

NOW INCLUDES THE 
NEW STUDIO SCHEDULER 

Automatic Link to your Prospect 8 Customer 
files S  .. S  S...  P.  . 
V  S  P  P. 

S  180 activities per day 

I AST Pool of Sale  I 

Pnckayr oodirny 

av 
btroic P9  30 lines 
w  500 lines 

Tracking by Custorllef. LabrServlce 
type etc Order labels Mailing labels 

P  .•luonal Lerefs. Reminder cards 
U  Wpnkly Monlnly Cash Rece05 a,d Sales 

Analvlwal Repoils  aSs 
Active 8 Passive 

SO MUCH MORE to cur 
COMPUTERIZE  ABERFILE TODAY' 

'matron 

AgERSOFT'(6° D1 
P O But, 6099  Santa Barbara, CA 93160 
1 805 964 8931  MC & VISA 

More into? Circle 76 
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Color Slide Labels 
Pressure sensitive —on sheets 

Identify & organize your slides 
2100 labels (28 sheets of 75 ea.) 
$30 plus $2 shipping (U.S.) 

NY resdents add 8.25%tax  check or money order only 

Zevon Corp. Box 5810 Dept. C 
Grand Central Station NY. NY 10163 

Perfect fit for 35 mm mounts 
(Actual Label Size) 
matte, white only 

nquire regarding our new computer labels. 
212-255-5356 

More info? Circle 77 

FREE TAP CATALOG 
Easy Ordering By Moil 
Fast Service — Low Prices 
MasterCard, Visa, Am. Exp. 
Samples Available 
Enjoy TAP Quality Products 

Crown Products 1800/7824160 
2164 Superior Ave. Dept 2164 
Cleveland, OR 44114 

More info? Circle 78 

CAR—PRO PRESENTS THE 
NEW ."ONTE ZCC KER 
PORTRAIT VIGNE."17ER 
tit STEM t�tAi  CHOICE OF 
THE TOP MASTER CRAFTSMEN" 

ALL METAL. ROUND. "NON -MATTE 
BOX". "NON BELLOWS - DESIGN. 
WILL FIT ALL CAMERAS. TO 4 X 5, 
COMPACT. FAST, "GOOF PROOF." 
EXQUISITE RESULTS GUARANTEED 

Write or call 
for free brochure. 

C.% 4PHO PHOTO 
ACCESSORIES L SPECIAL EFFECTS 
1951 SANOERLING CIR I PHIL L CAM 
COSTA MESA, CA 92626  BONO, 
PHONE 7141 5419650  CO MGRS 

MONTE 
USING VIGNE1TER 

BACKGROUNDS 
I N -A- BAG 

by 

WASHABLE / FEATHERLIGHT ! REVERSIBLE 
Please write or call for more information 

909 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE 
SHELTON, CT 06484 
TEL. (203) 926-1811 
1-801)-648-8868 

SCHOOL DRAPES 
Phone 213-467-8123 

SEND 52.00 FOR BROCHURE 
Refunded  With First Order 

Maureen of Hollywood 
1308-A N Wilton Plata 

Hullywo od, California 90028 

More into? Circle 80 

Fina(Cy, the perfect music for 

7uedding videos. Organ themes, 

reception music, and romantic 

(ove themes. one-time buyout 

price. Caf! for free demo. 

(516) 874-3604 

52 MAIN ST., PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y. 11050 

More info? Circle 81 

SENIORS 
NEW 10x22 Locker 
Poster will be a hot 
seller for Seniors this 
year. Increase your 
profits with Dual-Proofing, wallet specials 

and Signature Wallets. 
Call Toll Free for 

FREE samples today. 
ASHTON PHOTO  (800)547-9165 

3548 Empress Way N.E. 
P.O. Box 7077 
Salem, Oregon 97303-0011 

More info? Circle 82 

CBA MROME' 
T 4 ikiIIANT CHOICE 

Professional handmade custom e :•gaclents and 
display transparencies made directly from your slides 
Sharper more brilliant color non-fade durability. Send 
check or money order. Add 53 00 for packing, handl-
ing 8 postage NYS residents add applicable sales tax 

SIZE  to PRINT 
Gk, sv 

ADD'L 
PRINTS 

arre , S  Ne� 

TRANS  MOUNTING 
PARENCIES FOR PRINTS 

Foam Core 

5x7 
8.10 
11 . 14 
16.20 
20.24 

VISA and 
Maslen''.:.. . 
Ace.. 

$1200 
1400 
2900 
59.00 
97.00 

S 900 
10.50 
24.00 
41 
75.0000 

NIA 
S 25.00 
40.00 
1;0. 
110.0000 

C'PRW  
M  C01 nR 

N/A 
S 400 
6.00 
10.00 
14-00 

One Horton Ave.. Port Chester, New York 105733397 
914939-5391 

Toll Free 1-800252-6611 (outside N.Y. State) 

More info' Circle 79 More info? Circle 83 



SET & f.! Background Control CLASSIC ARTS 

up to 
12 FT. WIDE 
Dealer mqunies invned— 
Wrne for inlo,mation 

PHOTO-TECH 

MODEL W 

R0 L LEASY 
BACKGROUND CONTROL 

Now with core-wound 
TECH-SEAMLESS 
background paper— 
available in 4, 6, 9 and 
12 it. widths. Time 
proven—first in the 
profession and still 
rust choice of leading 
photographic installa-
tions. 

P.0 8- 9326 
North St. Paul. MN 55109 
612481 9119 
800-5 ' EÈ 

More info? Circle 84 

Mamiya Only 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

Phone (312) 539.1122 
Fax (312) 453.4104 

LAWRENCE CAMERA Service Inc. 
3822 West Lawrence Aven.,e • Ch,cago • Whno,s 60625 

More info? Circle 85 

M fIXIMIZE 
A7CddiI  �roII 

(Q_9  o increase Sales&ProfhMargin, 
.Organize Price Lists a Packages 
a Plan Winning Competitive Strategic, 

Book the Weddings You WANT to Book! 

jf7 Cjf E1 Sera ,o, IKE „  r n spat 
'WEDDING %IOr00RR►M1' 
..•..,r a r,.r.+w rriw rrrw.,r' 

Gus, a ma W.N suMeg'e lo, Ow P,ol,-sswnai Vnolog,aphue 

More info? Circle 86 

Modal Photography 
Systems For Success 
Covers posing, lighting, model 
releases, makeup, pricin , much 
more. $39 for 40 min. video to: 
Jim Trotter 12342 Conway 
Dept. P St. Louis, MO 63141 

More info? Circle 87 

ATTENTIM,' 
SPORTS 
SHOOTERS 
THE COMPLETE YOUTH SPORTS PROGRAM 

CUSTOM TRADING CARDS 
MEMORY MATES 

3" PHOTO BUTTONS 
10 oz PHOTO MUGS 

STATUETTES 
20 x 28 POSTERS 

ACCESSORY PRODUCTS   

M m 
PHOTO ; :1, t r ION SYSTEM 

ATTRACTIVE PREPAY ORDER ENVELOPES 
ORDERS ASSEMBLED AND PACKAGED 

CALL OR WRITF. Sports  8, Schools Photo Lab, Inc. 

10759 Woodside Ave. Suite A 
Santee, CA 92071 
(619) 448-3424 

'CO OT 
SERVING THE 

PROFESSIONAL WITH 
QUALITY FOR OVER 
THIRTY YEARS 

saint Joseph mich.49085 

More info? Circle 89 

Photographic 
Graduates 

Trained With The 
Employer In Mind 

• Portraiture 

• Corporate 

• Medical 

• Commercial 

• AV/Video 

• Lab Tech 

Graduate Placement 

Ohio Institute of Photography 

2029 Edgefield Rd. 

Dayton, Ohio 45439 

(513) 294-6155 

0110 
More info? Circle 90 

More info? Circle 91 

 NEW   
Texturizing for your Portraits 

MERIT TEX: 

FREE texture offer_ 

Find out more: MERRETT SMITH 

I he Houv- :o 111 11mft�sional Art  

• BAA willing, vnlargvmcnts 
• 8/W \ color n�loration 
• Color enhancement—air brush 
• Lt./Mod./H\y. t olorvation 
• Freehand portraits, oil% or pastels 

Fnx- e+Timate • leV. all-dahM w tte 
io vrvr. evperiente 

4140  Rell Rd • erlond.Je. \I 81,4111  
602-H4 1-8 iN: 

More into? Circle 93 

Mini-Ultimate 
The only Front 

Projection System 

that ends black-

line problems 

For Portrait and Commercial Studios 

The Mini-Litimate is a tad that 

will sate t,ou time &monev 
Call or Write for your  - 

FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE 

`  &  (206) 582-5767 
10613 Sherwood Drive 

HSH CAMERA PRODUCTS Tacoma. Washington 98498W 

-t r 

tiZ 

..,. PAINTED ,... 
BACKGROUNDS  
FOR PNOyES�SImOv ,""SUp1de 

NLW  nted backgrounds. 
slre) Pat 
stenos, plus 24 page cstalol T s 
ph010 supplies. 111W11ae.  Intl 

drepea, poh' bags. oY 
Send $1 00 for cat„ 

1pioie catalog — We include $1 e 

„rlund Coo 
l0 apply  order 

i t1hone 612.884-1991) 

THE PIENCE CO  DEPT. PPA 
9f101 Pocollet. Miri6applì' M S',A ,, 
Serving Photogra9N" . ti" 

More info? Circle 94 

WHEN PUSH COMES 
TO PULL, CALL 
THE COLOR PLACE. 

PUSH/PULL KODACHROME PROCESSING 

ne Color Place is pleased to offer 
daily (M-F) Pusll/Ptiu. processing 
of Kodachrome film. 
We tan PUSH/PLll.l. both i5mm 

end 120 format from .. I I/t to + 2 

Stops in 1h Stop intremcnts. Koda-
chromc mailcn. film comlxrs arc also 
available. Call t rla\ for Mort 
information. 

The 1� 

I>Lpartment PP, 1330 Conant 
1 liallas, 'Fexa.s -1520-, 214 631  1 I 

More into? Circle 88 More info? Circle 92 More Info? Circle 95 
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DELUXE PROOFS 

QUALITY GUARANTEED 
IN WRITING 

• Choice of finish 
• Fast service 
• Confidential exposure dots 
BACK IMPRINTING FREE 

• copyright symbol 
• your studio name 
• your negative number 

Try it 
You'll Be Amazed 

MIDWEST 
COLOR LAB 
15497 Beech Daly 

Medford. MI 48239 

(313) 535-8880 

Candids • Portraits is Commercial 
i'roms • Sports is Quantities and More 

More info? Circle 96 

'OP UUAtIrY 

COPY & RESTORATION 

If.  U  I Q � l 
BsW  CCA  (N  AiReriUY - Exxb - C1NVA6 - f AEI G -- eAMAGF -
Af0A0V �VeHUAU.Y ANY7I11If4G FROM ANY TYPE OWOe1AL 

Call 819.488.1424 
FS1eAAiE3 PreCPA OIIXIr _NO CHAIgf 

MAIL P O BOX 575. VENICE. FLA 34284 

More Into? Circle 97 

• 

PHOTO 
BUSINESS CARDS • 
ONE WEEK DELIVERY 
$20 for 250 
$35 for 500 

$1S first time set-up fee 
Free UPS shipping on prepaid orders 

MATTE OR GLOSSY 
MAJOR PROFESSIONAL LAB QUALITY • 
WHITE OR BLACK TYPE (same price) . 

35mm. 645, 60 crop cards 

=lmages.,c 
P.O. BOX 55609 

Jackson, MS 39296-5609 
601.939.0337 LAB 
601.932.5216 FAX 

More Info' Circle 98 

• 

• 
• 

I 
Control your 
lighting with 

Ribbon 
Louvers 
As seen in the 
Charles Lewis 
Seminars 

Lighting control has never been easier 
faster or more precise. 

Available for all major lighting systems 
Phone or write for information. 

(206) 582-5767 
".N•• i SM•c..i.f :1• S W 

964 

1 

Ile 
AO 

Bonet your sales wtln 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
STATUETTES 

rA, r»r_.W. - I..• r. Y...» 

a'--Aril  
For In lormation 6 sample contact 

A b R WOODWORK SHOP 
6031 S 56th SI • Lmcan. NE 68516 
14021 4892558 14021 421-3060 

More info? Circle 99 

$cq+c Zjeu�c 

114 ~ i.c 
OR 

PRINT YOUR LOGO 
tallith our Gold Stamping Machine 

and Gold Foil. 
Add that Touch of Class 

to your prints TODAY with our 
NE W Cold Release Gold Foil 

Gold Stamping Machine 542°0 
i'  Gold Foil S1 9 90 ROLL 

t e_n  �� \ v,.,,, (2oll. .2t1,3  I 
(We) 22S-536(1 

More info? Circle 100 

THE PROFESSIONAL SOURCE 

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT 
Photogenic  Camerz 

Lumedyne  Bronica 

Metz  Mamiya 

Norman  Fuji 

Jobo  Canon 

Lindahl 

Taprell Loomis 

Scene Machine 

Durst 

Hope Processors 

PHOTOGENIC PORTAMASTER 400 
Special $650.00 

UNION & BROTHERS CAMERA STANDS 
Starting at $399.00 

COMPLETE LINE—PROCESSING AND 
PRINTING EQUIPMENT—FILM 

PAPER—CHEMICALS 

Call To// Free 
PHOTOGRAPHICS SUPPLY, INC. 

MCKEESPORT, PA 15132 

800-245-671 5 

More info? Circle 101 

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS: 
Make more money with our high 

quality, low price. quick turnaround 

8 guidance. Call (800) 999-2595 or 

write for information: 

ROBERTS PHOTO 
BOX 19301 

JACKSONVILLE. FL 32245 
More info? Circle 102 

FLUORESCENT CORRECTION FILTERS 
DON'T SETTLE FOR UNPROFESSIONAL 

GREEN BACKGROUNDS 

At last a it ...... ent filter system anyone can use 

Complete litter sets a instructions ranging from 
Iluor e,ce.1 to creative color control .1 the back9rounc 

Watch lot Sam Young Seminars 

Call or Witte 

SAM YOUNG STUDIOS 
254 Florin Road Sacramento CA 95631 

(916) 395.6067 

. gea Pee. 4 suc. Pants 
Ettr4 Saiee—E.tra P,.M. 

QQA ta. 

1 Serving Professional Photographers Since 1956  1 

1 
1 

• WEDDING ALBUMS 
•PROOF BOOKS 
• MOUNTS -FOLIOS ' 

SHIPPED 
SAME 
DAY! 

• DIMENSION • TOPFLIGHT • TAP  ' 
• HOLSON • LEATHERMARK - CAMILLE 

1  Visa. Mastercard or COD 
For FREE Wholesale Catalog 

1  write of phone 

! 19438 BUSINESS CENTER DR 
NORTHRIDGE. CA 91324 

1 (818) 886.5100 

frerit 
Albums, inc. 

More info? Circle 104 

'nf l \k III  

LORENE g1ARlt 

JOSEPH M. PROSCIA 

BACKGROUNDS FOR DISTINGUISHED PHOTOGRAPHERS 

(8181508-8908 1751 GrtwriAhi A— North 

H.11ywood. CA 91602 

M.I.K. 
PHOTOGRAPHY SYSTEMS IM 
P O Box 455, Dumont, NJ 07628  r _ 

CATALOG INFORMATION  VISA 
TOLL FREE 1-800.635-9414 

yEBtKAL YOUR STUDIO 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE 

HORIZONTAL  

ra w. 
•.a 

f+'4Rr — ® 4\x5 en �15%5 
• Sr•.t.  G i- � 

MT.f 7.11JNE+l � iLfillf i 

� ��lil r � �8'• � 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

8 G  BP a GP   

•1 M.0 scalEr.cE onnEn 

RePmductlon of this photograph without 
the npre w•p nof inestudio Is 
pmhfbltad  r US C u e U.S COPYRIGHT LAW 

More info? Circle 105 

OUR BEST SINK l6GA 316 LC  Eco 
S259.95  5-stainless Sinks  Mix I  k 
PREPAID  9-ABS PI "ic Smks  5219.95 
`  Mu Tanks. Floor Mats. Algae Removers 

Gornpuler Contrdfed y;  a 
T  Demand Water He9tars y  ,� 

AFFORDABLE 
STATE OF THE ART 

Mod A  1 
Black 
72x28x10 

FREE CATALOG 
VISA/MASTERCARD 

CUSTOM PHOTO 11111 i 
I O&30 Send- or 
Dasfn. Taxes 75238 
(2111 348-9779 
CLOSED FRIDAY 

WATER 
TEMP 11 

W/TempLok 
115.00 

More info? Circle 106 

1 
1 
1 
1 

WEDDINGS LOOK BETTER 
FROM PRO PHOTO 
WITH 128x10 ALBUM SPECIAL 
COLOR PRINTS 
40 1001120220 FILM  $44.30 

u. �,t nsTuaro 

6 , W  _ .  35mm $52.40 
" a I  _  T P.-;. 
EVERY NEGATIVE VIDEO ANALYZED 

VWICOI r III 8 Kodaoo " VR  ReOueit Pace 
120220  L•51 la addniona 

s�2es •nuudmq 35mm 
--  SEND CHECK WITH ORDER 

Ordefs less than 53500 add 
5300 postage 
packing and handling 
Fla To,, Free I-app-2$2-4182 
Toll Free 1.800.237.6429 
213219 South Tyier Ave 

Po saw« ail 
lakela M Fl.rba 73802 

More into? Circle 103 More info? Circle 107 



A Profit 
Maker ... 
saves 
many 
hours' 

Ada ms 
RET OUCHI N G  M ACHI NE 
Ask any Adams user. Then multiply 
the number of hours saved by the 
hourly rate you pay' 
(11 might exceed the 6051 Of the machine in the first 
year) 

$540.00 F o B Denver 
Write for free literature on the Adams Retouching 
Machine, and other accessory Items. 

A da ms Retouching Machine Co. 
 ̀1036 W. 8th Avenue  a Denver, Colorado 80204 
\  303 534 6789 

More info? Circle 108 

LOGOMASTER-513700 
Complete gold stamping machine in-
cluding your Logoplate and gold foil — 
a new unique space age design —es-
pecially for the photographic trade. 
Write or call for free literature on 
Logomasterand othergold stamp. 
ing machines and Goldriter pens. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

VEACH CORPORATION 
14535 ARMINTA 

VAN NUYS, CA 91402 
Tel. (818) 780.6587 or (800) 523.9944 

More info? Circle 109 

CHIMERA 
Portable 
light banks and 
accessories. 
Please write or 
call for our free 
catalog. 

1812 Valtec Lane 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303)444-8000 
(800) 424-4075 

More info? Circle 110 

FILE IT . MAIL IT . 

DELIVER IT. , . in an 

APEC ENVELOPE! 
All sizes PHOTOMAILERS • KRAFT • GLASSINE 

stocked for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

APEC STUDIO PROMOTION AIDS 

for brides, babies and 
special occasions . . . also, 
studio business forms. 
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST 

A ME RI C A N  PRI NTI N G 

&  EN VEL OPE  CO MPA NY 
900 Broadway, New York 10003 

is 
L ANVAS 

USLIN 
ROPS 
IFT SYSTEMS 
¢T DESIGN 

ADD A NEW 
DIMENSION 
To Your Photography 

WITH 
BACKGROUNDS 
By DAVID MAHEU 

463 Sleeve Farm Rd. 
Harri —1 e, Rt 02830 
401.56841288 
800237.1883 

More info? Circle 112 

Sports Photographers! 
Is your present Lab satisfying your needs? Are the photos you sell 
Sna P 7 Do they Sparkle9 Excel Photo would like to give you 
the e0ge Mat can really make the diteren m We otter a lull line of 
products to give you that competitive edge: Magazine Covers. 
Trading  Cards (standard or custom). Memory  Mates. 
Superimposed and Title Groups. Buttons and more! We take 
pride in the quality of our products while providing friendly, e8idem 
and I'Mely service. 

For Me discerning photographer n'a 

sac 
16r �r.,;; e �n'U'mdLO:�. pease wrlle or Call 

EXCEL PHOTO, INC. 
PO So, 7043. Salem, Oregon 97303 

Ton Free in the Western States 14100-922.3686 (FOTO) 
or .11 collect al 1 503 588-2931 

1 4  

FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER 
WHO WANTS THE BEST 

Jones Flash 
Brackets 
Rotating and Fixed 
Over-the-Lens Brackets 
VISA, MIC, Coo OK 

Jones Photo Equipment 
10616 Burbank BtW North Hollywood CA 91601  818766.7109 

More into? Circle 113 

L E A T H E R  A L B U M 
D E S I G N S 
WEDDING ALBUMS 

Handcrafted. Genuine leather albums 
Imported from Italy. Library bound. No pages 
to buy or assemble. Wide selection of mats. 

1.800.263.6892 
P.O. BOX 2428 NIAGARA FALLS, 

NEW YORK 14302 
In west coast region call: 
James Frames North 

P.O. Box 669, Goshen CA 93227 
11800.821.4797 

More info? Circle 114 

SCHOOL 
PICTURE 

PROCESSING 
8x10 unit 92 

Write for 
our catalog 

IMPERIAL COLOR 
2001 E. Roosevelt 
Phoenix, AZ 85006 
602-253-2212 
8JO-332-5855 

FAX: 602-253-2335 

GPenn 
GP bo r tomounts 
11  A.  P cw..o.ea  r  • ao  Ix s1 sa awa 

(800) 228-7366 in PA (800) 227-7366 

More into? Circle 116 

— I  

Studio Access 

l G �' 

"I hr (.iulr t .luahu .lhuwg<mrnl (onlpulcr 

Software Program on the Market Today!' 

Full Working 
Demo Program 

end 
Tram gVideo 

54000 

Studio Access 

$695 
Mule, llse� 
Ve„ 

OR 

.Send for a FREE' link pure 

I ought of West Coast Schools, rnengle Insdute, 
and Winona School of Photography 

Accoss Computer Scifl  rtSysterrits 
„rpr el A 10.1111 I".  , - -an 

More into? Circle 111 

I_IGI I  
Lightweight,  'N'sal 
Airline Shippable Cases for 
Camera and Strobe Filuipment. 
Please write or call for our free catalog. 

Lightware. In(,. 
1541 Platte tiler , I 
Denver, CO 8020-1 
303/4.5.5.4556 

More info? Circle 118 

tiLIFELIKE PORTRAITS 
In Light, Medium & 
Heavy Brush Oils 

(602) 
843.8385 

CLASSIC ARTS 
4240 W Bell Rd. 
Glendale, AZ 85308 

More into? Circle 111 More info? Circle 115 More info? Circle 119 
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�Q erne 
Laboratories, Inc. 

Finding dignity in craftsmanship... 

Helping others do the same. 

We've been printing and finishing 
exceptional portraits for exceptional 

photographers for over 40 years. We're 
a full service lab that specializes in dye 

transfer and also offers Custom 
Ektacolor and black and white printing 

Write: 6770-28th Street, S.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49506 

Call 616-942-6910 

More info? Circle 120 

The 

Photographer's Assistant 
is Simply 

• Easiest 
• Fastest 
• Most Flexible 
• Feature Packed 

Studio Management Program Around! 

If you are interested in increasing 
your studio's efficiency and productivity 
without adding personnel — this is your 
answer  Call or Write Today. 

Database Designs 
1006 851h Ave W [)Muth, MN 55808 

(218) 626-1274 

More into? Circle 121 

AirVac Electronic 
Air Cleaner 

The Photo Lab Air 
Cleaner That Works! 

3̀95.00 

1.800 624 3204 • In Florida 1 813.388 2432 

More info? Circle 122 

FRAMES 
PHOTOMOUNTS 
and ALBUMS 
Dimension a Holston 

Leathermark • McDonald 
Savage a Tap a Topflight 

Freese coil or write for FREE color catalog 
or the repre.enbnve m your area 

THE LEVIN COMPANY 
SERVING ALL 50 STATES 

(800) 345-4999 

r1  A. LEATHERMARK -

Cupplier of Wedding Albums, Photo Mounts, 
Memory Mates, Proof Books, Wall & Easel 
Frames, Nielson Framekits & Miscellaneous 
Studio Supplies such as Mounting Boards & 
Retouch Sprays. We ship promptly via UPS. 
Complete catalog available on request. 

TOLL FREE  z k8�a62, 16649 Mic e024 
4668 N. PULASKI ROAD a CHICAGO, IL 60630 

More info? Circle 124 

%H:I�F 1'H11'1'll �111'1'IaY 

P.O. Box 311 
11 Brighton Street 
Belmont, MA 02178 

617-489-3311 1-800-343-5055 1-800-554-5574 
(out of state)  (in MA) 

Write or Call 

for Free Catalogue 

We FOCUS On The Pro! 

More info? Circle 125 

Supplying Studios with over 100 Products 

SAVE 40% 
Kimball Victorian 
FURNITURE 
Monthly Special: 
Model /120137 side chair 
In velvet and walnut. 

Reg. 5367. 

5225. 

More info? Circle 126 

Photography schools and PP of A affili. 
ates may request available back issues 
of Professional Photographer for S5 per 
box plus UPS COD shipping charges. 
Contact the back issues department. 

There's a time and a place for 
conventional thinking 

And then there's 

IL 

BEHIND THE SCENES 
HANDCRAFTED BACKGROUNDS 

muslin, canvas, studio walls. 
custom and re-worked backgrounds  r 

write or call for brochure 

BEHIND THE SCENES, 104 S FORMOSA AVE. 
HOLLYWOOD. CA 90036 

Within CA (213) 937-0390 outside CA (800) 327-0946 

i 
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Classified 

All classifications $1.00 per word (includes two words bold 
face caps). minimum $22.00 Additional bold face caps. 
$1 60 per word Box number and handling charge. $7 05 
per ad 
Closing date for new advertising, corrections or can 

cellation orders. 20th of the second month preceding 
issue date. Remittance must be received with order. 
Mad ads with remittance +.o PPA Publications and Ear, 

Inc Classdred Ad Dept 1090 Executive Way, Des Pla ,' 
IL 60018. 

Replies to ads with box numbers should be a0cresse0 Al 

follows- Box    clo Professional Pho-
tographer. 1090 Executive Way. Des Plaines. IL 60018 

BACKGROUNDS 

PIERCE BACKGROUNDS—hand painted heavy 
canvas window shades. Send $1 complete cata-
log —pictures Studio Supplies. School drapes-poly-
bags combs-posing equipment-puppets-blue gar-
ters-mailers-printed forms including refund coupon 
Pierce Company. 9801 Nicollet. Minneapolis. MN 
55420. phone 612.884.1991. 

THE DENNY Mfg. Co.. Inc., world's largest manu-
facturer of background materials and accessories 
presents its all-new color catalog. Send for com-
plete information on painted, lithographic and pho-
tographic backgrounds. Also for complete line of 
support systems manual and motorized. The Den-
ny Mfg. Co. Inc . P O. Box 7200. Mobile. AL 36607: 
205-457.2388, outside Ala. 800-235-7012. 

STUDIO DYNAMICS paints the finest back 
grounds. Muslin or canvas. Mottled, or textured or 
scenic Ask any pro. Motorized and manual back 
ground lifts. Posing stools and props Call or write. 
Studio Dynamics. 1667 E 281h. Long Beach, CA 
90806. 213.595.4273. 

WRINKLED MUSLIN Completely finished. Stan-
dard and Custom sizes, 10 exciting colors, starting 
at $56. Also colored GELS. Send $2.50 for infor 
mation and swatches. Refundable with first order 
DESIGNS BY CASJOY. P O Box 652. Cicero, NY 
13039-0652. 

MY ART WITH YOUR ART, BECOMES YOUR 
CLIENT'S ART. Phillip S. Charis. CA. Don Blair. 
CO. Russ Miller. Mi. Greg Rademacher, PA. Betty 
Huth. CA. Arthur Mayer. CA Call or write Joseph 
M Proscia, Lorene Charts. THE BACKGROUND-
ERS, 4751 Cartwright Ave., N Hollywood. CA 
91602. 818-508.8908, 

CAMERA REPAIR 

MAMIYA SPECIALISTS, FAST. DEPENDABLE 
REPAIRS for professionals. RICHARDSON CAM 
ERA SERVICES. 1224 North Green St., McHenry, 
IL 60050; 815.344-3674. 

COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE 

PRO-BOSS provides your studio with computer 
POWER to grow Includes Billing. Mailing. Job and 
Sales Reports. Point of Sale. Product sales slats 
and more. Single user PRO-BOSS for PC/AT or 
Atari ST from $199. Multi-user Novo PRO-NET 
from $699 Call or write Pro-Boss 
Rd.. Worthington. OH 43235, 614.455 61U0 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

COLENTA EQUIPMENT for sale Very new Studio 
Printer and 60A Rotary Processor for all films and 
paper. ASSUMABLE LEASE. Call A & W d 702-
454.4422 

BACKGROUND PAPER Liquidation Sales 107"x 
12 yards, Four Colors Available. Cedar/Sunburst 
GOId/OIive/Gold Mist '5 Roll Minimum' 5 Rolls $10 
each: 11.14 $9 each; 15 or more $8 each. Freight 
Collect 312-298-6770 (area code 708 after 11/10). 

NORMAN 200B owners Save $100 on replace-
ment-spare battery. Orig. capacity, rechargeable 
Info. Kirkham's. 235 N Getty, Uvalde, TX 78801. 
512.278-4416. 

NEW 3-D CAMERA! Makes you a lot of money' 
Easy to use, takes standard 35mm film, no special 
viewer needed. Costs less than $200. Now! How 
much would you charge for an 8x10 in 3-D9 Send 
$3 for 3-D photo. ordering and distributing informa-
tion plus $15 credit for first camera. 3-D Marketing. 
P.O. Box 981, Arden, NC 28704. 

For only pennies per contact, you can reach peo 
ple who want and need what you have to sell. Ad-
vertise in the classified section 

FINISHING 

70mm, 120 and 220 Vericolor III film processing 
and proofing. Two day in-plant service. Complete 
senior finishing, custom portrait, and candid and 
commercial finishing service  Wallets through 
40x6Os. Camera Art Professional Finishing Divi 
son. Box  ton. MN 55952. 507 523 2101 
WATS 800 .̀>., : 3udu Camera Art. 12221 Riverwood 
Or  Burnsville. MN 55337, 612.8902200 MN 
W;,:'; 00-348-4427 Outstale WATS 800 ,. "l1 . 1 

FOUR WAYS ,(, mmove on UNDERCLASS PHO 
TOS  STORE PROMOTIONS 78S per 

Juv,•  uded IMPROVE on the over 
QUALITY, SERVICE Iguaranteed delivery), 

PERSONAL CARE taken on orders from 35mm 
rforated or 46mm long roll VPS Contact 

COMPUTER COLOR LAB, INC.. 3597 Lee Road. 
:aand OR 44120 216-491 9292 

PACKAGE PRINTING: fund raising, store promo-
tions, churches. schools, family groups, proms. 
classroom groups. sportmates. photo charms. 10' x 
13  11 "x14". 8"00" and 5"x7" packages avail 
able from 46mm, '; 70mm-120-220 VPS II film Four 
day in plant service--complete professional de-
partment for weddings and proofing service Send 
for complete price lists ACADEMY PRODUC. 
TIONS, P O Box 30877 Charlotte. NC 282';1 
North Carolina call 704.333.9057 1.800.421.3523 

SCHOOL PICTURE PROCESSING: Complete set 
vice available including 8"x10  5"x7 'or T, 'x5" 
format packages from split 70mm or 46mm and 
35mm film. Proms. Deluxe Memory Mates. Class 
room Group Pictures. and Hand Lettered Compos 
rtes. Elementary and Junior High Memory Books 
and Church Directories Fast service and higher 
quality. Camera Art, Box 100, Lewiston. MN 55952 
507523-2101 WATS 800.533-8030 Camera Art, 
12221 Riverwood Dr , Burnsville. MN 55337 
612.890-2200 MN WATS 800.348.4427 Outstare 
WATS 800.328.2924, 

FURNITURE, PROPS 

SEND FOR free catalog of environmental props 
We have stumps. rocks. fences. etc Also chair 
backs and now a complete true of Victorian furnr 
lure and stackslools. Write or call The Denny Mfg 
Co . Inc . P O Box 7200, Mobile. AL 36607. 
205.457.2388, 

HELP WANTED 

OLAN MILLS INCORPORATED High income en-
treprene•..  oppori;,  ambitious and talent 
ed peopi,, nrr expanding SCHOOL PORTRAIT 
DIVISION -ccessful applicants will become Ter 
nlory Managets responsible for portrait sales and 
the photography of school children Existing talents 
will be augmented by specifically related photog 
raphy skills training and dynamic sales training Ex 
cellent benefits program. Send complete resume 
to RECRUITER, School Portrait Division. P O Box 
23456, Chattanooga, TN 37422 —E.O.E -M/F. 

BOEING 
COMPUTER SERVICE IS 

LOOKING FOR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 

BCS RICHLAND, INC., a subsidiary of the Boe 
ing Company, is located in Southeastern Wash-
ington Slate. Our home base is the greater Tri-cities 
which has a population of approximately 120.000. 
The life-style features excellent out-door recreation, 
award winning schools. and a very reasonable over 
all cost of Irving 
In order to meet our growing commitments. we 
need experienced personnel who are proficient in 
photography. U.S. CITIZENSHIP IS REQUIRED. 
Specific duties are work with art director, writer, 
or client to achieve desired goals Decisions are 
made on creative approach, fighting design, color 
mood, emotional impact, perspective. photogfophrc 
materials and equipment selection Will be required 
to work independently with minimal supervision 
Will counsel and advise nonexempt photographers 
to help expand their photographic capabilities Must 
have a BA in photographv or equivalent photo 
graphic experience 
Send resume to 
BCS RICHLAND, INC. 
ATTENTION: A2.75 PAT STOKES 
P.O. BOX 300 
RICHLAND, WA 99352 
BCS Richland, Inc is an Allirmatwe Action Equal 
C)pr)nr tunPv I mpIoyr�r 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS interested 
starting professional photography school send 

resume and statement of teaching philosophy to 
Box K230. clo Professional Photographer 

INSTRUCTION 

PROFESSIONAL OIL COLORING —Easily learn 
ed and done al honie  Write for free 
booklet "Magic of Photo Coloring  Hamilton Stu 

NUDE —BOUDOIR —GLAMOUR  instructional 
bo—  . deoS Large, discount catalog $1 (refund 
ed wrin first order) JAX. 5491 B Mantua, San Diego. 
CA 92124 

BECOME A SKILLED RETOUCHER) Advanced 
techniques easily mastered at home Expert, in-
dividual instruction Write for free booklet. '-Art of 
Retouching' Hamilton Studios, Box 39-NR. Clay 
mont. DE 19703 

LAB SERVICES 

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHERS: 'Rake more money 
witn our nigh quality low price, quick turnaround 
& guidance. Write for information ROBERTS PHO 
TO, Box 19301, Jacksonville. FL 32245• 1800-
999-2595 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER rNOVEMBER 1969/89 



SITUATION WANTED 

Classified 

THE NEW ENGLAND TRADITIONS OF SER. 
VICE AND QUALITY. Senior/portrait packages 
candids, oeiu<e proofing. Custom prints up to 30 x 
40  VOLUME PRICING. NEW ENGLAND COL. 
OR LAB, INC.. 86 Sanderson Ave, P O Box 669, 
t ynn MA 01 %'1. 617 598-4400 

SCHOOL PACKAGES with dependable quality you 
Lan ire Lonhdenl of and deliver proudly We print 
them from unperforated 35mm formal NATIONAL 
COLOR LABORATORIES. Dept SC, 306 West 
First Avenue Roselle, New Jersey 072010900 For 
quick reply call Vince Gallo ,, 1.800.284.1947 

EKTACHROME PROCESSING—Same day E-6 
colorwatch monitoring Prepaid Return Shipping on 
$10 orders and above 4x5 $1.60, 5x7 $2.35. 8x10 
$3 Sleeved 120 $4.95. 35mm 24x $2 50. 35mm 36x 
$3 50 MTD Arrow Photo, Box B. Pottstown. PA 
19464 

SENIOR PORTRAIT PACKAGES with superb 
quality and dependable last lurma round. Available 
from 120/220, split and full frame 70mm formats 
NATIONAL COLOR LABORATORIES. 306 West 
First Avenue Roselle. New Jersey 07203.0900. Call 
1.800-284.1947 ,r quick reply and order materials. 

SCHOOL PICTURE PROCESSING... PLUS  1e 
best turn aroL.i ,:  . ,.•. ., - .:nil 
With Alston School Photography, you can shoot 
longer because we process and deliver faster. And 
we're there when you need us—for technical sup 
Port, equipment sourcing and financing, and mar-
keting and sales support Become an associate 
member of the Alston family today Call Ray Cour 

noyer at 1-800.766.FOT0, or write to Alston School 
Photography, 54 Brunswick Avenue. Edison, NJ 
08817 Alston providing the finest in school pho 
tography lo, —,  , 

LAB/STUDIO SUPPLIES 

PHOTOGRAPHERS. .RECEIVE ... $695  FREE 
Merchandise & Cash Discount coupons 
:u:1e  NOW  r.;,r FREE ,ii. i,ew. 200 page 1990 
Supply Catalog from us —over 7.000 items, 800 
numbers- prof personalized service-21 years in 
business—send $2 (refundahle) to cover shipping 
to PHOTOGRAPHERS SPECIALIZED SERVICES. 
650 Armour, Box 46 C, : ,C WI 53066 

MISCELLANEOUS 

GRAPHICIGRAFLEX 
i:dr Tier as :et„ 
Service. 675 1 
NV 89701. 7c 

STATUETTES MADE 
per u.,. r, made 
and $9 (includes S & H I to Statuettes. 1101 12th 
Corso Nehraska Gtv NE 68410 

MIRACLE TWEETER create perfect expressions 
every time from palm of your hand $10 one doz 
Postpaid Academy of Photographic Art. 1521 W 
Ingomar Rd Pittsburgh. PA 15237. 

PUBLICATIONS 

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION: Gore a year's subscription 
:J P(OreswOna! Photographer to employees. bus 
ness associates and relatives working in photo,_; 
raphy Your thoughtful gilt will be appreciated all 
year long For details write Professional Photogra 
pher. Circulation Department. 1090 Executive Way 
Des Plaines IL 60018 

The photography competition and juried exhibition 
NEWSLETTER GUIDE to current opportunities for 
photographers $2 sample. $18 for 10 issues/year. 
Entry. P.O. Box 7648-PP. Ann Arbor, MI 48107 

RESTORATIONS 

THE FINEST COPY AND RESTORATION SER. 
VICE IN THE COUNTRY. servicing studios. de-
partrnenl stores and camera shops Light and 
heavy 6its 35 years in business. Volume pricing 
NEW ENGLAND COLOR LAB, INC.. 86 Sander-
son Ave.. P  Box 669, Lynn. MA 01903: 517-598-
4400 

DISSATISFIED WITH present service? Try our 
restorations in Brush Oils. Also Light & Brush Oils 
Portraits. Free estimates and price list Custom 
B&W and Sepia printing Irene 's Color Service. 41 
Edgewood Ave. Walpole, MA 02081. 508-668.4767 

LIFE LIKE RESTORATIONS. Air brush, Brush Oils 
and Transparent Oils. Custom black-and-white lab. 
Good service Free estimates. Betty Royse, Cr 
Photog., Sp.Photog., CPP. PH-L, Royse Graphic Cob 
or Service. P O Box 85, Shelby, OH 44875 

Our COMPUTERIZED PHOTO RESTORATION 
SERVICE lets you profit from the large demand for 
quality photo restoration Using advanced com-
puter systems, we copy and restore your custom-
ers' old B&W family pictures to like-new condition. 
BE A DEALER OR REP, for this exciting, afford-
able new service Call CONCORD PHOTO (616) 
388.5404 

SALES AIDS 

POLYURETHANE PLAQUES AND FRAMES on 
a contract or per order basis. Any style. any size 

Call or write Denny Manufacturing Cc . Inc.. P O 
Box 7200. Dept  PA. Mobile. AL 36607: 205-
457-2388 

WEDDING  ALBUMS,  PHOTOMOUNTS, 
PLAQUES :,nd FRAMES. Same day shipment to 
.t�d,d. wedding and portrait photographers. Name 
brands—Holson. Topflight. Camille, Pro-Craft. Yarn 
kee. Lacquer-Mat. Sureguard. Marshall's. FREE 

120-page wholesale catalog MasterCard/VISA. 
ALBUMS, INC., PO Box 81757. Dept PRO C. 
Cleveland OH 44181 SIX Locations Cleveland. 

: Fiallas. Anaheim. TOLL-
FREE ORDERING 1800.662.1000. 

INCREASE YOUR SALES .% •̀r,,, ' added employ-
e'  . itor,, NCL's REPLICA-COPY AND 
RESTORATION SALES PROGRAM has every. 
thing you need C•,  son. ONATION. 
AL COLOR LABORATORIES Dept CR. 306 West 
First Avenue. Rc  :; Jersey 07203.0900 
1.800.284.1947 

FOURTH YEAR as full-time wedding photographer 
income exceeded QUARTER MILLION DOL. 

LARS Send $14 95 plus $1.50 P/H for audio tape 
describing our business success. Rawlinson Pho. 
lograpnr =43 Leicester, Plymouth. MI 48170 

1990 CALENDARS Professional quality Holds 

zontally on cover and each 
"'ors.;opage Contemporarydesign Printed on 

11x14 1/2 wire bound eighty pound imen cover 
board Unique add-on sales opportunities, 1/$10. 
6/$42. 121$74 • + $2 50 UPS Apple Studio. 9348 
Olive Blvd. St Louis, MO 63132. 

BOXES—Portrait presentation —BOXES. Finest 
quality at wholesale prices. 4" 6  5' x5 '. 5"x7' . 
8'00".11"x14  16"x20".20"x24" Purchase in 
small quantities 4"x5  5' x5' . hold 125 proofs. 
Send $1 for tree sample Autenger Studios. 223 W 
Yak St  Norfolk VA 23510. 

SEAMLESS PAPER -53 inch width white-black-
COWS Ship UPS 48 states—lowest prices Also 5 
inch pocket school combs—an colors Credit cards 
accepted Pierce Co.. 9801 Nicollet Ave. Min 
êapolis MN 55420—phone (1.800-338-9801) 

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL photographer ex 
penenced in all phases of photography. Looking for 
either employment with complete package or long 
term studio purchase. Please contact Paul at 
307.7424159 

STUDIO FOR SALE 

Portrait & Wedding Studio in ANAHEIM, CALI-
FORNIA, Gross to $300.000 turn key take over , 

50% Weddings. 50% portraits New 2.500 sq. It 
studio Will consider Manager transition buy out 
Call 714.632.5635. 

Quality and Service are two Items that our clients 
have grown accustomed to Contemporary portrait 
studio Beautiful and scenic OREGON COAST. 
$150.000+ gross. P.O. Box 224, Depoe Bay, OR 
97341 

SUCCESSFUL INDIANA STUDIO. well establish 
ed. turn key operation. low volume 125K + Gross. 
40% net. WIII assist in transition, relocating for 
health reasons. Reply Box H226. c/o Professional 
Photographer. 

Available Fully-equipped studio in SOUTH CEN. 
TRAL area Well known, well located. excellent 
staff, strong goodwill based on solid history of in-
novative ideas and personal service since early 
70's Vast potential to build on established image. 
name and clientele. Reply Box J227, c/o Profes 
sional Photographer 

NAPLES, FLORIDA Small portrait and wedding 
studio on busiest street in town, two person opera-
tion Call Jerry weekdays 9.5: 813-261-8088 

Retiring For sale well established studio since 
1967 In the fastest growing city in NEW MEXICO 
Color equip included 505.523.1440 Mr. or Mrs 
Fraga 605 S Solano. Las Cruces. NM 88001 

NEW STUDIO 2.500 sq If commercial-portrait stu 
do Located in the fastest growing community in 
the United States. Rancho Calif. Owners moving to 
Alaska- 714-676-0787 

PORTRAIT STUDIO in central California Turn key 
operation. Can be used as Studio and Home 
Fenced back yard, and excellent traffic area. Re 
ply Box J228. c/o Professional Photographer. 

POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA. Turnkey opera-
tion. excellent location and lease $40.000 worth 
of equipment. $4.000 improvements. $55,000 of 
contracts with deposits. Owner will stay through 
transition period Great Deal $115.000. Motivated 
Rucci International. Inc.. Broker 305.564-9800 

OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY Fort Lauderdale. 
Florida. busy shopping center, many government 
contracts, walk-ins. barmitzvas, weddings. busi-
ness announcements. conventions. passports, stu-

dios equipment. best cameras. support equip-
ment, wholesale one hour photo outlets also retail 
outlet, inventory negotiable. Gross $355.000 Mo. 
tivated drastic reduction. Price $175,000. Con-
tact Meir Aloni. Century 21 Landmark. Realty Inc 
305-475-0685 

NEAR AUSTIN, TEXAS Only storefront studio in 

-,iool contract Excellent 
reputation, prohtaole. computerized For more in-
formation write Studio Sale, P O Bop: 181104, Aus-
tin TX 78718.1104, 

AWARD WINNING studio in town of 25.000. Real 
estate w/income, plus university teaching position 
Priced to sell. Contact Paul at 307.742.4159 

PHOTOGRAPHY BUSINESS. Successful com 
—,i  -Jec  :.c,c r America's Paradise 

Equipment, van. established clients. Also postcard 
business and inventory owner retiring St Croix, 
United States Virgin Islands Write for info. P O Box 
24435, USVI 00824 
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Professional Photograp = 
READER SERVICE CENTER 

For more information, mail this card today! 

Simply circle the numbers corresponding to the advertised products, 
new products listings, editorial features, and the Professional Photographers 

of America Services in this issue. 

FOR FAST REPLY: 
Use ink or typewriter... provide all information requested on form ... mail postage-free card before expiration date. 
Your request for information will be forwarded to the appropriate party who will send full information to you— 

quickly ... free ... and without obligation. 

Need to know more about the 
services offered by PP of A? 
We're here to help you —just 
circle ON THE CARD the same 
number as shown against our 
list of services below. 

1. Membership 
2. Degree Program 
3. PP of A Group Insurance 
4. International Exhibition of 
Professional Photography 

5. PP of A International Convention 
6. Directory of Professional 
Photography 

7. Directory Advertising 
8. Winona International School of 
Professional Photography 

9. Certification 
10. Magazine Subscription 
11, Magazine Advertising 
12. Direct Response Cards 
13. Marketing Professional Photography 
14. Qualified Studio Program 
15. Education Seminars 

Get 
More 
Facts 
Free 
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Please send information on items circled below:  Void after January 31, 1990 
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Get 
More 
Facts 
Free 

Need to know more about the 
services offered by PP of A? 
We're here to help you—just 
circle ON THE CARD the same 
number as shown against our 
list of services below. 

1. Membership 
2, Degree Program 
3. PP of A Group Insurance 
4. International Exhibition of 
Professional Photography 

5. PP of A International Convention 
6. Directory of Professional 
Photography 

7. Directory Advertising 
8. Winona International School of 
Professional Photography 

9. Certification 
10. Magazine Subscription 
11, Magazine Advertising 
12. Direct Response Cards 
13. Marketing Professional Photography 
14. Qualified Studio Program 
15. Education Seminars 



"Capturing the emotion and excitement 
of weddings is a work of art. The follow-through 

must be a lab I can count on:' 
((  1 N orth American Photo realizes the 

efforts  I go  through  to  ach ieve  

insults and to give my clients the 
best. count on them for attention to 
detail ..processing, proofing ... and finished 
prints... everything I need ... on time! 
I'm a stickler on color balance. I'm 

looking for warm, deep skin tones... 
prints with detail in the highlights and 
shadows ... a full range of tones. North 
American video analyzes and tests each 
negative before it's printed to insure that 
it's exactly what I'm looking for. 
Their computerized ordering system 

allows me to keep in touch with my 
work, plus gives me great turnaround. 
But, even with all their modern methods, 
1 still receive the same old-fashioned, 
friendly personal service 1 enjoy. 
North American does it all ... whatever 

I need — portraits, candids, special 
effects, even contact proofs, when 
1 want therm. Plus, negative and print 
retouching, portrait packages, prints up 
to 30x40, canvas mounting, a tremen-
dous amount of masking sizes ... and 
LuVue Slides to project package sales 
to the greatest heights etwr 

Join me. Usc the color lab you can 
count on! They're great!" 
Call this toll free number in Michigan 

1-800-852-8522; all other states 1-8(X)-
654-6544, or write for a free catalog 
of services to: North American Photo 
Inc., 27451 Scho olcraft, Livonia, 
Michigan 48150. 

NORTH 
AMERICAN 
PHOTO .11  

The color lob you con count on. 



Nail the details. With Kodak Vericolor HC professional film. 

The color saturation is so vivid, it looks freshly pointed. The high contrast adds clear, 

sharp definition to product shots, environmentols, and glamour portraits. 

When you want to show more brilliance, try the brighter Vericolor film. 114 
vericolor HC 
ca� 

C :  Kodok C—o—y, 1988 


